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Abstract

Most modern wireless communication systems are hierarchical complex systems which consist of
many levels of design elements and are subject to limited resources (e.g. power or bandwidth).
Thanks to numerous newly-introduced devices in different forms such as sensors and relays and
the integration of multiple antennas, spectral efficiency and reliability of wireless transmission
could be significantly improved. Nevertheless, it also becomes much more challenging to control
the devices and allocate the limited resources in an optimal fashion in order to approach capacity
gains.

This dissertation is concerned with mixed-binary or combinatorial optimization problems to
improve various service goals for a variety of interesting yet difficult wireless communication
applications. These problems are highly prized for academic significance but remained open
due to their mathematical challenges. We shall explore the hidden d.c. (difference of convex
(or concave) functions) structure of the objective functions as well as the binary constraints.
Further, we will prove such general d.c. programs can be equivalently converted into canonical
d.c. programs with d.c. objective functions that are subject to convex and/or affine constraints
only. Although global optimal algorithms are generally possible for such d.c. programs, they
are normally very computation-intensive. Instead, we propose tailored path-following local-
optimal d.c. algorithms with significantly reduced computational complexity. Through extensive
simulation results, the designed d.c. decompositions of the problems are proven effective. The
proposed algorithms are efficient and computationally affordable while locating outstanding
solutions in comparison with other existing algorithms. In those more sophisticated problem
scenarios, the d.c. algorithm appears to be the only suitable option thanks to the superior
flexibility.

In the first part of the thesis, we will consider a sensor network for spectrum sensing in the
context of cognitive radios. To improve sensing quality and prolong the battery life of sensors,
the least correlated subset of sensors needs to be selected. A new Bregman matrix deviation-
based framework is shown applicable to all the concerned correlation measure functions.

The second research investigates a relay-assisted multi-user wireless network. Besides the relay
beamforming variables, we add into consideration a set of binary link variables which represent
on/off operations of individual relays in relation to transmitter-receiver links. To achieve the
maximin SNR or SINR capacity, certain relays may be optimally deactivated. This leads to
reduced power consumption and complexity/ overhead of management. The relay assignment
and beamforming design is a joint mixed combinatorial nonlinear program which is non-convex
and non-smooth. Nonetheless, we show the it can be fit into a canonical d.c. optimization
framework. Simulation results demonstrate the benefits of relay selection and beamforming.

The last research stems from the study of conventional coordinated transmission design with re-
spect to transmit covariance and precoding matrix/vector variables. Inspired by the well-known
Han-Kobayashi message splitting method in 2-user SISO interference channels, we further extend
the idea of message splitting to the MIMO interference networks. An innovative non-smooth
rate formula is discovered which builds the foundation of the work. The design in common and
private covariance matrices or beamforming vectors, as well as the pairing variables, is formu-
lated as a joint combinatorial nonlinear program which is non-convex and non-smooth. Due to
the great difficulty, it is not imminently possible to jointly handle both variables. Therefore,
we first propose an intuitive heuristic pairing algorithm to find excellent pairing choices. Then,
the non-convex optimization problems in covariance matrices or beamforming vector variables
are dealt with in the d.c. optimization framework. Finally, simulation results reveal the great
potential of the novel message splitting scheme in approaching rate capacity.
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8. ∨ is logical or operation, so α = β ∨ γ means α is either β or γ.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the motivation and scope of this dissertation for the investigation of

resources selection and allocation problems encountered in wireless communications under vari-

ous scenarios. A brief survey of some interesting and related research topics will be given. The

structure of the dissertation and its main contributions are outlined by the end of the chapter.

1.1 Motivation and Scope

Over the past decades, the ever-faster evolution of techniques has greatly improved wireless

communications with increased information throughput and reliability of transmission, while

enabling unparalleled flexibility and mobility [1] as compared to wired communications. How-

ever, it still remains as one of the most challenging yet exciting research areas mainly due to

two physical phenomenons. The first is the open-air electromagnetic fading channels that un-

predictably attenuate the signal strength and shift its phase. As the uncertainty of the fading

channels results in unreliable transmission, knowing the statistic characterization of the chan-

nels is very important but proved more difficult on most occasions. Second, interferences from

various sources may significantly deteriorate the quality of signal reception which poses as a

bottleneck for any attempts to improve performance. For these reasons, wireless systems are

1
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generally more complicated and challenging than wired systems, with the latter largely immune

from the fading channels and interferences [2].

In the presence of fading channels, interference, power constraints, and many other factors,

a wireless system is a typical complex system with many types of available and disposable

resources. From an analytical perspective, these resources can be generally divided into two

categories. The first group of resources may only be divided into discrete parts. In such cases,

the divisibility constraints on these resources, which may be bandwidth, devices, or other logical

links, may restrict the possible alternatives to a finite set [3]. The variables representing these

resources are normally binary or integer variables. The second group of resources, as opposed

to the first, are represented by continuous variables that are not subject to finite divisibility

constraints. Depending on application requirements, all the discrete and continuous resources

(variables) may be optimized collectively to reach the highest system performance in terms of

certain utility function values while satisfying physical limitations and/ or design requirements.

For example, to increase transfer reliability, one may rely on resource division multiplexing

techniques (e.g. TDM/ FDM) to create non-interfering channels. Alternatively, various types

of diversity (e.g. diversities inherent to multiple-antenna setup or fading channels) may be used

to achieve the same goal. In systems where high spectral efficiency is most prized, measures to

utilize multiplexing or beamforming gains are effective and commonly adopted. As such, there

are many challenging problems of practical interests to wireless communications. Undeniably,

one thing in common is that most of them do not have straightforward solutions and thus require

delicate designs which rely on mathematical skills and optimization tools [4, 5].

In particular, given the fact that the performance of the most wireless systems is limited by

interference and available power [5], it is of great academical and practical interest to consider

how to handle interference subject to a limited power budget. In this context, two categories of

problems have been intensively studied: maximizing data rates while not exceeding the power

budget, and minimizing consumed power while satisfying rate requirements. The former prob-

lems on most occasions constitute very hard non-convex optimization tasks [10–12], while the
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latter problems are also non-convex for certain cases [13, 14]. To improve the degrees of freedom

and diversity, multiple antennas are installed to replace the single antenna on either or both

sides of a transmission link. However, multiple antennas mean increased dimensions of variables

and thus higher complexity for management and design. In most cases, it also increases the level

of difficulty of coordinated management of all resources. For a problem easily solvable under a

single-antenna setting, its counterpart under a multiple-antenna setting could still pose serious

optimization challenges. This is due to the fact that convexity of the original problem is not

necessarily preserved under the new setup. Even in cases where convexity can be preserved that

the new problem is still convex, further mathematical exploitation is still necessary because of

increased number of variables. In general, the relatively slow introduction of multiple-antenna

techniques to industries can be partly attributed to their much-increased problem sizes, com-

plexity, and the inherent optimization challenges.

This dissertation is mainly focused on various hard non-convex optimization problems in wire-

less systems under various scenarios. In particular, these problems may be subject to binary

or combinatorial constraints which make them (mixed) binary or combinatorial optimization

problems, respectively. The concerned problems typically consist of a set of binary selection/as-

signment/pairing link variables and a set of continuous power, beamforming/ precoding vector,

or covariance matrix design variables. On one hand, the binary link variables can refer to op-

erations of either activation (1) or deactivation (0) of a physical device or a logical link. In a

general sense, a network optimization model with this extra dimension of binary link variables is

considered to have the freedom to optimally decide the size and the topology of the system. In

other words, it is a self-organizing system which certainly enjoys many benefits such as improved

flexibility and energy efficiency as compared to the traditional systems where all devices are by

default regarded as activated even if some are deemed in adverse conditions [15]. On the other

hand, the continuous variables refer to the designs for antenna beam patterns, power allocations,

transmit codebooks or the likes. The joint design of these two sets of variables, which aims at

improving different service goals, belongs to the NP-hard mixed binary or combinatorial opti-

mization problems. In particular, enumeration in the binary constraints alone is possible but
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understandably unaffordable due to its exponentially increasing complexity. With the contin-

uous variables coupled with the binary ones, even enumeration is not an option any more. As

a result, most previous attempts rely on sub-optimal heuristical methods for finding a feasible

binary solution first and then address the optimization in continuous variables only. Another

common practice is to instead solve optimization problem with the binary constraints {0, 1}

box-relaxed to linear constraints which can be used as an upper bound. The binary constraints

are then enforced to the resulted [0, 1] solutions by simply rounding their numbers to either

0 or 1. It is found that performance often deteriorates dramatically after rounding. Relying

on an important observation from [16], we are able to represent the binary constraints as the

difference of two continuous and convex sets. In other words, the binary constraints are in fact

d.c. constraints which is an important property that we will later exploit.

In the context of wireless communications, the aforementioned two commonly considered opti-

mization problems are mostly not convex. Some are optimization problems with convex objective

functions over non-convex sets (e.g. power minimization subject to rate constraints), some are

with non-convex objective functions over convex sets (e.g. rate maximization subject to power

constraints), and the rest are with non-convex objective functions over non-convex sets (e.g.

rate maximization subject to power and rate constraints). However, as we will show later, al-

most all these non-convex functions, regardless of objective functions or constraint functions,

can be represented as d.c. functions [16, 17]. So, the joint mixed binary optimization problem

will be proven equivalent to d.c. function optimization subject to d.c., and/or convex and/or

affine constraints. Subsequently, we can convert it into canonical d.c. optimization with d.c.

objective functions subject to convex and/or affine constraints only. Therefore, the concerned

hard mixed binary optimization problems can be universally solved in the globally optimal d.c.

optimization framework. Instead of using the computationally expensive globally optimal d.c.

methods as suggested in [16], we shall propose efficient path-following algorithms to find locally

optimal solutions. In general, the goals of research in this dissertation are

• To study sensor selection problems and to select the least correlated group of sensors for
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effective and energy-efficient spectrum sensing in cognitive radio. The problems with differ-

ent correlation measures are unified in a Bregman matrix deviation framework with binary

variables. The integer programming problem is investigated and subsequently addressed

by the proposed d.c. iterative algorithm.

• To investigate the joint relay assignment and beamforming problem in both orthogonal

and non-orthogonal channels assuming a multi-user and multi-relay scenario. The binary

constraints on the link variables are represented as d.c. constraints and the objective

function is recast into d.c. function. The d.c. objective function minimization over d.c.,

convex and/or affine set is converted into the canonical d.c. optimization form with d.c.

objective function over convex and/or affine set. The joint mixed binary optimization

problem is then addressed by the proposed procedures based on DCIs.

• To analyze the rate capacity of SISO and MIMO interference channels. We investigate the

interference mitigation with pairing and successive decoding in interference channels. The

pairing problem is separately addressed first using the proposed heuristic algorithm. Then,

the non-convex optimization in private and common messages is solved by the proposed

d.c. algorithms. It is important to realize, that the conventional scheme which treats

interference as noise is a special case of the new common messaging scheme. The former

corresponds to a special situation of the latter when all common messages (or common

message user pairs) are deactivated leaving private message only. Therefore, the proposed

algorithms can be easily applied to the conventional beamforming vectors/covariance ma-

trices designs by discarding all pairings and common messages.

1.2 Problems in Wireless Systems

The concept of wireless communications refers to a broad multiple-layered multi-disciplinary

complex communication system. From a researcher’s perspective, countless unresolved prob-

lems may be practically attractive. These problems range from communication protocol designs
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on a higher application/network layer, algorithm designs of transmissions on a lower algorithm/-

physical layer, to DSP designs of antennas or chips. For this complex multi-disciplinary system,

the research of this dissertation is particularly interested in various mixed combinatorial binary

nonlinear optimization problems of coordinated transmission and resources selection/assignment

which aim at either improving various QoS metrics of the system or minimizing power consump-

tion while satisfying QoS requirements. In this section, a general review of related topics is

provided.

1.2.1 Cognitive Radios

Radio spectrum is a physically limited natural resource. Currently, it is individually partitioned

and licensed to primary users (PUs) exclusively [18]. On one hand, this system allows quality

and uninterrupted transmission for important or sized institutions such as government bodies,

radio stations, and media companies. On the other hand, it has been recognized that PUs

often under-utilize the radio spectrum leaving spectrum holes [19]. Facing the booming demand

for more spectrum, the inherent wastage of radio spectrum resources due to the current fixed

licensing system is prohibitive and needs to be properly addressed. Consequently, cognitive

radio has become an active interdisciplinary research topic that allows secondary users (SUs) to

opportunistically use such licensed but unused spectrum holes only causing acceptably minimal

interference to the PUs [20]. To respect the priority of PUs in using the licensed spectrum,

accurate and responsive spectrum sensing is instrumental which is often carried out by a multiple-

sensor network. It is thus important to reduce the correlation degree of sensors in terms of

their channel fading situations. Understandably, having more than enough sensors working at

the same time could only improve the sensing quality marginally [21] and may be counter-

productive for distributed sensors subject to limited battery life, sensor network complexity and

total coordination overhead. Therefore, an integer programming problem to select the least

correlated sensors for an accurate spectrum sensing naturally arises [22, 23]. Beyond sensor

selection, solving such binary optimization problems can be also inspiring for various other
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selection/ assignment problems encountered in other fields such as reconfigurable antenna array

designs [24].

Essentially, cognitive radio can be regarded as an integrated but prioritized wireless system with

cooperative PUs and SUs. Thanks to multiple antennas commonly equipped on the devices

nowadays, it is ultimately possible to exploit the multiplexing gains (multiple virtual parallel

channels) or spatial beamforming gains so that the interference from SU transmission to PUs is

mitigated or cancelled, even without above-mentioned sharing scheme that rely on the availability

of spectrum holes. Thus, it has become very attractive and useful to address the cooperative joint

design of beamforming vectors or covariance matrices in the context of cognitive transmission

[25, 26].

1.2.2 Wireless Relay Networks

Wireless relay network is a broad class of network topology where the source and destination

nodes are interconnected by means of some nodes known as relays. The relays are primarily

used to extend the coverage of network. Recently, a renewed interest has arisen in wireless relay

networks since relays could potentially play more important roles in the exploitation of spatial

multiplexing and diversities, in devising alternative power saving schemes while extending service

coverage and throughput, and in the versatile roles relays play in ad-hoc or heterogeneous net-

works [27]. Relay networks are versatile in their many different network structures. Depending

on the transmission environment and design assumptions, one or multiple source nodes may be

served by one or multiple relays in transmitting messages to one or multiple destination nodes.

In multi-relay networks, any signal may travel through a cloud of relays before it eventually

reaches its destination. More commonly, single-hop relaying is assumed, which assumes the re-

lay network to be single-layered [12]. The cooperation between the source and the relay node(s) is

possible in three different schemes: 1) the source and destination nodes are completely separated,

so connection is only possible through relay node(s) [12]; 2) the source-to-destination transmis-

sion occurs in different bandwidth or time interval from the relay-to-destination transmission;
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3) the sources-to-destination transmission occurs simultaneously with the relay-to-destination

transmission in the same bandwidth [28]. Any assumption of multi-hop relaying would certainly

further complicate the complexity of research. On the other hand, several relaying strategies

have been widely studied which include amplify-and-forward (AF), demodulate-and-forward,

decode-and-forward and compress-and-forward. Among them, the AF scheme is the simplest

since the relay(s) simply amplifies its received signal and forward the scaled signal to desti-

nation node(s). Due to the simplicity in implementation, the AF scheme has been commonly

assumed[27] and it is studied in this thesis.

Multi-user relay-assisted wireless communications is considered as a promising architecture for

future-generation multi-hop cellular networks [29–32]. The multiple-relay array, which can be

essentially regarded as a scalable or reconfigurable antenna array, helps amplify-and-forward in-

formation from transmitters to their corresponding receivers. To reduce both power consumption

and operational and communication overhead, it is particularly beneficial to select a well-chosen

subset of relays, instead all of them, to achieve the design goals. With max-min fairness of users

taken into account, it is developed as a joint program of relay assignment and beamforming which

is one of the hardest mixed combinatorial binary nonlinear programs. The joint relay assign-

ment and beamforming vectors design or outage analysis has been previously reported mainly

in the context of single-user multi-relay scenarios [33–43] which constitute much easier prob-

lems. For more common multi-user multi-relay scenarios, relay beamforming designs alone are

in general harder problems but they have been thoroughly studied [44–51]. Assuming orthogonal

channels, the relay assignment and beamforming designs have been considered in a separated

fashion under either a game theoretical framework or assuming MRC receivers. The hard {0, 1}

binary constraints were either relaxed to [0, 1] then rounded, or dealt with by distance/channel

strengths-based selection heuristics. For a mixed binary optimization of this complexity, these

approaches obviously cannot guarantee the performance of selections. Therefore, it is really im-

portant to know how to jointly optimize the binary assignment and the continuous beamforming

vector variables for both orthogonal and non-orthogonal transmissions.
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1.2.3 Wireless Cellular Networks and Interference Channels/ Networks

Interference has been the core driving force behind the continuing evolution of wireless com-

munications for decades [52]. In multi-cell multi-user SISO/MISO/MIMO downlink cellular

networks, interference is conventionally treated as noise, so it is minimized in order to improve

transmission rates or reliability. It has been known for long that a variety of improvements

can be potentially achieved if multiple antennas are equipped on both or either side of a trans-

mission link. Namely, diversity is much improved leading to more reliable communication [53],

channel capacity is multiplied because of multiplexing gains or beamforming gains [54, 55]. How-

ever, the benefits can only be achieved when the antennas of BSs adjust their beam patterns in a

coordinated fashion with the complete or partial knowledge of CSI. The most common optimiza-

tion problem in downlink transmission involves the optimized coordination of all antenna beam

patterns. In general, the designs can be divided into two categories: maximizing sum-rate or

minimal rate of users while satisfying power budgets; and minimizing the consumed power while

satisfying individual rate constraints. The difficulty of these problems depends on the structure

of network but most of them render NP-hard non-convex optimization problems [10, 11, 56–58].

It is worth noting that the properties of these coordinated transmission optimization problems

can be generally preserved in the context of cognitive transmissions. Therefore, most proposed

algorithms can be adopted to the new problems with cognitive constraints taken into account.

From the findings of rate region studies for interference channels (ICs) [6, 59–61], simply treat-

ing interference as noise is not necessarily capacity achieving, especially in medium to strong

interference channels. It is therefore ultimately important to realize the fact that interference

possesses information which may be better decoded. By enabling partially decodable interfer-

ences (in the form of common messsages) [9, 59, 62, 63], the design in either beamforming vectors

or covariance matrices can potentially achieve the rate capacity of interference channels or net-

works (cellular networks or relay networks). Admittedly, the new successive decoding scheme

requires joint pairing (binary variables) and transmission coordination (continuous variables).
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The resulting joint problem is a mixed combinatorial binary nonlinear optimization problem

which is quite challenging.

1.3 Dissertation Outline and a List of Publications

The main contribution of this dissertation is to exploit the hidden d.c. properties of the NP-hard

combinatorial nonlinear optimization problems (mixed) encountered in wireless communication

systems. In particular, we are interested in three major topics:

• Selecting the least correlated subset of sensors from wireless sensor networks for spectrum

sensing;

• Jointly optimizing relay assignment and beamforming vectors in multi-user multi-relay

networks;

• Successive interference mitigation with pairing and common message decoding for MIMO

interference channels.

The outline of the dissertation is as follows:

Chapter 1

This chapter presents the motivation and scope, the outline and the contributions of the research.

Chapter 2

A brief review of background knowledge is presented in this chapter. It includes explanations

for some fundamental concepts and techniques in wireless communications. An overview of

optimization theory with an emphasis on the d.c. optimization framework is also provided.

Chapter 3

A framework for the optimal sensor selection based on Bregman matrix deviation minimization

is proposed for accurate spectrum sensing. Sensor selection is aimed at minimizing the measure
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of correlation over the selected subset of sensors. It is formulated as a binary optimization

problem in {0, 1} variables which is a hard rank-one optimization. By exploiting the hidden

d.c. structure of the binary variables, we are able to equivalently convert it into a continuous

d.c. optimization problem with penalty functions. This problem is further solved by an iterative

sequence of d.c. optimizations which guarantee improved performance on each iteration. With

the ability to handle multiple convex or non-convex correlation measures, numerical results show

that the proposed framework and algorithm can handle the various binary selection problems

effectively.

The results have been published in one conference paper.

• E. Che, H. D. Tuan, H. H. Kha, and H. Q. Ngo, ”Bregman divergence based sensor selec-

tions for spectrum sensing”, IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference

(WCNC), 2012, France.

Chapter 4

Joint relay assignment and beamforming optimization in multi-user multi-relay wireless networks

is studied. Two transmission models are considered: orthogonal and non-orthogonal transmis-

sion. In both cases, each relay is assigned with a binary variable which decides whether it is

active or inactive, and a continuous beamforming weight variable for relaying signals. Fairness

of services among all users is concerned by considering max-min SNR or SINR problems. Firstly,

it is revealed that the {0, 1} binary constraint is equivalent to the difference of two convex sets.

Then, it is proved that strong Lagrangian duality holds for the converted canonical d.c. pro-

grams. Finally, we develop a path-following d.c. iterative procedure to jointly optimize the two

variables. Numerical results demonstrate that an optimized subset of relays can almost retain

the performance for the orthogonal transmission. For the non-orthogonal transmission, it is

found the performance is sensitive to the number of relays deployed but minimal performance

degradation is achieved by the proposed procedure. Computational complexity of the proposed
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algorithm is analyzed with the number of iterations and average CPU time given. These results

show that the proposed algorithm can converge to optimized solutions very efficiently.

The results have been published in one journal paper and one conference paper.

• E. Che, H. D. Tuan, and H. H. Nguyen, ”Joint optimization of cooperative beam form-

ing and relay assignment in multi-user wireless relay networks”, IEEE Transactions on

Wireless Communications, Accepted, 2014.

• E. Che, H. D. Tuan, and H. H. Nguyen, ”Relay selection in multi-user amplify-forward

wireless relay networks”, IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal

Processing (ICASSP), 2012, Japan.

Chapter 5 and 6

These two chapters are concerned with wireless transmission designs in cellular MIMO/MISO/-

SISO networks. In Chapter 5, the model of conventional transmission is introduced, which

treats all intra- and inter-cell interference as noise. The considered design is to maximize the

rate performance under power and/or cognitive constraints. Essentially, most relevant designs

are aimed at aligning or minimizing the presence of interference so that the service goals could

be achieved. An analysis of power minimization problems is also presented in which some spe-

cial problems are shown to be convex. These observations are found critical for solving some of

the rate maximization problems. Nonetheless, the majority of rate maximization problems in

the context of MIMO networks remain NP-hard non-convex problems. Therefore, we will focus

on the MIMO networks and propose optimized algorithms for locating local optimal covariance

matrices and precoding matrices.

In Chapter 6, it is realized that the conventional scheme of treating interference as noise is

not necessarily capacity-achieving. In a natural extension to the transmission model adopted

in Chapter 5, we shall split the some user’s message into two parts: a private message and a

common message. The former is to be decoded by the user itself while the latter is designated
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to be also decodable by a pre-determined out-of-cell user. The novel scheme stems from the

message-splitting idea originally proposed for interference mitigation in two-user SISO interfer-

ence channels [59]. In this research, we will extend the scheme to multi-cell multi-user MIMO

downlink networks. In particular, any selected transmitter may also send a common message

which is decodable by its intended receiver as well as another paired receiver. The common

and private messages are decoded following a successive order. It has been shown in previous

works that this successive decoding scheme has a potential to improve the rate capacity for cer-

tain SISO and MISO cellular networks [7, 9, 59]. However, it has never been incorporated into

MIMO transmission due to the great inherent difficulty in optimization. In this work, we formu-

late it into sum-rate or the worst user’s rate mixed combinatorial binary nonlinear optimization

problems with continuous beamforming vector or covariance matrix variables and the ”binary”

pairings variables. Apparently, the new optimization problems include the conventional scheme

with private message only as a special case when no pairings are selected or common messages

are zero. Due to the apparent difficulty of joint optimization, we propose to pre-determine the

pairings of users who send and decode common messages by a heuristic procedure based on the

rankings of interference to noise ratios. Then, it becomes an optimization problem in either

beamforming vector or covariance matrix variables for the private and common messages. For

this problem, we are able to recast it into a non-smooth d.c. optimization framework with d.c.

objective functions and convex constraint sets. An tailored effective yet efficient d.c. iterative

algorithm is then developed. Through deterministic studies with fixed channel gains given, we

plot the sum-rate and the worst user’s rate achieved by both the new scheme and the conven-

tional scheme in the rate region. In comparison with the known inner and outer bounds of rate

region developed for interference channels, we are able to see the rate capacity improvement

achieved by the successive decoding scheme. Monte Carlo simulation results are also presented

to show the effectiveness of the new scheme for certain cases.

Admittedly, the designs of the common and private messages in this framework can be optionally

focused on transmit covariance matrices or precoding (beamforming) matrices design. Although

the optimization in the former variables varies from that in the latter, d.c. framework is proven
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applicable to both but our current d.c. reformulation seems to work more outstanding for the

covariance case. For this reason, we shall focus on the covariance matrices design for the common

and private messages for the MIMO networks, and only provide a tested beamforming design

for the MISO networks.

Importantly, the simplest case of ICs is the 2-user SISO IC studied by [59] which forms the

foundation of all other types of interference channels. Despite the seemingly easy network setup,

its rate capacity has never been fully understood until today. The common and private message

splitting scheme was first developed in this case to serve as the so-called one-bit inner bound,

the optimal splitting design of the messages has never been addressed. It is, therefore, very

interesting to investigate how well the proposed splitting algorithm for MIMO ICs can perform

in this simplest 2-user SISO case. In Appendix C, we attach a under-review paper with these

concerned simulation results. It shows, for the first time, that the DCI algorithm can indeed

locate rate pairs outside of the known inner bounds with a better splitting ratio between common

and private messages.

Also, we note that the novel common and private message splitting scheme includes the con-

ventional private-only messaging scheme as a special case (when common messages are zero).

Even without common messages, the designs of covariance matrices or precoding (beamforming)

vectors for this case are still unresolved challenging topics due to their non-convexity. For precod-

ing vectors design, a DCI-based algorithm is proposed in [64] for private-only MIMO multi-cell

multi-user downlink networks. In [58], an important observation of concavity is made to the

problem which leads to an improved DCI algorithm with iterative closed-form solutions. For

covariance matrices design, we present a computationally inexpensive method based on concave

programming in Appendix D. The study considers a MISO multi-cell multi-user downlink sys-

tem taking into consideration the additional requirements of cognitive radios. The relationship

between worst user’s performance and the sum-rate performance is also revealed.

In summary, The results are published in one journal paper and two conference papers while

one journal paper and one conference paper have been submitted,
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• E. Che and H. D. Tuan, ”Sum-rate based coordinated beam forming in multi cell multi-

antenna wireless networks”, IEEE Communication Letters, vol.18, pp.1019 - 1022, Jun.

2014.

• E. Che, H. D. Tuan, H. H. M. Tam, and H. H. Nguyen ”Successive interference miti-

gation in multiuser MIMO interference channels”, submitted to IEEE Transactions on

Communication, Jul. , 2014.

• E. Che and H. D. Tuan, ”Optimized coordinated precoding in multicell MIMO wireless sys-

tems”, 13th International Symposium on Communications and Information Technologies

(ISCIT), 2013, Thailand.

• E. Che and H. D. Tuan, ”Interference mitigation by jointly splitting rates and beam forming

for multi-cell multi-user networks”, 13th International Symposium on Communications and

Information Technologies (ISCIT), 2013, Thailand.

• E. Che, H. D. Tuan, and H. H. M. Tam ”Optimised Power Splits for Han-Kobayashi

Interference Mitigation”, submitted to IEEE Global Conference on Signal and Information

Processing (GlobalSIP), Jun., 2014.

Chaper 7

This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation and makes suggestions for

future research developments.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Wireless

Communication and Optimization

In this chapter, we will provide an overview of concepts and techniques that will be used through-

out the dissertation. Firstly, we discuss several important physical phenomenons of radio wave

propagation. Some of the most popular statistical wireless channel models will then be out-

lined and their respective features/ limitations discussed. We will present some of the most

fundamental theoretical findings in the field of information theory studies which shall serve as

the guideline for all wireless system designs. After that, the benefits and challenges of the

state-of-the-art multiple-antenna wireless system will be briefly discussed. Finally, our focus

will be shifted onto a few important aspects of optimization theory. We will frequently use this

knowledge to address the mathematical challenges encountered in the various concerned wireless

communication topics.

16
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2.1 Wireless Communications

Wireless communication is the transfer of information signals between two enabled devices by

electromagnetic waves through un-wired mediums such as the air. Although wireless communi-

cation dates back to 1897 with Marconi’s first successful telegraphy, it has, by all means, still

been one of the most exciting yet challenging areas in the communication field since the 1960s.

Wireless communication enjoys extraordinary benefits such as much-improved mobility, flexibil-

ity and the freedom from costly infrastructure investments. However, its applications are not

as straightforward as that of wired communication. In fact, the challenges of wireless commu-

nication are largely due to three fundamental physical phenomenons which are otherwise not as

decisive in wired communication. The first is the fading nature of wireless channels. A transmit-

ted signal is affected by both large-scale propagation effects caused by path loss and shadowing

over relatively large distances, and small-scale propagation effects which cause time variations of

channel strengths mainly due to multipath fading. Due to the uncertainty of any instantaneous

channel, the accurate deterministic channel sensing is very hard and sometimes not as impor-

tant. Instead, statistical channel estimations over a short period of time are normally adopted.

Secondly, wireless communication operates on a broadcasting basis. With multiple transmit-

receive pairs operating in the same time and spectrum domain, the performance in terms of

either information throughput or reliability can be adversely affected by interference as well

as noise. This also significantly rises the difficulty of reliable and secret transmission because

any unwanted eavesdropper device in the transmission field can always detect and potentially

decode all signals emitted. Improving the safety performance for wireless communication has

always been another active and interesting topic. Thirdly, the radio spectrum for wireless com-

munication is an extremely scarce resource. To reduce the interference-induced adversaries, one

has to either use techniques such as time-division duplexing (TDD), Frequency-division duplex-

ing (FDD) and the likes, or to improve the coordination between simultaneous transmitters on

different levels. Apparently, the former techniques essentially sacrifice the re-use factor of the
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available spectrum resources (hence, reduced spectral efficiency), while the latter often renders

very hard coordination tasks from a mathematical perspective.

2.1.1 Large-scale Fading

Large-scale fading represents the average power attenuation or path loss due to motion over

large areas [65]. It is mainly attributed to path loss as a function of transmission distance as

well as shadowing due to large objects. We begin with the ideal line-of-sight (LOS) free space

path loss model for signal propagation. Consider a fixed antenna in free space with a receive

antenna d meters away in the far field 1. Assume u(t) is the complex lowpass equivalent signal

of transmitted signal s(t), the received signal r(t) is [8]

r(t) = Re
{λ√Gle

−j(2πd/λ)

4πd
u(t)ej2πfct

}

where
√
Gl is the product of the transmit and receive antenna field radiation patterns in the LOS

direction and c is the speed of light. fc is the carrier frequency and λ is the signal wavelength.

Let Pt and Pr be the transmit and receive power, so it is true that

Pr

Pt
=
[√Glλ

4πd

]2
.

Due to the dissipation of power radiation, the received power Pr is inversely proportional to the

square of the distance d as well as to the carrier frequency.

In more realistic models, however, multiple objects and terrains present in the physical envi-

ronment which cause three typical phenomenons. Namely, they are reflection, diffraction and

scattering [2, 8, 66]. These effects may lead to multiple received copies (multipath), power

attenuation, time delay, phase and frequency shift. After combining all the received signals,

the actual received signal may be a much distorted version of the original signal. At least, the

1the distance between the antennas is sufficiently greater than the wave length
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actual rate of power attenuation is much faster than the ideal free-space rate of 1/d2. There-

fore, it is impossible to obtain an accurate model which characterizes path loss across different

environments. Nevertheless, a simplified model such as the following is widely adopted.

Pr(dBm) = Pt(dBm) + T (dB)− 10γ log10[d/d0].

In the above model, the power decay is dependent on the parameters T (an antenna-specific

constant), path loss exponent γ and distance d where d0 is the reference distance. Based on em-

pirical measurements, path loss exponents γ corresponding to different transmission environment

types can be found in Table. 2.1 [8]. Beyond this simple model of path loss, other empirical path

loss models may be available for specific transmission environments. For example, Okumura’s

model [67] is used for large urban macrocells which is applicable over distances of 1−100 km and

frequency range of 150− 1500 MHz. Recently, various path loss models have also been reported

for indoor, tunnel or body-centric radio channels [68–71]. In addition, random variations in

Environment γ range

Urban macrocells 3.7− 6.5

Urban microcells 2.7− 3.5

Office Bldg. (same floor) 1.6− 3.5

Office Bldg. (multiple floor) 2− 6

Store 1.8− 2.2

Factory 1.6− 3.3

Home 3

Table 2.1: Typical path loss exponents [8]

path loss are present due to signal blockage and distortion caused by large or scattering random

objects as well as reflecting surfaces. As a result, path loss models are commonly accompanied

by a log-normal shadowing component which reflects this addional attenuation. In particular,

the path loss φ is assumed random with a log-normal distribution by

p(φ) =
ξ√

2πσφdB
φ
exp

{− (10 log10 φ− μφdB
)2

2σ2
φdB

}
, φ > 0,

where ξ = 10/ ln 10, μφdB
is the mean of φdB = 10 log10 φ in dB and σdB is the standard deviation

of φdB (dB).
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In summary, by combining the path loss and shadowing fading, the ratio of received to trans-

mitted power in dB is as follows [8]:

10 log10(
Pr

Pt
) = Lpl + φdB

where Lpl is the path loss component (in dB), φdB is a Gaussian distributed random variable

(in dB) with zero mean and variance σ2
dB.

2.1.2 Small-scale Fading

Small-scale fading refers to the rapid variation of signal amplitude and phase as a result of small

changes (in the wavelength scale) in the spatial separation between a receiver and transmitter

[65]. In the time domain of small-scaling fading, a channel is called fast fading or time-selective if

its coherence time Tc is much smaller than symbol duration Ts. Time diversity may be available

for improved communication robustness. Otherwise, it is called slow fading or time-flat channel.

In the frequency domain, one the other hand, a channel is classified as Frequency-selective fading

if the coherence bandwidth is smaller than the bandwidth of the signal. Otherwise it is called flat

fading. In the time-delay domain, frequency-selective channel is caused by multipath dispersion

of a symbol exceeding its duration time, which yields channel-induced inter-symbol-interference

(ISI). By contrast, all multipath components of a symbol arrive before the transmitting of the

next symbol in flat fading channel. Consequently, data transmission over flat fading channel

is classified as narrowband transmission, and that over frequency-selective channel is called

wideband transmission [72]. Transmitter and receiver may experience different types of channel

over the period of transmission as a result of environment changes.

Nakagami fading, Rician fading and Rayleigh fading
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The Nakagami fading model [2, 66, 73, 74] is a generalized fading model. The PDF of a signal

envelope with Nakagami distribution is given by

p(r) =
2mmr2m−1

Γ(m)σ2m
e−

mr2

σ2 , r > 0,

where σ2 is the average received power, Γ(m) is the Gamma function, and m represents the

degree of fading. The Nakagami fading model generalizes both the Rician fading channel where

there exists a dominant stationary signal component (e.g. LOS path), and the Rayleigh fading

channel where there are many independent scattered reflectors without a dominant component.

Namely, the Nakagami model reduces to the Rayleigh distribution when m = 1, and it reduces

to the Rician distribution when m = (F + 1)2/(2F + 1) with parameter F = 0, 1, 2, ....

2.1.3 MIMO Communications

In recent years, multiple antennas equipped on wireless devices have enabled the exciting de-

velopment of wireless communications (e.g. 4G-LTE and 5-G networks [75]). Its potentials to

greatly enhance the capabilities of wireless communications in terms of higher spectral efficiency

and better transmission reliability have been recognized widely. However, to actually materialize

the many benefits requires deeper and more dedicated research since the new multi-antenna com-

munication architectures are not merely a straightforward extension from the less-sophisticated

single-antenna ones. In this regard, development up-to-date is still far from capacity-achieving.

In the dissertation, a significant part of research will be focused on MIMO-related (or MISO-

related) topics. In hope of better understanding, we shall present here a fundamental mathe-

matical model for MIMO wireless communications. In addition, three most noticeable features

will be briefly reviewed.

Assume a simple radio transmission scenario where the transmitter is equipped with Nt antennas

while the receiver with Nr antennas. Denote the channel by H ∈ C
Nr×Nt . The received signal

vector is given by

yyy = Hxxx+ n,
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where xxx ∈ C
Nt is the Gaussian transmitted vector, yyy ∈ C

Nr is the received signal vector and n is

zero-mean complex Gaussian noise with independent, equal variance real and imaginary parts.

Let Rn be the covariance of n, and QQQ be the covariance matrix of the input vector xxx which is

subject to a power budget P . Assuming xxx and n are uncorrelated with one another, the channel

capacity is given by [76]

C = log2(
|Rn +HQQQHH |

|Rn| ).

In [77], it is shown that the ergodic capacity of Gaussian i.i.d. H channels is achieved with

Q = P
Nt

INr . Clearly, this strategy simply distributes the available transmission power to all

transmit antennas equally. For non-ergodic channels, obviously, this fixed transmission strategy

generally cannot achieve the maximum channel capacity. In fact, the capacity-achieving choice

of covariance matrix QQQ can be obtained by water-filling algorithm [77] for any instantaneous

time-invariant channel H.

In general, the multi-antenna setting has enabled the wireless transmissions with the three most

notable capabilities as follows.

• Diversity Due to the fading nature of wireless channels, diversity schemes are an integral

part of wireless systems to improve reliability of information transmission by sending a

message signal through two or more communication channels with different characteristics.

Diversity helps combat fading and co-channel interference and thus improves transmission

reliability. Many forms of diversity are available for these purposes, such as time diversity,

frequency diversity, space/ antenna diversity, polarization diversity, cooperative diversity

and so forth. In particular, the MIMO systems enjoy antenna diversity as each pair

of tx-rx antennas are supposed to have an independent and uncorrelated channel. For

example, for a system where (Nr) multiple antennas are equipped on the receiver where a

single antenna is equipped on the transmitter (SIMO), a maximal diversity gain of Nr is

possible if the receive antennas are uncorrelated. With multiple antennas (Nt) equipped
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on the transmitter (MIMO), the total maximal diversity gain of NtNr for Rayleigh fading

channels [53] can be achieved.

• Spatial Multiplexing Spatial multiplexing is a technique to transmit independent and

separately coded data signals from each of the multiple antennas. Instead of sending

the same symbol on all transmit antennas, spatial multiplexing sends multiple symbols

simultaneously on parallel channels which greatly improves spectral efficiency in terms of

number of bits transmitted per second and per Hz through wireless channels [55]. The

maximum spatial multiplexing order is

Ns = minNt, Nr.

In practise, the multiplexing gain is limited by spatial correlation since some parallel

transmission streams may suffer from weak and correlated channels. In [54], it was shown

that in high-SNR regime with i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels, the number of degrees

of freedom is min{Nr, Nt}. Apparently, there is a tradeoff between the diversity gains

(reliability) and the spatial multiplexing gains (throughput).

• Precoding and Beamforming Precoding is a generalization of beamfomring to provide

single- or multi-data streams in MIMO or MISO transmission, known as space-division-

multiple access (SDMA) in multi-user MIMO. Precoding or beamforming forces the an-

tenna patterns into a specific angular direction by adding appropriate weights on the codes

before transmitting. It takes advantage of the spatial correlation, so the intended signal

can be beamformed to its intended receiver while causing minimal interference to the other

unintended receivers. In general, it can lead to a maximal beamforming gain of NtNr.
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2.2 Optimization Theory

Throughout this study, we will frequently use the term optimization problem which is denoted

by the following constrained problem

min
zzz

f(zzz)

s.t. zzz ∈ D.

(2.1)

Problem (2.1) is called a linear program (LP) if both the objective function f(∗) and the con-

straint set D are linear. Otherwise, it is a nonlinear program (NLP). It is fairly straightforward

to solve LPs [78]. However, since most of the concerned problems in wireless network applica-

tions can only be formulated as NLPs, we are more interested in the latter which generally have

multiple local optima and are much harder, sometimes impossible, to solve.

We start by calling a solution z∗ ∈ D a global minimizer of f over D if it is true that f(z∗) ≤

f(zzz) ∀zzz ∈ D. The corresponding value of f is called the global minimum of f over D which is

denoted by min f(D). 2

In a majority of wireless network applications which eventually render hard nonlinear optimiza-

tion tasks, it is extremely challenging, if not impossible at all, to obtain the value of global

minimum or the global minimizer. Although achieving the global optimum is possible in some

cases, as found in the works [11, 79] (and references therein) where difference of monotonic

increasing functions (d.m. function) is used to represent the objective functions while the con-

straint sets are approximated by the polyblocks, such tailored global optimization techniques are

not easily tractable for most other applications in the field. More importantly, their computa-

tional costs are overwhelmingly expensive making them only superior to the more prohibitively

expensive exhaustive grid searching algorithms. On the other hand, most local optimization

methods for nonlinear programming using tools such as gradients, subgradients and derivatives

2the maximization problems can always be converted equivalently into the form of (2.1) since max f(D) =
−min−f(D).
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are unable to guarantee global optima. Instead, they can at most locate local minima which is

defined by the following definitions.

Definition 2.1. [17] Let ε > 0 be a real number. An ε-neighbourhood of a point z∗ ∈ D is

defined as

N(z∗, ε) := {zzz ∈ D : ||zzz − z∗|| < ε}.

A point z∗ ∈ D is called a local minimizer of f over D if there is an ε > 0 such that

f(z∗) ≤ f(zzz) ∀ zzz ∈ N(z∗, ε)

Most nonlinear programming problems are multi-extremal optimization problems for which there

exists more than one local optima. Although local algorithms can at most find one of many local

optimas whose global optimality can not be guaranteed, their comparatively low computational

costs and easier applicability sometimes make them the preferred alternative to global optimiza-

tion methods, especially in applications with a limited budget of computational resources.

2.2.1 Convex Optimization

Definition 2.2. A set D is convex if for any zzz,yyy ∈ D and any 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, it is true that

θzzz + (1− θ)yyy ∈ D.

Definition 2.3. A function f(zzz) is called convex in zzz on a convex domain D if for all zzz ∈ D,

yyy ∈ D and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, it is true that

f(θzzz + (1− θ)yyy) ≤ θf(zzz) + (1− θ)f(yyy)

Definition 2.4. [16] Let h : R
n → R or h : C

n → R be a convex function. Then, the

inequality h(zzz) ≤ 0 is called convex whereas the inequality h(zzz) ≥ 0 is called reverse convex.
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Besides LPs and least-squares problems, one of the most important and exceptional class of

optimization problems today is inarguably the convex optimization problem in which a convex/-

linear objective function is minimized subject to a convex feasible set D (with convex inequalities

and/or affine equalities)3. On the contrary, a problem is called non-convex optimization problem

if either or both of the minimized objective function and constraint function(s) is not convex.

The most fundamental property of convex optimization problems is that any local optima is also

global optima. In order words, this property makes any locally optimal methods indeed capable

of locating the global optimal solution for convex optimization problems. Although most convex

optimization problems still do not have analytical solutions, they can be solved very efficiently

by interior-point methods [80]. Therefore, it is always one’s first priority to realize the possibil-

ity of reformulating a seemingly non-convex optimization problem into one or a combination of

convex optimization problems, via necessary changes of variables, mathematical manipulations,

and/ or solving a convex dual problem with zero duality gap.

Unfortunately, it is often hard, if not impossible, to devise a convex problem for most of non-

convex problems encountered in wireless communications. In these cases, proper reformulation

with relaxation (from a non-convex function to a looser but convex function) or approximation

is instead needed to convexify the problem. In other words, instead of solving the non-convex

optimization problem directly, one solves its approximated/ relaxed convex problem whose op-

timal value serves as the lower bound of the original problem. Therefore, convex optimization

is still one of the most useful tools in dealing with non-convex optimization tasks in the sense

that it may be useful to find a feasible initial solution for local optimization heuristics, and that

it may be used to provide lower bounds for the non-convex optimization problem.

In addition, semi-definite programming (SDP) that can be efficiently solved by interior-point

3concave maximization problem over a convex set is equivalent to convex minimization over a convex set
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methods [81] is also an important class of convex optimization problmes. A SDP is an optimiza-

tion problem of the form:

min
XXX

P ·XXX

s.t. Ai ·XXX = bi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m,

XXX � 0,

(2.2)

where Ai, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m are known symmetric matrices and XXX � 0 denotes that the matrix

variable XXX is positive semidefinite.

Furthermore, we will also encounter the so-called second-order cone programming (SOCP) which

is a special class of SDP in convex optimization. A SOCP minimizes a linear function over the

intersection of an affine linear manifold with the Cartesian product of second-order (Lorentz)

cones in the following form [82]:

min aTzzz

s.t. ||Aizzz + bi||2 ≤ cTi zzz + di, i = 1, · · · ,m

Fzzz = g,

(2.3)

where a ∈ R
n, Ai ∈ R

ni×n, bi ∈ R
ni , ci ∈ R

n, di ∈ R, F ∈ R
p×n and g ∈ R

p. Obviously,

SOCP reduces to a LP if Ai = 0 for i = 1, · · · ,m. It is equivalent to a convex quadratically

constrained quadratic program (QCQP) when ci = 0 for i = 1, · · · ,m. Since the constraints

can be rewritten as linear matrix inequalities using Schur complement, it is also a special case

of SDP. SOCP is positioned between LP and QP and SDP. SOCP is widely applicable in such

problems as logarithmic Tchebychev approximation and the problem of finding the smallest ball

containing a given set of ellipsoids. In terms of computational complexity, SOCP problems can

be solved by interior-point methods in polynomial time. The computation efforts per iteration

required by these methods to solve SOCP problems is greater than that required to solve LP

and QP problems but less than that required to solve a similar-sized SDP problem [82]. This

makes SOCP a more attractive alternative to SDP on some occasions.
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2.2.2 D.C. Optimization

As will be discussed in the following chapters, the research in this dissertation is concerned

with various applications in the context of wireless networks. For sensor selection in spectrum

sensing, we aim at selecting the least correlated group of sensors so that quality spectrum

sensing can be carried out. For the various topics in multi-cell multi-user multi-antenna downlink

networks, it is the ultimate goal of this research to find optimal transmission strategies (power

allocation, beamforming vectors or covariances). Based on these strategies, rate capacity can be

achieved subject to a limited transmit power budget and/or a cognitive interference threshold

constraint to the primary users, or that the consumed power is minimized satisfying certain QoS

constraints. Most of these problems come down to nonlinear programs which are non-convex or

even nonsmooth and thus are extremely challenging.

To properly address such challenging optimization problems, we may exploit the explicitly-

hidden d.c. structures of either the objective functions or the constraint functions, and use the

following properties of d.c. programming.

Definition 2.5. 4[16] Let C ⊂ R
n or C ⊂ C

n be compact and convex. A function h: C → R is

called d.c. on C if there are two convex functions p : C → R, q : C → C such that

h(zzz) = p(zzz)− q(zzz), ∀zzz ∈ C

A function that is d.c. on R
n or Cn will be called d.c.

Definition 2.6. A set P is called a d.c. set (difference of convex sets) if P = D \ C, where D

and C are two convex sets.

4Note that, conventionally, the term d.c. stands for the difference of two convex functions, which is equivalent
to the difference of two concave functions. In this dissertation, we may use the term d.c. frequently which may
refer to either case depending on the context.
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Definition 2.7. [17] An optimization problem is called a d.c. programming problem if it has

the form

min
zzz

f(zzz)

s.t. zzz ∈ P,

(2.4)

where f is a d.c. function while P is a d.c. set.

Obviously, d.c. programming problems consists of a rich class of different programming problems.

Namely, every concave programming problem is also a d.c. programming problem.

Denote by C2 the class of functions R
n → R or C

n → R whose second partial derivatives are

continuous everywhere.

Theorem 2.8. Every function f ∈ C2 is d.c.

Proof: See proof in [17].

Corollary 2.9. A real valued continuous function on a compact (convex) subset D of Rn or C
n

is the limit of a sequence of d.c. functions on D which converges uniformly in D.

Proof: See proof in [17].

Theorem 2.10. Every optimization problem with concave, convex or d.c. objective function and

a combination of convex, reverse convex and d.c. constraints is a d.c. programming problem.

Proof: See proof in [17]

Since most of functions encountered in the field of wireless communications have continuous

second partial derivatives, or they are a combination of piece-wise functions which have contin-

uous second partial derivatives, it is possible to reformulate almost all these problems into d.c.

optimization problems. Obviously, d.c. is potentially applicable to a great range of non-convex

problems.

Moreover, d.c. function has the following properties which enable a great operational stability

and significantly extend its applicability. We may repeatedly use these operations (especially

the first three operations) in this research.
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Theorem 2.11. [17] Let pi and qi (i = 1 : M) be convex functions, so functions fi = pi − qi

(i = 1 : M) are d.c. Then the following functions are also d.c.:

•
M∑
i=1

λifi, for any real numbers λi;

• −fi = qi − pi, ∀i;

• min
i∈[1:M ]

fi =
∑

i∈[1:M ]

pi− max
i∈[1:M ]

[
qi+

∑
m∈[1:M ]\i

pm
]
, with convex functions

∑
i∈[1:M ]

pi and max
i∈[1:M ]

[
qi+∑

m∈[1:M ]\i
pm

]
;

• max
i∈[1:M ]

fi = − min
i∈[1:M ]

[−fi] = − min
i∈[1:M ]

[qi − pi];

• |f(zzz)|, f+(zzz) := max{0, f(zzz)} and f−(zzz) := min{0, f(zzz)};

Proof: See Proof in [17].

2.2.3 A Generic D.C. Optimization Framework

As defined in Theorem 2.10, a d.c. programming problem may refer to a wide range of structures,

some of which are extremely hard to deal with [17]. Inspired by [14, 56, 83–89], we are particularly

interested in a canonical form of d.c. program below which minimizes a d.c. function over a

convex set.

min
zzz

F (zzz) = f(zzz)− g(zzz)

s.t. zzz ∈ K,

(2.5)

where functions f, g are convex in the continuous variable zzz and K is a convex set.

Since Theorem 2.8 suggests the wide applicability of d.c. programs, and that all d.c. programs

can be essentially converted into the above canonical form [17], addressing program (2.5) properly

has significant benefits for a wide range of problems. Generally, as proved in [90], the global

optimal solution of certain applications in the form of (2.5) can be obtained by combining

d.c. iterations (DCIs) with a customized branch-and-bound technique. However, this global

optimization procedure has prohibitively high computational complexity. Therefore, we instead
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follow the ideas of [56, 88, 89, 91, 92] to obtain equivalent d.c. decompositions that make DCIs

alone efficient.

Suppose that z(κ) is feasible to (2.5). Since g is convex, its gradient ∇g(z(κ)) at z(κ) is also a

subgradient [16]. Therefore,

f(zzz)− g(zzz) ≤ f(zzz)− g(z(κ))− 〈∇g(z(κ)),zzzzzzzzz − z(κ)〉 ∀zzz.

It follows that for any feasible z(κ) to (2.5), the following convex program provides a global upper

bound minimization for d.c. program (2.5):

min
zzz∈K

[f(zzz)− g(z(κ))− 〈∇g(z(κ)), zzz − z(κ)〉] (2.6)

Moreover, for the optimal solution z(κ+1) of (2.6), one has

f(z(κ+1))− g(z(κ+1)) ≤ f(z(κ+1))− g(z(κ))− 〈∇g(z(κ)), z(κ+1) − z(κ)〉

≤ f(z(κ))− g(z(κ))− 〈∇g(z(κ)), z(κ) − z(κ)〉

= f(z(κ))− g(z(κ)),

which means that z(κ+1) is better than z(κ) toward optimizing (2.5) as far as z(κ+1) �= z(κ), i.e.

convex program (2.6) generates a proper solution z(κ+1). Thus, initialized from a feasible z(0),

recursively generating z(κ) for κ = 0, 1, . . ., by the optimal solution of convex program (2.6) is

a path-following algorithm. In summary, a d.c. procedure for the generic d.c. program (2.5) is

sketched below.

D.C. Iterations (DCIs):

• Initialization: Choose an initial feasible solution z(0) of (2.5).
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• κ-th DC iteration (DCI): Solve convex program (2.6) to obtain the optimal solution z∗ and

set κ → κ+ 1, z(κ) → z∗. Given a tolerance level ε > 0, stop if

|f(z(κ))− f(z(κ−1))− g(z(κ)) + g(z(κ−1))|/|f(z(κ−1))− g(z(κ−1))| ≤ ε. (2.7)

The previous works [14, 56, 86–89, 92] demonstrated successful applications of the above DCIs

to various non-convex programs, where their effective d.c. representations in the form of (2.5)

can be found. Since such DCIs will be repeatedly explored in this research, let us make a new

observation on its efficiency. For z(0) �= z(1) �= .... �= z(κ+1) it is true that

F(z(0)) > F(z(1)) > .... > F(z(κ+1)). (2.8)

We now show that z(κ+1) is in fact the optimal solution of the following program

min
zzz∈K

Fκ(zzz) := f(zzz)− max
ν=0,1,..,κ

{g(z(ν)) + 〈∇g(z(ν)), zzz − z(ν)〉}. (2.9)

Indeed, suppose z̄ is the optimal solution of (2.9) and ν̄ = arg max
ν=0,1,..,κ

{g(z(ν)) + 〈∇g(z(ν)), z̄ −

z(ν)〉}. Then z̄ = z(ν̄+1), i.e. z̄ is the optimal solution of

min
zzz∈K

F(zzz; z(ν̄)) := f(zzz)− (g(z(ν̄)) + 〈∇g(z(ν̄)), zzz − z(ν̄)〉) (2.10)

because otherwise min of (2.10) < F(z̄; z(ν̄)) = Fκ(z̄) = min of (2.9) ≤ min of (2.10), which is

a contradiction. Moreover, as z(ν̄+1) is the optimal solution of (2.9), it follows that

F(z(ν̄+1)) ≤ min of (2.9) < min
ν=1,2,...,κ

F(z(ν)) = F(z(κ))

which together with (2.8) show that z(ν̄+1) = z(κ+1).

Now, it is obvious that F(zzz) ≤ Fκ+1(zzz) ≤ Fκ(zzz) ≤ ... ≤ F0(zzz) ∀ zzz ∈ K, so convex functions Fκ

are iteratively better global approximations of non-convex function F . Consequently, DCIs by

(2.6) not only generate improved solutions but also provide successively better convexifications
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for d.c. program (2.5). As the set K is compact, the sequence {zκ} is bounded and thus by

Cauchy theorem there is a convergent subsequence {zκν}, so lim
ν→+∞[F(z(κν)) − F(z(κν+1))] = 0.

For every κ there is ν such that κν ≤ κ and κ + 1 ≤ κν+1. By (2.8), 0 ≤ lim
κ→∞[F(z(κ)) −

F(z(κ+1))] ≤ lim
κ→∞[F(z(κν)) − F(z(κν+1))] = 0, showing that lim

κ→∞[F(z(κ)) − F(z(κ+1))] = 0.

Therefore, given a tolerance ε > 0, the above DCIs will terminate after finitely many iterations

under the stop criterion F(z(κ))−F(z(κ+1)) ≤ ε, which is normalized by (2.7). Each accumulation

point z̄ of the sequence {z(κ)} obviously satisfies f(z)− f(z̄)−〈∇g(z̄), z− z̄〉 ≥ 0 ∀z ∈ K, which

by the convexity of f and D also includes the minimum principle necessary optimality condition

〈∇f(z̄) − ∇g(z̄), zzz − z̄〉 ≥ 0 ∀ zzz ∈ K. In contrast to conditional gradient algorithms, which

may be slow in the neighborhood of a local solution and prone to zigzagging [93], our simulation

show that the stop criterion (2.7) is satisfied after just a finite number of iterations.

2.2.4 A Generic D.C. Optimization Framework for Mixed Binary Program-

ming

Now, we shall analyze general (mixed) binary programming problems. We will propose a more

specific d.c. optimization framework for the consideration of optimization problems with respect

to either or both of continuous variables and binary link variables, i.e. (mixed) binary or

combinatorial programs.

min
(zzz,xxx)∈K

F(zzz) := f(zzz)− g(zzz) : xxx ∈ {0, 1}N , (2.11)

where zzz ∈ Z is the continuous variable with Z being R
q or Cq, xxx is the binary link variable, K

is a compact and convex set, and f and g are convex functions. The objective function F(zzz) in

(2.11) depends on continuous variable zzz only.

Clearly, d.c. program (2.11) differs from the d.c. program (2.5) only in the additional binary

constraints imposed on the variables xxx. Since the optimization in the continuous variable zzz may
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be dependent on certain activated/deactived set membership explicitly represented by the 0/1

value of xxx, it is important to jointly optimize both variables which is notoriously difficult [94].

Under the general framework of d.c. optimization (2.5), we further develop the following frame-

work to handle the problem with binary constraints. The first step is to express binary constraint

xxx ∈ {0, 1}N in (2.11) by a d.c. constraint.

Proposition 1. Under the definitions

D := [0, 1]N , (2.12a)

C := {xxx ∈ RN :
N∑

n=1

xxx2n −
N∑

n=1

xxxn < 0}, (2.12b)

the binary set {0, 1}N is the difference of two convex sets D and C, i.e. {0, 1}N = D \ C.

Proof: It is obvious that {0, 1}N ⊂ D \ C. Also xxx ∈ {0, 1}N is equivalent to

xxxn − xxx2n = 0, n = 1, 2, . . . , N. (2.13)

On the other hand, xxxn − xxx2n ≥ 0 for xxx ∈ D and
N∑

n=1

xxx2n −
N∑

n=1

xxxn ≥ 0 xxx /∈ C, so each xxx ∈ D \ C is

feasible to constraint (2.13), i.e. D \ C ⊂ {0, 1}N .

For convex sets D := K ∩ (Z, D) and C := K ∩ (Z, C) it is seen that (2.11) can be compactly

rewritten as

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D\C

f(zzz)− g(zzz), (2.14)

which is minimization of a d.c. function over a d.c. set, so (2.11)/(2.15) belongs to the class of

d.c. programming [16]. Since the feasibility set of (2.14) is obviously disconnected because of

the binary values of the variable xxx, there should be no path-following procedure for its iterative

solution. Inspired by recent developments [83, 84, 95] in global optimization as well as [14, 56, 86–

89, 92] in local optimization, it is recommended to amend (2.14) to a canonical d.c. program,

which is minimization of a d.c. function over a convex set. This makes it possible to apply the
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path-following DCI. For this purpose, rewrite (2.14) by

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

f(zzz)− g(zzz) :
N∑

n=1

xxxn −
N∑

n=1

xxx2n ≤ 0. (2.15)

Using the Lagrangian L(zzz,xxx, μ) := f(zzz) − g(zzz) + μ(
N∑

n=1

xxxn −
N∑

n=1

xxx2n) with only one Lagrangian

multiplier μ to handle the single non-convex constraint [96], (2.15) is expressed by

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

max
μ≥0

L(zzz,xxx, μ),

while its Lagrangian duality is

max
μ≥0

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

L(zzz,xxx, μ).

Note that in general there is a non-zero duality gap [16], i.e.

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

max
μ≥0

L(zzz,xxx, μ) > sup
μ≥0

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

L(zzz,xxx, μ).

However, the strong Lagrangian duality holds for (2.15) as summarized in the following propo-

sition.

Proposition 2. The strong Lagrangian duality holds for (2.15), i.e.

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

max
μ≥0

L(zzz,xxx, μ) = sup
μ≥0

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

L(zzz,xxx, μ). (2.16)

If the supremum of the right hand side of (2.16) attains at 0 < μ0 < +∞ then the mixed binary

program (2.15) is equivalent to the following convex constrained program for μ ≥ μ0 in the sense

that they share the same optimal value as well as the optimal solutions,

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

L(zzz,xxx, μ). (2.17)

Proof: See Appendix A.
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The above Proposition 2 shows that mixed binary program (2.11)/(2.14)/(2.15) can be solved by

means of program (2.17) for appropriately chosen μ > 0. It can be easily seen that the objective

of (2.17) is the d.c. function (f(zzz)+μ

N∑
n=1

xxxn)− (g(zzz)+μ

N∑
n=1

xxx2n), so indeed (2.17) is a canonical

d.c. program, which is minimization of a d.c. function over a convex set [16].

We are now in position to outline three algorithmic steps toward the mixed binary program

(2.15) by means of solutions of the canonical d.c. program (2.17).

2.2.4.1 Step 1: initialization by box relaxation

For any iterative procedure used to obtain a solution of program (2.17), one needs a good initial

solution (z∗, x∗), which plays a crucial role in the computational efficiency. Obviously, an initial

feasible solution to (2.17) can be easily located but it may be far away from its optimal solution

and thus is not efficient. In our approach, we take (z∗, x∗) as the optimized solution of the

following box-relaxed program of (2.11), which is also (2.17) for μ = 0,

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

F(zzz) := f(zzz)− g(zzz). (2.18)

Unlike the (2.14)/(2.11) which is a minimization of d.c. function over d.c. sets, the box-relaxed

program (2.18) is a minimization of a d.c. function over convex sets with continuous variables

(zzz,xxx). Therefore, program (2.18) belongs to the class of canonical program (2.5) with zzz → (zzz,xxx)

subject to the convex set K → D, convex functions f(zzz) → f(zzz), and g(zzz) → g(zzz).

Analogous to (2.6) for (2.5), for any feasible z(κ) to (2.18), the κ-th d.c. iteration for (2.18) is

the following program

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

[f(zzz)− g(z(κ))− 〈∇g(z(κ)), zzz − z(κ)〉]. (2.19)

Moreover, the DCI-based optimization procedure for (2.18) is sketched as below

DCIs:
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• Initialization: Choose an initial feasible solution (z(0), x(0)) of (2.18).

• κ-th DC iteration (DCI): Solve convex program (2.19) to obtain the optimal solution (z∗, x∗)

and set κ → κ+ 1, (z(κ), x(κ)) → (z∗, x∗). Given a tolerance level ε > 0, stop if

|f(z(κ))− f(z(κ−1))− g(z(κ)) + g(z(κ−1))|/|f(z(κ−1))− g(z(κ−1))| ≤ ε. (2.20)

2.2.4.2 Step 2: mixed binary solution

Although (2.17) is already in a d.c. canonical form like (2.18) with f(zzz) → f(zzz) + μ

N∑
n=1

xxxn and

g(zzz) → g(zzz) + μ
N∑

n=1

xxx2n, there are infinitely many d.c. representations for the same non-convex

program in (2.17), which lead to quite different convex programs (2.19) for κ-th DCI, i.e. quite

different sequences of feasible solutions are generated. In other words, the efficiency of the above

generic DCIs is dependent on the choice of a particular d.c. representation. In our approach,

we use the following equivalent d.c. representation for (2.17)

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

[
f(zzz) + μ

( N∑
n=1

xxxn + (
N∑

n=1

xxxn)
2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
convex function: f1(zzz,xxx)

− (
g(zzz) + μ(

N∑
n=1

xxx2n + (
n∑

n=1

xxxn)
2
))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
convex function: f2(zzz,xxx)

]
. (2.21)

Again, the above program (2.21) is a minimization of d.c. function over convex set with respect

to continuous variables (zzz,xxx). Analogously, (2.21) belongs to the class of canonical program

(2.5) with zzz → (zzz,xxx) subject to the convex set K → D, convex functions f(zzz) → f1(zzz,xxx), and

g(zzz) → f2(zzz,xxx).

Accordingly, initialized by the optimized solution (z∗, x∗) → (z(0), x(0)) found by Step 1, the

κ-th DCI for (2.21) is the following convex program which is analogous to (2.6) for (2.5)

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

[
f(zzz) + μ

( N∑
n=1

xxxn + (

N∑
n=1

xxxn)
2
)− (

g(z(κ)) + μ
( N∑
n=1

(x(κ)n )2 + (

n∑
n=1

x(κ)n )2
)

+〈g(z(κ)), zzz − z(κ)〉+ 2

N∑
n=1

(
x(κ)n +

N∑
n=1

x(κ)n

)(
xxxn − x(κ)n

))]
.

(2.22)
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For the optimal solution (z(κ+1), x(κ+1)) of (2.22), it is often observed that
N∑

n=1

x(κ+1)
n −

N∑
n=1

(x(κ+1)
n )2 >

0, i.e. x(κ+1) /∈ {0, 1}N according to Proposition 2, i.e. (z(κ+1), x(κ+1)) is infeasible to (2.15).

Thus Step 2 with κ-DCI (2.22) is interpreted as an infeasible method for the mixed binary pro-

gram (2.15). Of course, its performance also depends on the choice of the penalty parameter μ,

which may be tricky [14]. Fortunately, we will see in the simulation that a simple choice of large

enough μ > 0 would make κth-DCI (2.22) generate a sequence of infeasible solutions (z(κ), x(κ))

to (2.15), which converges to a good feasible solution for re-optimization of the next step.

2.2.4.3 Step 3: d.c. re-optimization

Suppose (z∗, x∗) ∈ D is the solution found by Step 2. It should be noted that there is still no

guarantee that (z∗, x∗) is the optimal solution of either (2.17) or (2.15). Particularly, x∗ may be

still not binary but only nearly binary. Therefore, we make a final improvement for optimizing

(2.15) by solving the following d.c. program in continuous variable zzz only

min
(zzz)∈K

F(zzz) := f(zzz)− g(zzz) : xxx = [x∗]b. (2.23)

This program is similar to (2.18) but with known values of x = [x∗]b. Thus the DCIs are directly

applied to find the final optimized solution (zΩ, xΩ).



Chapter 3

Bregman Matrix Deviation

Minimization for Sensor Selections

in Spectrum Sensing

3.1 Introduction

Sensor networks can be found in a variety of applications including reconnaissance, surveying,

target tracking and wireless networks [21, 97, 98]. In wireless networks, one of the main tasks

of sensors is to perform spectrum sensing in managing the radio spectrum, which has been

licensed but not efficiently utilized [99]. Indeed, the radio electro-magnetic spectrums appear to

be scarce but many studies (see e.g. [100–102]) showed that most of them are at low utilization

level leaving many under-utilized holes. Certainly, a great challenge in the wireless industry is

to develop inexpensive yet efficient spectrum utilization. The introduction of cognitive radio

with supporting policies [18, 103] offer opportunities for unlicensed secondary users to access

spectrum owed by the licensed primary users. The most important task of the secondary user

is to detect the spectrum holes of the primary user through spectrum sensing. In other words,

reliable spectrum sensing is one of the most actual issues to identify the secondary spectrum

39
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opportunities and to guarantee that it does not cause harmful interference to the primary user.

However, a single spectrum sensor may easily experience multi-path loss or be in a fading dip

that prevent it from accurate measurement. Subsequent sensing of multiple sensors is indeed

desirable for better sensing performance [21, 104]. On the other hand, it has been shown in

[21] that the number of selected sensors is an impact factor in the sensing performance only

when it is adequate. Once this number reaches a threshold, the sensing performance can only

be marginally improved even if more sensors are selected. Due to the distributed nature of

most sensors that are normally operating on battery, it is beneficial to select only a sufficient

number of sensors. Obviously, the selected sensors should be as uncorrelated as possible for their

desirable uncorrelated fading. Surprisingly, sensor selection for spectrum sensing has been only

seriously raised in [105], which attempts to select a fixed number of sensors from a candidate

set such that their correlation sum is minimized. Its mathematical formulation of optimization

looks simple enough but still renders a hard combinatorial program with no systematic solution.

Two heuristic solution procedures proposed in [105], which have been shown better than random

selection, are obviously sensitive to the desired number of selected sensors. On the other hand,

this combinatorial program is actual minimization of a convex function subject to binary {0, 1}

constraints and thus can be addressed by convex relaxation, where the binary constraints are

relaxed to box [0, 1] constraints [22]. The performance of such relaxation based method is rather

unpredictable and in fact it is worse than that of the two heuristics in [105] even though its

computational complexity is much higher. The reader is also referred to [106] for capacity of this

convex relaxation. Unfortunately, all these procedures can not even guarantee local optimum.

The present study in this chapter is a further development of [105] in both theoretical and com-

putational foundations. Apparently, there exist various sensible measurements of uncorrelation

degree between sensors. From the perspective of sensor network, the uncorrelation measure can

be represented differently depending on application purposes or targets but at least it must re-

flect deviation of correlation matrices from diagonality. The sum of correlations between active

sensors primarily introduced in [105] is only an option for sensor uncorrelation measure. Other

uncorrelation measures have been particularly and separately introduced in different contexts
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of the information theory (see e.g. [107] and references therein) so their topological connections

have not been revealed. In this chapter we consider sensor selection for minimizing Bregman ma-

trix deviation [108–110], which is shown to be capable of unifying various uncorrelation measure

maximization over subsets. The objective functions of optimization are not necessarily convex

or smooth (differentiable) so even the above-mentioned convex relaxation [22] may not be ap-

plied. Their optimizations over binary constraints have never been appropriately considered in

literature. In our consideration, they are recast into continuous canonical d.c. (difference of

two convex sets) program [16]. Namely, these programs are minimization of a d.c. function of

structured matrix variables subject to convex quadratic constraints. The attractive advantages

of this setting are:

• It gracefully and losslessly removes the intractable and discontinuous binary constraints;

• It is open for development of computationally affordable path-following procedures.

In fact, the purpose of the study in this chapter is two-fold:

• To analyze different uncorrelation degrees of sensors including simple correlation sum [105]

and many other other measures such as Kullback-Leibler divergence, quantum relative

entropy etc in an unified Bregman matrix deviation setting. The connections between such

diversified uncorrelation degrees can be easily revealed in this new setting. Consequently,

the sensor selection is effectively formulated by an generic binary program;

• To develop a systematic and efficient approach for locating the optimized solutions of the

resultant binary program. A new non-smooth function optimization for handling binary

constraint is combined with a local optimization search to yield optimality. The simulation

results show that in all investigated uncorrelation measures, our non-smooth optimization

algorithm is able to quickly locate the optimized solutions of this hard binary program in

comparisons with the two above mentioned procedures of [105]. The local optimization

search is used to check local optimality of the solutions found by all approaches. It reveals
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that except our non-smooth optimization algorithm, which often locate an approximately

optimal solutions, the solutions found by other approaches are very far from optimality.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 is devoted to analysis of different

uncorrelation measures in the unified Bregman matrix deviation, which leads to a generic opti-

mization formulation for sensor selection. Section 3.3 deals with development of a non-smooth

optimization algorithm for solution of this program. Section 3.4 introduces an efficient local

search method to further improve its solutions. Section 3.5 provides several simulations of the

proposed approach and its comparison with existing methods. Section 3.6 concludes the chapter.

3.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

Following [105], consider M spectrum sensors (cognitive radio) randomly localized in a rela-

tively small circular area of radius R and the center at a base station. The sensor selection is

typically based on the knowledge of sensor positions, which are typically based on full position

information (i.e., complete coordinates), radius information only (i.e., only the distance from

the base station) and pair-wise distance only (limited distribution information). We focus on

full position information of sensors. There are three main effects of radio propagation channel:

path loss, small-scale fading and shadowing (large-scale) fading. Considering primary transmit-

ter at a distance much farther away from the sensing field than the geometrical distribution

span of sensors, the path loss will be approximately same for all sensors [105]. Similarly, the

effect of small-scale fading, which causes dramatic changes in signal phase and amplitude due

to wavelength-level changes of spatial position between transmitter and receiver, can be also

discarded in energy-based spectrum detections [111]. The shadowing fading, which is modeled

as log-normal distributed random process with the path loss as its mean and with the standard

deviation in the range of 4 − 10dB is the main contributor of correlation between sensors[112].

Moreover, the shadowing fading is spatially correlated. In fact, it has been shown in [113] that
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correlation degree of two sensors generally decreases exponentially in their mutual distance. Ac-

cordingly, the following deterministic matrix of pairwise correlations between these M sensors

can be defined:

C := [cij ]i,j=1,2,...,M ∈ R
M×M , cij = e−αdij , cij = cji. (3.1)

Here, the correlation factor α is 0.1204/meter in a typical non-line-of-sight environment [104,

113]. dij is distance between two sensors i and j. The entry cij thus represents their correlation

degree. Obviously, cii = 1, i = 1, 2, ...,M and C � 0 as well as C ≥ 0. There is also another way

to model the correlation matrix C by considering sensor positions as stochastic parameters as well

[105]. From the perspective of learning statistics (see e.g. [114]), the correlation matrix C plays

the role of the kernel matrix in embedding all sensors to the so called Euclidean feature space

with the dot product of two sensors i and j denoted by its entry cij . It should be emphasized

the our below development is valid and effective for whatever definition of the correlation matrix

C other than (3.1). For instance, in the waveform selection context (see e.g. [107]), cij is simply

denoted by the dot product of waveforms i and j.

A set of active sensors in collaborative sensing is defined through the status vector x = (x1, x2, ..., xM )T ∈

{0, 1}M , where xi = 1 means sensor i is picked (active) and xi = 0 means sensor i is not picked

(passive). For each x ∈ {0, 1}M define the matrix

Cx = (xxT ) C = [xicijxj ]i,j=1,...,M ,

and also the corresponding active sensor index set

Jxxx = {i1 < i2 < .... < iN |xij = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., N}.

Accordingly, the correlation matrix of the active sensors is a N ×N principal sub-matrix of C:

Cxxx = [xicijxj ](i,j)∈Jxxx = [cij ]i,j∈Jxxx ∈ RN×N .
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The sensor selection problem can be roughly stated as to choose N sensors among these M

ones so that they are as uncorrelated as possible. Equivalently, it is to seek x ∈ {0, 1}M

with

M∑
i=1

xi = N such that Cx is as uncorrelated as possible, or the dimensionality of the feature

subspace of embedded sensors i1, i2, ..., iN is maximized [114]. It is the same as its deviation from

its diagonality matrix IN is minimized. This problem is in contrast with compressed sampling

or clustering [109, 110], which is to seek Cx that contains as much as possible information about

the matrix C.

On the other hand, such matrices Cxxx satisfy the following conditions

Cxxx � 0, Cxxx ≥ 0, 〈Cxxx〉 = N, Cxxx(i, i) = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., N. (3.2)

According to Minkowski geometry (see e.g. [115]), these conditions particularly imply that all Cxxx
have the same surface area 〈Cxxx〉 = N , while their volume defined as det(Cxxx) is bounded according

to Hadamard inequality (see e.g. [116])

det(Cxxx) ≤
N∏
i=1

Cxxx(i, i) = 1,

where the equality occurs if and only if Cxxx = IN , i.e. Cxxx is diagonal so all active sensors

are uncorrelated. From now on we shall consider only the class of matrices that satisfy (3.2).

There are (MN ) possible choices of Cxxx, which are N × N principal sub-matrices of C. Since

IN is the diagonality matrix for all matrices Cxxx satisfying (3.2), uncorrelation degree of Cxxx
can be expressed through its Bregman deviation [108–110] from IN as follows. The conventional

Bregman deviation of Cx from IN is induced by a given strictly convex and differentiable function

ϕ in Cx as [108–110]

Dϕ(Cx, IN ) := ϕ(Cx)− ϕ(IN )− 〈∇ϕ(IN ), Cx − IN 〉. (3.3)
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Accordingly, the Bregman deviation minimization is formulated by

min
xxx

Dϕ(Cx) :
M∑
i=1

xi = N, xxx ∈ {0, 1}M . (3.4)

However, from (3.3) and (3.4), it is obvious that the strict convexity of ϕ can be relaxed by its

convexity plus the condition

ϕ(Cx − IN ) = 0 ⇔ Cx = IN , (3.5)

while the differentiability of ϕ is not necessary with ∇ϕ(IN ) replaced by any sub-gradient of ϕ

at IN for definition (3.3) of Dϕ(Cx, IN ). Note that Dϕ(Cx, I) is still positive by convexity of ϕ

[16].

Let us provide some popular used measure-induced functions φ with some analysis. Note that

in all these below cases of φ, minimization of φ(Cx − IN ) is the same minimization of φ(Cx)

so we go directly with minimization of φ(Cx) to save space. All of them pose very challenging

combinatorial programs.

3.2.1 Correlation sum

The first principle example of Bregman matrix deviation is associated with the squared Frobenius

norm for positive matrices as follows

ϕ(Cx) = 1

2
||
√
Cx||2F :=

1

2

N∑
i,j=1

Cx(i, j),

which is the entry sum of Cx. Note that
√
IN = IN and

√Cx − IN ≥ 0, so it is straightforward

to verify that

Dϕ(Cx, IN ) =
1

2
||
√
Cx − IN ||2F .
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Therefore, minimization of Dϕ(Cx, IN ) is the same as minimization of the correlation sum func-

tion [105]

φ(Cx) =
M∑

i,j=1

Cx(i, j),

which is the following function in vector variable xxx

fcs(x) :=
M∑

i,j=1

cijxixj = 〈x, Cx〉 (3.6)

= 111TNCx111N (3.7)

=

M∑
i=1

xi

M∑
j=1

cijxj . (3.8)

This function is convex in vector variable x (because C � 0) but is linear in the matrix variable

XXX = [xij ]i,j=1,2,...,M , xij ← xixj , i, j = 1, 2, ...,M, (3.9)

i.e. the function fcs(XXX) defined by the right hand side (RHS) of (3.6) with variable change (3.9)

is linear in matrix variable XXX.

According to [116, p. 370]

N∑
i=1

(λi(
√
Cx)− λi(IN ))2 ≤ ||

√
Cx − IN ||2F ,

where λi(
√Cx), i = 1, 2, ..., N are eigenvalues of

√Cx and λi(IN ) ≡ 1 are eigenvalues of IN .

Hence, fcs(x) is a majorant of the squared eigenvalue function

fes(xxx) =
N∑
i=1

(λi(
√
Cx)− 1)2,

i.e. the metric induced by fcs is stronger than that induced by fes. There is no tractable

minimization for this function fes so instead of directly minimizing it one uses minimization for

its upper bound fcs(x).
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3.2.2 Maximal individual correlation sum

The second principle example of Bregman matrix deviation is associated with another popular

induced norm of positive matrices [116]

ϕ(Cx) = ||
√
Cx||2max := max

i=1,2,...,N
||
√
Cx(i, :)||2 = max

i=1,2,...,N

N∑
j=1

Cx(i, j),

which is convex as maximum of a family of linear functions [16]. Note that (3.5) is verified, while

a subgradient of ϕ at IN is any eie
T
i , i = 1, 2, ..., N so,

||IN ||2max = 1, 〈eieTi , Cx − IN 〉 = 0

and minimization of Dϕ(Cx, IN ) is the same as minimization of the function

φ(Cx) = max
i=1,2,...,N

N∑
j=1

Cx(i, j),

which is the following objective function in xxx

fmc(x) := max
i=1,2,...,M

xi

M∑
j=1

cijxj = max
i=1,2,...,M

xi(Cx)i (3.10)

= max
i=1,2,...,N

N∑
j=1

Cx(i, j). (3.11)

This function is non-convex and non-smooth in x but the function fmc(XXX) defined by RHS of

(3.11) with variable change (3.9) is still convex (but non-smooth) in variable XXX because it is the

maximization of family of M linear functions

M∑
j=1

cijxij , i = 1, 2, ..., N [16].

3.2.3 Correlation maximal eigenvalue

Note that λmax(IN ) = 1 while

λmax(Cx) ≥ 〈Cx〉/N = N/N = 1.
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Consider the convex function ϕ(Cx) = λmax(Cx), which verifies (3.5). A subgradient of ϕ at IN

is still any eie
T
i , i = 1, 2, ..., N [92] so,

〈eieTi , Cx − IN 〉 = 0.

Minimization of Dϕ(Cx, IN ) is the same as minimization of the function

φ(Cx) = λmax(Cx),

which is the following objective function in xxx,

feig(x) := λmax(Cx) = λmax(Cx). (3.12)

This function is non-convex and non-smooth in x but the function feig(XXX) defined by RHS of

(3.12) by the variable change (3.9) is convex in XXX. Moreover, by Perron-Frobenius Theorem

[116]

feig(x) = min
x̃∈RN

+

max
i=1,2,...,N

(Cxx̃)i
x̃i

≤ max
i=1,2,...,N

(Cx111N )i

= fmc(x),

i.e. fmc(x) is an upper bound of feig(x). The metric induced by the former is stronger than

that induced by the latter.

3.2.4 Burg’s entropy of the eigenvalues

Consider the LogDet function ϕ(Cx) = − log det(Cx), which is convex in Cx � 0, Cx �= 0. Note

that det(Cx) is understood as the product of nonzero eigenvalues of Cx [117] so ϕ(Cx) is well

defined. This function is differentiable at IN with ∇ϕ(IN ) = −IN so

Dϕ(Cx) = − log det(Cx) + log det(IN ) + 〈IN , Cx − IN 〉 = − log det(Cx)
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which is the so called Brug’s entropy of eigenvalues of Cx. Note that 1− x2i = 0 for xi = 1 and

1− x2i = 1 for xi = 0 so it can be easily checked that

det(Cx) = det(Cx + I(x)),

with

I(x) = diag[1− x2i ]i=1,2,...,M . (3.13)

Minimization of Dϕ(Cx, IN ) is minimization of the following objective function in xxx

fdet(x) = − log det(Cx) (3.14)

= − log det(Cx + I(x)). (3.15)

It is widely recognized (see e.g. [118]) that −fdet(xxx) represents the sensor capacity of the

active sensors as a set, so minimization of fdet(xxx) amounts to maximize its capacity. It is also

clear by (3.2) that Bregman matrix deviation minimization here is also interpreted as volume

maximization of Cxxx with the same surface area N . Minimization of Dϕ corresponding to ϕ(Cx) =

− log det(Cx) is a popular uncorrelation measure maximization in blind source separation and

also other statistical signal processing problems (see e.g. [119] and references therein).

The function fdet(x) is smooth and non-convex in x but the function

fdet(XXX) := − log det(XXX  C + L(XXX)), L(XXX) = diag[XXX(i, i)]i=1,2,...,M ,

which is defined by RHS of (3.15) with the variable change (3.9), is convex in XXX.
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3.2.5 Quantum relative entropy

Recall that [120] log Cx is the matrix Y satisfying

Cx = exp(Y ) :=
∞∑
i=0

Y i

i!
.

Accordingly, log Cx is easily calculated by the singular value decomposition Cx = UΣxU
H with

diagonal Σx and unitary U ,

log Cx = U log ΣxU
H ,

where log Σx of the diagonal matrix Σx is diagonal entry-wise understood

log Σx = diag[Σx(i, i)]i=1,2,...,N

under the agreement log 0 = 0.

Consider the von Neuman entropy function [120]

ϕ(Cx) = 〈Cx log Cx − Cx〉 = 〈Cx log Cx〉 −N.

Accordingly, Dϕ(Cx, IN ) is the quantum relative entropy of Cx [120]

Dϕ(Cx, IN ) = 〈Cx(log Cx − log IN )− Cx + IN 〉 = 〈Cx log Cx〉. (3.16)

Minimization of this convex function in Cx is the minimization of the following objective function

which is non-convex in xxx

fvN (x) = 〈Cx log Cx〉. (3.17)
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On the other hand, by writing

〈Cx log Cx〉 =
N∑
i=1

λi(Cxxx) log λi(Cxxx)

=
N∑
i=1

λi(Cxxx) log λi(Cxxx)
λi(IN )

− 〈Cxxx〉+ 〈IN 〉, (3.18)

where λi(Cxxx), i = 1, 2, ..., N are eigenvalues of Cxxx arranged in decreasing order, fvN (x) is also

interpreted as generalized Kullback-Leibler deviation of Cxxx from IN as well [116]. Minimizing

fvN (xxx) amounts to smoothing out the eigenvalue of Cxxx, i.e. to making them as evenly as possible

[120, 121]. By doing so, the feature subspace of embedded sensors i1, i2, .., iN is as highly dimen-

sional as possible. In other words, minimizing fvn(xxx) is actually to maximize the dimensionality

of the feature subspace of embedded sensors i1, i2, ..., iN .

With definition (3.13), it can be shown that

fvN (x) = 〈(Cx + I(x)) log(Cx + I(x))〉 (3.19)

which is still non-convex in xxx but nevertheless the function fvN (XXX) defined by the RHS of (3.19)

with the variable change (3.9) is convex in XXX. The differential dfvN (XXX)
dXXX can be easily identified

from

fvn(XXX +ΔX) = fvn(XXX) + 〈log(XXX  C + L(XXX)) + IM , C ΔX + L(ΔX)〉+ o(ΔX) (3.20)

or

fvn(XXX +ΔX) ≥ fvn(XXX) + 〈log(XXX  C + L(XXX)) + IM , C ΔX + L(ΔX)〉 (3.21)

3.2.6 Combinatorial optimization formulation

The combinatorial optimization problem is as follows:

min
x

F (x) :

M∑
i=1

xi = N, x ∈ {0, 1}M , (3.22)
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with F (x) ∈ {fcs(x), fmc(x), feig(x), fdet(x), fvN (x)} neither convex nor smooth in binary vec-

tor variable x but the corresponding F (XXX) ∈ {fcs(XXX), fmc(XXX), feig(XXX), fdet(XXX), fvN (XXX)} defined

by xij substituting xixj in the definitions of F (x) is still convex in the binary matrix variable

XXX defined by (3.9).

This formulation of sensor selection problem is recognized as an integer program. As mentioned

above, there are two developed algorithms, which are based on the knowledge of full sensor

positions and correlation information for the particular correlation sum function F (x) = fcs(x)

[105]. The first one is the so called correlation measurement algorithm (CM), which initially

selects a large enough candidate sensor set randomly from the full set, and then iteratively

removes one-by-one sensors with the largest sum of its correlations with all other member of the

current active set. The iterations continue till the targeted number of active sensors reaches. The

second one is the so called reverse CM (RCM), which works in a reverse manner in comparison

to CM. The active set starts from one or two randomly selected sensors and then sensors are

one-by-one added to the active set based on the minimal sum of its correlations with the current

active set. Both CM and RCM have been shown better than the random selection and other

previously developed approaches including the mentioned convex relaxation [22]. Interestingly

enough, both CM and RCM are even more suitable for minimizing maximal individual correlation

sum function fmc and correlation maximal eigenvalue function feig as they successively remove

the largest sum or add the smallest sum. By these lines, CM (RCM, resp.) for minimization

of Burg’s entropy function fdet or von Neuman entropy function fvN is to iteratively remove

(add, resp.) one-by-one sensor such that the incumbent correlation matrix Cinc has the maximal

determinant or minimal 〈Cinc logCinc〉. Surprisingly, CM is able the output the optimal solution

for minimizing von Neuman entropy function fvN as our simulation will show.

Also, as correlation sum function fcs(x) is convex in binary vector variable x, a simple relaxation

(see e.g. [22]) is to relax the integer constraints in (3.22) by the bounded (convex) constraint

x ∈ [0, 1]M (3.23)
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and then a solution of (3.22) is taken by rounding the N largest xi by 1 and others by 0.

Obviously, when the objective function is non-convex such as fmc(x), feig(x), and fdet(x), just

relaxing the integer constraint does not make (3.22) convex yet and so convex relaxation is not

readily applied. Moreover, CM still outputs a better solution for minimizing fcs(xxx) than this

relaxation.

It is fair to state that there is no existing deterministic approach to find a computational solution

of combinatorial program (3.22). The next two sections are our attempts to solve it systemat-

ically and efficiently. They are further developments of [106], which in essential addressed the

simplest case of (3.22) when F linear in XXX and also there is no constraint for binary variables xxx.

3.3 A Non-smooth Optimization Approach

In this section, we present an efficient algorithm to solve (3.22) by an exact penalty function

approach of d.c. (difference of two convex functions) programming [16]. Note that the discrete

constraint xi ∈ {1, 0} in (3.22) is equivalent to the continuous constraint

x2i = xi, i = 1, 2, ...,M. (3.24)

On the other hand, as mentioned above the objective function F (XXX) is convex in matrix variables

XXX defined by (3.9). The following Lemma establishes the equivalence between the discrete

program (3.22) and a continuous minimization of a convex function over a d.c. set.

Lemma 1. Suppose XXX ∈ R
M×M is a symmetric matrix variable

XXX =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x11 x12 ... x1M

x12 x22 ... x2M

... ... ... ...

x1M x2M ... xMM

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (3.25)
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and A : RM×M → R
(M+1)×(M+1) is an affine operator to define the following structured matrix

A(XXX) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x11 x12 ... x1M x11

x12 x22 ... x2M x22

... ... ... ... ...

x1M x2M ... xMM xMM

x11 x22 ... xMM 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3.26)

The discrete program (3.22) is equivalent to the following continuous program

min
XXX

F (XXX) (3.27a)

s.t. 0 � A(XXX),

M∑
i=1

xii = N, 0 ≤ xii ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, · · · , M, (3.27b)

〈A(XXX)〉 − λmax(A(XXX)) ≤ 0. (3.27c)

Proof: Note that the constraints (3.27b) and (3.27c) force N + 1 = 〈A(XXX)〉 = λmax(A(XXX)),

which means A(XXX) has only one nonzero eigenvalue N + 1, so

A(XXX) =

⎡⎢⎣ x

1

⎤⎥⎦[ x 1

]

for some x = (x1, x2, ..., xM )T ∈ RM . Furthermore, the structure (3.26) of A(XXX) forces xi

to satisfy (3.24), so xi ∈ {0, 1} and thus x ∈ {0, 1}M with
M∑
i=1

xi = N . Also, it is clearly

contradictive to constraint (3.27c) to assume the existence of more than 1 maximal eigenvalues

due to the fact that any solution must satisfy λmax(A(XXX)) ≤ 〈A(XXX)〉 ≤ λmax(A(XXX)).

For program (3.27), only constraint (3.27c) is non-convex. Actually, as λmax(A(XXX)) is a convex

function inXXX, (3.27c) is a reverse convex constraint and (3.27) is a convex program with reversed

convex constraint [16]. The feasibility set of (3.27b)-(3.27c) is a d.c.

It is known theoretically that there is non-convex duality with zero duality gap [16] that trans-

fers the convex program with reverse convex constraint (3.27) to a d.c. program over convex
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constraint, which is more computationally efficient in term of global optimization. This is also

true for local optimization as well because d.c. program over convex constraints admits a few

path-following to locate its optimal solution [89], while all local optimization procedures for

a convex program over non-convex constraints suffer from the so called zero-progressive steps

[122–126].

Nevertheless, following [106], the following Lemma shows a direct equivalence between the convex

program with reverse convex constraint (3.27) and a d.c. program over convex sets bypassing

the complicated non-convex duality.

Lemma 2. There is 0 < μ0 < +∞ such that (3.27) is equivalent to the following d.c. program

over convex constraint

min
XXX

F (XXX) + μ(〈A(XXX)〉 − λmax(A(XXX))) s.t. (3.27b), (3.28)

whenever μ ≥ μ0.

Proof: Obviously, each feasible solution X of (3.27) is also feasible to (3.28) so the optimal value

of (3.27) is not less than the optimal value of (3.28) for all μ > 0. It also means the optimal

value of (3.28) is upper bounded by the optimal value of (3.27) for all μ > 0. Thus, it suffices

to show the existence of μ0 > 0 such that for μ > μ0, all optimal solution X(μ) of (3.28) must

satisfy 〈X(μ)〉 − λmax(X
(μ)) = 0 so they are feasible to (3.27), implying that the optimal value

of (3.28) is not less than the optimal value of (3.27) too.

Note that the feasible set of (3.28) is compact. Assume to the contrary that there is no such

μ0. By taking a subsequence X(μ) if necessary, it follows that X(μ) → X∞ as μ → +∞ with

〈X(∞)〉 − λmax(X
∞) > 0. This mean the optimal value of (3.28) is infinity as μ → +∞, a

contradiction with their upper boundedness by the finite optimal value of (3.27).

Apparently, (3.28) belongs to the class of general canonical d.c. program (2.5) defined in Chapter

2. More specifically, (3.28) is (2.5) with variables zzz → XXX, convex functions f(zzz) → F (XXX) +

μ〈A(XXX)〉 and g(zzz) → μλmax(A(XXX)). The convex set K is defined by (3.27b). Remarkably,
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(3.28) is a modified version of (2.5) since the second convex function μλmax(A(XXX)) in (3.28) is

non-smooth.

Recall that a matrix ∂ϕ(X) ∈ RM×M is called a subgradient of a convex function ϕ(XXX) at X if

ϕ(Y ) ≥ ϕ(X) + 〈∂ϕ(X), Y −X〉 ∀ Y.

Lemma 3. [92] A subgradient of function λmax(A(XXX)) at X is identified from the following

equation

λmax(A(Y )) ≥ λmax(A(X)) + 〈x̄maxx̄
T
max,A(Y )−A(X)〉, (3.29)

where x̄max is the eigenvector of A(X) corresponding to λmax(A(X)).

From Lemma 3, the following Theorem is a foundation for path-following procedure to locate

the optimal solution of d.c. program (3.28).

Theorem 1. For a feasible solution X(κ) to d.c. program (3.28), the following convex program

outputs its optimal solution X(κ+1), which is not only feasible to d.c. program (3.28) too but

also better than X(κ):

min
XXX

F (XXX)+μ(〈A(XXX)〉−λmax(A(X(κ)))−〈x̄(κ)x̄(κ)H ,A(XXX)−A(X(κ))〉) s.t. (3.27b), (3.30)

where x̄(κ) is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λmax(A(X(κ))).

Consequently, initialized from feasible X(0) to (3.28), the recursive programs (3.30) are derived

from (2.6) for κ = 0, 1, 2, .... generate a sequence {Xκ} of improved solutions, which converges

to a local optimal solution of (3.28).

The above theorem is originated from the canonical d.c. optimization framework (2.5) which is

proposed in Chapter 2. The program (3.30) is the κ-th DCI for (3.28) which is analogous to

(2.6) for (2.5). Therefore, the DCI procedure developed for (2.5) in Chapter 2 can be directly

applied.
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One can use any existing SDP solvers such as SeDuMi [127] for solution of SDP (3.30). The

Algorithm 1 sketches computational implementation of Theorem 1.

Algorithm 1 Penalty function iterative algorithm (PENF)

The Initial Stage:
-Initial Step. Initialize moderately large μ and a feasible solution X(0) to convex constraint
(3.27b). Set κ = 0.
-Step κ. Solve (3.30). If the optimal solutionX(κ+1) satisfies 〈A(X(κ+1))〉 ≈ λmax(A(X(κ+1))),
reset X(κ+1) → X(0) and terminate the whole stage to output μ and X(0). Otherwise, if
X(κ+1) ≈ X(κ), reset 2μ → μ and return to the Initial step. Otherwise reset κ + 1 →
κ,X(κ+1) → X(κ) for the next iteration.
The Optimization Stage:
- Set κ = 0. Solve (3.30) to obtain the optimal solution X(κ+1), unlessX(κ+1) = X(κ), continue
iterations by setting κ+ 1 → κ and X(κ+1) → X(κ).

3.4 Optimization Capacity by Local Optimality Test

The optimality of any solution by program (3.22) can be revealed by checking whether it is at

least local optimal or not. This motivates to employ a local optimality search for the solution

of (3.22). Recall that a feasible solution x̄ of (3.22) is said to be locally optimal if there is a

neighborhood U(x̄) ⊂ RM such that O(x̄) := U(x̄) ∩ {0, 1}M ∩ {x ∈ R
M :

M∑
i=1

xi = N} �= ∅ and

O(x̄) �= {x̄} and

F (x) ≥ F (x̄) ∀ x ∈ O(x̄).

Now, take

U(x̄) := {x ∈ R
M : ||x− x̄||2 ≤ 2}

then

O(x̄) = {x ∈ {0, 1}M :

M∑
i=1

xi = N, ||x− x̄||2 = 2},

i.e. O(x̄) consists from N(N −M) feasible solutions of (3.22) that are nearest to x̄ as they are

different from x̄ by two components only. Such O(x̄) is analytically defined by one-by-one swap

1-components of x̄ with its zero components. Accordingly, the local optimality search starting

from x̄ in O(x̄) can be easily implemented as follows. For each x ∈ O(x̄) check if F (x) < F (x̄)
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and define

Oi(x̄) = {x ∈ O(x̄) : F (x) < F (x̄)}.

If Oi(x̄) = ∅ then x̄ is a local optimal solution of (3.22) because there is no better solution of

(3.22) in a neighborhood of x̄. Otherwise, Oi(x̄) �= ∅ then x̄ is not local optimal solution then

reset

x̄ ← arg min
x∈Oi(x̄)

F (x) (3.31)

for restarting the local optimality search, which terminates till Oi(x̄) = ∅, i.e. till a local

optimal solution x̄ of (3.22) is found. The simulation results in the next section demonstrate its

efficiency in locating optimal solutions of (3.22). Note that the update (3.31) is regarded as the

conventional steepest descent or Fedorov exchange [128, 129].

3.5 Simulation and Numerical Results

In this section, simulations are implemented in well-designed scenarios to demonstrate the per-

formances of different algorithms for the five uncorrelation measure maximization problems.

Like [105], M sensors are randomly and uniformly distributed in a 2-D circular cell of radius

R(m). The distance between primary transmitter and sensor network is well beyond R and

accurate information of sensors’ position is known. For any distribution of sensors network,

a correlation matrix C is calculated based on their information of position according to (3.1),

which is commonly used in the literature (see e.g. [21],[105]).

Obviously, the computational complexity and performance in term of the convergence speed and

optimization accuracy of each implemented algorithms for solution of the combinatorial program

(3.22) depends on major factors such as

• The objective function of optimization. The considered five objective functions fcs, fmc,

feig, fdet and fvN are non-convex but their non-convex degrees for definition of their
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hardness status are not the same. Moreover, their partial convex structures that are useful

for optimization, are yet to be recognized.

• The total sensor number M , which determines the size of optimization problem and thus

the computational complexity of each iteration.

• The number N of selected sensors, which together with the total number M determine the

combinatoric degree (MN ) of the problem. Under fixed M , the impact of N in materializing

(MN ) is not always monotonic.

Furthermore, considering the negatively exponential relationship (3.1) between correlation de-

gree of two sensors and their mutual distance, the field radius R should not be considerably

greater than M so to avoid the impractically low average mutual correlation.

All results are averaged over 200 Monte-Carlo simulation runs.

The computational performances of the concerned procedures with (M,N) = (35, 20) and R

ranging from 50 to 150 at increment 20 are given by Figures 3.1-3.4. The efficiency of the newly

developed procedure of PENF plus local search test LOC is evident from these figures as it

always outperforms the other existing procedure in any problem setting.

To see more about the capacity of each concerned algorithm for locating local optimal solution of

(3.22), we provide Table 3.1 detailing the best value found by them and also their improvements

by employing LOC, for the particular case (M,N,R) = (35, 20, 100m). Table 3.1 reveals the

following facts

• All problems (3.22) by different objective functions admit many local optimal solutions.

• CM and Random do not locate locally optimal solution and their improvements by LOC

result in local optimal solutions, which are still far from the global optimal solution.

• PENF always locate approximately local optimal solutions, which are much better than

other found local optimal solutions.
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Figure 3.1: The correlation sum performance

Furthermore, Table 3.2 provides the averaged number of iterations needed for PENF imple-

mentations, which is also the number of convex program (3.30) called for its implementation.

Although different as expected with different objective functions, they are low that make PENF

computationally practically and efficient.

fdet fcs fmc feig
PENF -14.34 13.58 0.42 0.32

PENF+LOC -15.15 13.02 0.41 0.24

CM -8.55 16.51 2.04 1.34

CM+LOC -10.27 13.98 0.98 0.96

Random -4.52 17.45 3.04 2.14

Random+LOC -9.75 14.64 1.38 1.07

Table 3.1: Averaged objective values

# of iterations

(M,N) fdet fcs fmc feig
(35, 20) 8.5 4.2 4.6 9.1

(35, 10) 7.7 3.7 3.5 8.8

(25, 20) 5.9 2.7 3.5 6.0

Table 3.2: Averaged iterations by PENF for each problem, R = 100m
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Figure 3.2: The maximal individual correlation sum performance

The computation time (complexity) of each algorithm versus problem size (M) is analyzed for

Burg’s entropy case as a general example.

With R = 100m,N = 6, increase M from 6 to 50 by unit steps. At each step, 10 random models

are tested and their computation time is averaged. Fig. 3.7 shows the mean time needed by

algorithms with problem size increasing.

With its solution space exponentially expanding as M increases, the selection problem soon

becomes a trade-off decision. At a moderate cost of complexity, PENF offers a solution with

the best performance in comparing with other existing approaches.

Finally, Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 provide the von Neuman entropy performance by CM only for the

cases (M,N) = {(35, 20), (101, 30)}, respectively. Although CM is a heuristic procedure with

cheap computational complexity, it nevertheless is able to provide at least the local optimal

solution of (3.22) with fvN so LOC could not improve its solution at all.
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Figure 3.3: The correlation maximal eigenvalue performances

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter studied on the optimal sensor selection problem. We unified various uncorrelation

measures in the context of Bregman matrix deviation, and then transformed the resultant integer

program into a minimization of a d.c. function subject to convex constraints. Accordingly, a

computationally affordable path-following algorithm was proposed for its solutions. An efficient

local search was also implemented to effectively enhance the computational performances. The

efficiency and robustness of the proposed algorithm has been validated through comparison with

other existing methods.
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Figure 3.4: Burg’s entropy performances
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Chapter 4

Joint Optimization of Cooperative

Beamforming and Relay Assignment

in Multi-User Wireless Relay

Networks

4.1 Introduction

Multi-user relay-assisted wireless communication is considered as a promising architecture for

future-generation multi-hop cellular networks [29–32]. Recent research efforts have focused on

distributed relay processing methods and techniques in order to enhance communication cover-

age, data rates and diversified QoS of multi-user communication networks. Among these research

efforts, it has been recognized that relay assignment and beamforming are very effective tech-

niques, especially in the context of amplify-and-forward (AF) protocol, in which the role of relays

is to amplify the signals received from the sources and then forward the results to destinations.

65
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To date, the design problems concerning relay assignment have been examined mainly for single-

user scenarios and with a focus on the outage probability analysis of the best relay selection (see

e.g. [33–38] and references therein). On the other hand, for a multi-relay network supporting

a single user, the phase of the optimal beamforming at each relay can be predetermined and

the relay beamforming thus reduces to merely power allocation problems (see e.g. [39–43]).

There appears no efficient procedure for determining jointly-optimized relay assignment and

power allocation. For example, Reference [130] considered power optimization for each possible

subset of relays while Reference [32] considered power optimization on a subset of relays, which

is heuristically chosen by relaxation-based rounding.

Multi-user beamforming in a multi-relay network is a much harder problem and it has already

been thoroughly studied in recent years [44–51]. In particular, joint power allocation and relay

assignment problems in orthogonal multi-user scenarios have recently been considered in [131–

135], either under a game-theoretical framework or by adopting a maximum-ratio-combining

receiver. By relaxing the binary constraints {0, 1} of relay assignment to a box constraint

on [0, 1], the optimization problems in these papers become convex programs. So again, the

optimization approach in these papers is to first conduct relay assignment by relaxation-based

rounding and then re-optimize power for the assigned relays.

From the above discussion and to the authors’ best knowledge, the jointly-optimal designs of

the beamforming and relay selection have not been adequately addressed. Apparently, the main

reason is the hardness of the joint optimization. In fact, finding separately-optimized beamform-

ing and relay selection in multi-user multi-relay networks is already challenging. Specifically, the

binary program of relay assignment is a very hard combinatorial one. The only known approach

is to relax the binary constraints to box constraints, which would still lead to a highly non-

convex program. The relay beamforming design problems that consider the practical individual

power constraints at the relays are also highly non-convex optimization and they were recently

solved in [48–50, 136]. Certainly, the joint optimization of beamforming and relay selection to

maximize the minimum of the received SINRs constitutes the hardest nonlinear mixed binary
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program. This is because such a program involves non-convex objective and coupled non-convex

constraints in continuous variables of beamforming and binary variables of assignment.

The present research appears to be the first attempt to address this joint SINR optimization in

a systematic way, which is also practical and efficient. Similar to our past [88, 89, 92] and recent

[48–50, 56, 137] developments we use d.c. (difference of two convex functions/sets) programming

[16] as the tool for finding the solutions. The main reason for using this tool comes from its

universality [16, Chapter 3]: almost all NP-hard optimization programs can be theoretically rep-

resented by d.c programs, which are to minimize d.c. functions over d.c. constraints. Although

these d.c. programs are still very hard, they motivate exploring hidden convex structures of the

problem at hand in order to obtain the constructive solutions [16, 91]. It has been recognized

for a long time [16] that d.c. structure of binary constraints has yet to be explored as the binary

constraints seem to be more suitable in a d.m. (difference of two monotonic functions/sets)

setting [138, 139]. Moreover, different from the binary quadratic problem [106], which has been

successfully solved by d.c. optimization, the constructive d.c. representations of the mixed-

binary programs considered in the present research are not readily available. Through elegant

variable changes and effective approximations, our contribution is to reformulate these problems

as tractable d.c. programs, which become solvable by d.c. iterations of polynomial complexity

and also re-optimization processes. Simulation results show that the proposed computational

procedures are capable of locating approximation solutions that are very close to the global

optimal solutions. This is evidenced by the fact that the approximation solutions achieve SINR

performances that are very close to their upper bounds.

Needless to say, similar to the majority of previous works on cooperative beamforming and/or

precoding (see e.g. [44–51, 131–135, 140]) the perfect channel state information of both com-

munication links connected to a relay is assumed to be available at the relay. The reader is also

referred to [141] and references therein for channel estimation techniques in relay networks, [136]

for the robustness of cooperative beamforming against channel estimation error, and [142–144]

for strategies to reduce the overall delay incurred in relaying signals to multiple receivers.
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The chapter is structured as follows. The joint program of beamforming and relay assignment

for the case of orthogonal transmission of the users is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3

presents the simulations results for orthogonal transmission. Section 4.4 is devoted to the prob-

lem of jointly optimized beamforming and relay assignment in non-orthogonal transmission of

the relays. The simulation results of non-orthogonal transmission are presented in Section 4.5.

Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Joint Beamforming and Relay Selection with Orthogonal

Transmission

Studied in this section is a wireless relay network in which M source nodes communicate in pair

with M destinations nodes with the help of N relays (see Fig. 4.1). All relays, source and

destination nodes are each equipped with a single antenna and operate in a half-duplex mode.

Information transmission from a source to a destination occurs in two time slots. In the first

time-slot, the sources send their signal to the relays. The relays amplify their received signals

by multiplying with complex weights and then simply forward these processed signals to all the

destinations.

Let s = (s1, s2, . . . , sM )T ∈ C
M be the vector of data symbols sent by M sources, which is

normalized to zero mean and component-wise independent with variance E[|si|2] = 1. Let

hn = (hn1, hn2, . . . , hnM )T ∈ C
M , n = 1, 2, . . . , N be the vector of uplink channel coefficients

between relay n and all users and let �n = (�n1, �n2, . . . , �nM )T ∈ CM , n = 1, 2, . . . , N be the

vector of downlink channel coefficients between relay n and all the destinations. As mentioned

before, these channel coefficients are assumed to be available at N relays. Communications in

source-to-destination links are not taken into account due to severer path loss. Furthermore, let

xxxm = (xxx1m,xxx2m, . . . ,xxxNm)T ∈ {0, 1}N ⊂ RN , m = 1, 2, . . . ,M (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: System model: multi-user multi-relay wireless relay networks.

be the vector representing the link connectivity between the user-destination pair m and all the

relays. Specifically, xxxnm = 1 means that userm sends its signal sm to the relay n through channel

hnm and this relay is also connected to destination m to forward the processed signal through

channel �nm. On the other hand, xxxnm = 0 means that relay n is disconnected from the both

user m and destination m. To control how the N relays are used to help M source-destination

pairs, the number of relays assigned to each user shall be limited to at most NR [132, 135]:

N∑
n=1

xxxnm ≤ NR, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.2)

This section focuses on a scenario when user-destination pairs operate in orthogonal channels,

i.e. the transmissions from the sources to the relays and from the relays to the destinations

are orthogonal. For simplicity, time-division multiplexing shall be assumed, but other forms of

orthogonal transmission such as frequency-division multiplexing and orthogonal code-division

multiplexing can also be applied. Under orthogonal transmission, the received signal at relay n

from user m is

ynm = xxxnmhnmsm + nn, (4.3)
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where nn represents AWGN at the relay, which is modeled as a zero-mean circularly complex

Gaussian random variable with variance σ2
R. The received signal ynm is then multiplied by a

complex beamforming weight αααnm before being forwarded to the destination m. Since relay n

can help multiple sources, the constraint on its transmitted power is expressed as

M∑
m=1

(xxxnm|αααnm|)2(|hnm|2 + σ2
R) ≤ Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.4)

while the total relaying constraint is

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

(xxxnm|αααnm|)2(|hnm|2 + σ2
R) ≤ PT . (4.5)

It should be noted that constraint (4.4) is related to the hardware power limitation of each

relay’s transmitter, while constraint (4.5) expresses the allowable total power that all relays

consume in amplifying all of their received signals. Since all the relays transmit to the destination

simultaneously, the received signal at destination m is

yD,m =
N∑

n=1

xxxnmαααnm�nm(hnmsm + nn) + nD,m. (4.6)

Using the polar representation αααnm = |αααnm|ejarg(αααnm) it can be easily shown that, in order to

maximize the SNR at destination m, the optimal phase of αααnm is −arg(�nmhnm). That is,

αααnm = |αααnm|e−jarg(
nmhnm). (4.7)

It then follows that equation (4.6) reduces to the following form, which involves only the mag-

nitudes |αααnm|:

yD,m =

N∑
n=1

xxxnm|αααnm|(|�nmhnm|sm + e−jarg(
nmhnm)nn) + nD,m, n = 1, 2, . . . , N. (4.8)
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Define the variables

αααm = (ααα1m, . . . ,αααNm)T ∈ C
N , m = 1, 2, . . . ,M,

ααα = (ααα1, . . . ,αααM ) ∈ C
N×M ,

and

xxx = (xxx1, . . . ,xxxM ) ∈ R
N×M .

Then the SNR at destination m can be written as

SNRm(xxxm,αααm) =

(

N∑
n=1

xxxnm|αααnm||�nmhnm|)2

σ2
R

N∑
n=1

(xxxnm|αααnm|)2|�nm|2 + σ2
D

, (4.9)

where σ2
D is the variance of AWGN at the destination. In order to improve the overall throughput

of the relay network as well as to offer fairness among the users, we consider the following SNR

maximin program:

max
xxx,ααα

min
m=1,2,...,M

SNRm(xxxm,αααm) s.t. (4.1), (4.2), (4.4), (4.5). (4.10)

With the following variable change

xxxnm|αααnm| → ᾱααnm, ᾱααm = (ᾱαα1m, . . . , ᾱααNm)T ∈ C
N , ᾱαα = (ᾱαα1, . . . , ᾱααM ) ∈ R

N×M , (4.11)

and additional variable yyy = (y1, y2, ..., yM )T ∈ R
M for the additional constraints

σ2
R

N∑
n=1

ᾱαα2
nm|�nm|2 ≤ yyym,m = 1, 2, ...,M, (4.12)
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and using the fact that xxx2nm = xxxnm for xxxnm ∈ {0, 1}, the SNR maximin program in (4.10) is

max
xxx,ᾱαα,yyy

min
m=1,2,...,M

SNRm(ᾱααm, yyym) :=

(

N∑
n=1

ᾱααnm|�nmhnm|)2

yyym + σ2
D

: (4.1), (4.2), (4.12), (4.13a)

M∑
m=1

ᾱαα2
nm(|hnm|2 + σ2

R) ≤ Pn, n = 1, 2, ...., N, (4.13b)

M∑
m=1

M∑
m=1

ᾱαα2
nm(|hnm|2 + σ2

R) ≤ PT , (4.13c)

ᾱαα2
nm(|hnm|2 + σ2

R) ≤ xxxnmPn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N ;m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.13d)

Now, (4.13) is equivalent to

max
xxx,ᾱαα,yyy

min
m=1,2,...,M

[
2 ln

(
N∑

n=1

ᾱααnm|�nmhnm|
)

− ln
(
yyym + σ2

D

)]
(4.14a)

s.t. (4.1), (4.2), (4.12), (4.13b)− (4.13d) (4.14b)

One can see that the maximin program (4.14) is more favorable than the maximin program

(4.13) because the coupled nonlinear terms xxxnm|αααnm|2 in (4.10) have been decoupled by the

variable change in (4.11). The difficulty of the maximin program (4.14) now lies on its non-

convex objective function (with respect to only the beamforming power variable ᾱαα) and the

binary constraint in (4.1) (with respect to only assignment variable xxx). More importantly, using

[16, Prop. 3.1] program (4.14) can be represented by

− min
xxx,ᾱαα,yyy

[f1(ᾱαα,yyy)− f2(yyy)] : (4.1), (4.2), (4.12)(4.13b)− (4.13d), (4.15)

where f1(ᾱαα) and f2(ᾱαα) are defined as

f1(ᾱαα,yyy) = max
m=1,2,...,M

⎡⎣−2 ln

(
N∑

n=1

ᾱααnm|�nmhnm|
)

−
∑
i �=m

ln
(
yyyi + σ2

D

)⎤⎦
f2(yyy) = −

M∑
m=1

ln
(
yyym + σ2

D

)
,

(4.16)
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which are convex functions as the maximum and summation of convex functions [16]. Therefore

(4.15) is already in the form of (2.11) with

(zzz,xxx) → ((ᾱαα,xxx),xxx),

K →
{
((ᾱαα,yyy),xxx) : (4.2), (4.12), (4.13b)− (4.13d)

}
,

f(zzz) → f(ᾱαα,yyy),

g(zzz) → g(yyy).

Clearly, the corresponding d.c. expression (2.17) is

−min
ᾱαα,yyy,xxx

[f1(ᾱαα,yyy)− f2(yyy) + μ(
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

xxxnm −
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

xxx2nm)] (4.17a)

s.t.: (4.2), (4.12)(4.13b)− (4.13d), (4.17b)

xxxnm ∈ [0, 1], n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.17c)

Therefore, we shall apply the generic procedure (Step 1 to Step 3) described in Chapter 2 to

address the problem (4.17)/(4.15)/(4.10). In what follows, we shall discuss in details for finding

optimized solutions of program (4.17).

4.2.1 Step 1: initialization by all relay beamforming optimization

The box-relaxed program (2.18) corresponding to (4.15) is

− min
xxx,ᾱαα,yyy

[f1(ᾱαα,yyy)− f2(yyy)] : (4.2), (4.12), (4.13b)− (4.13d), (4.17c), (4.18)

which is just the corresponding beamforming design for all relays.

According to our computational experience, the following initialization is good with respect to
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the convergence of its DCIs:

ᾱ
(0)
nm = [min

{
Pn

M(|hnm|2 + σ2
R)

, Pn

}
]1/2, n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; m = 1, 2, . . . ,M,

y
(0)
m = σ2

R

N∑
n=1

(ᾱ(0)
nm)2|�nm|2,m = 1, 2, ...,M.

For κ = 0, 1, . . . , the κ-th iteration (2.19) for program (4.18) that yields an iterative solution

ᾱ
(κ+1)
nm and y

(κ+1)
m is

min
xxx,ᾱαα,yyy

{[f1(ᾱαα,yyy)− f2(y
(κ)) + 〈∇f2(y

(κ)), yyy − y(κ)〉] : (4.13b)− (4.13d), (4.17b), (4.19)

where

〈∇f2(y
(κ)), yyy − y(κ)〉 =

M∑
m=1

1

y
(κ)
m + σ2

D

(yyym − y(κ)m ). (4.20)

There are totally 2NM+M decision variables and 3NM+N+1 convex and linear constraints in

the the convex program (4.19) so its computational complexity is O((2NM+M)3(3NM+N+1))

(see e.g. [145]).

Alternatively, the optimal solution of d.c. program (4.18) can be found through bisection in

parameter ttt for the following parametric second-order cone program:

max
xxx,ᾱ̄ᾱα,ttt

ttt

s.t.: (4.2), (4.13b)− (4.13d),

N∑
n=1

ᾱααnm|�nmhnm| ≥ ttt[σ2
R

N∑
n=1

ᾱαα2
nm|�nm|2 + σ2

D]
1/2, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M,

(4.21)

which requires a second-order cone program (SOCP) solver to check for the feasibility of the

linear constraints (4.21) when ttt is held fixed.

It should be noted that theoretically the parametric SOCP (4.21) yields its global optimal

solution, while DCIs (4.19) of local search yield not necessarily optimal solution of d.c. program

(4.18). Our simulation will suggest that the optimized solution located by these two different

procedures are the same and thus indeed DCIs (4.19) are capable of locating the near-global
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optimal solution of (4.18).

In summary, as an initial solution (ᾱ∗, x∗) used in the next step 2 of the solution algorithm for

mixed binary program (4.15), we take ᾱ∗ found through either the above DCIs (4.19) for d.c

program (4.18) or the parametric linear program (4.21), while

x∗nm = (ᾱ∗nm)2(|hnm|2 + σ2
R)/Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.22)

4.2.2 Step 2: mixed beamforming and assignment optimization

Using the solution (ᾱ∗, y∗, x∗) found from Step 1 as the initial solution (ᾱ(0), y(0), x(0)), for κ =

0, 1, . . ., the corresponding κ-th DCI (2.22) that gives the iterative solution (ᾱ(κ+1), y(κ+1), x(κ+1))

of (4.17) is the following convex program:

min
xxx,ᾱαα,yyy

[f1(ᾱαα,yyy) + μh1(xxx)− f2(y
(κ))− μh2(x

(κ))− 〈∇f2(y
(κ)), yyy − y(κ)〉]− μ〈∇h2(x

(κ)),xxx− x(κ)〉]

s.t.: (4.2), (4.12), (4.13b)− (4.13d), (4.17b),

(4.23)

where 〈∇f2(y
(κ)), yyy − y(κ)〉 is defined by (4.20), while

h1(xxx) =

M∑
m=1

(

N∑
n=1

xxxnm + (

N∑
n=1

xxxnm)2),

h2(xxx) =

M∑
m=1

(

N∑
n=1

xxx2nm + (

N∑
n=1

xxxnm)2),

and

〈∇h2(x
(κ)),xxx− x(κ)〉 = 2

M∑
m=1

(
N∑

n=1

(
x(κ)nm +

N∑
n=1

x(κ)nm

)(
xxxnm − x(κ)nm

))
.

The computational complexity of (4.23) is O((2NM +M)3(2NM + 2M +N + 1)).
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4.2.3 Step 3: assigned relay beamforming re-optimization

Suppose that (ᾱ∗, x∗) is a solution found by Step 2 as above. The corresponding d.c. program

(2.23) to improve the solution further by substituting the binary solution x∗ in constraints

(4.13b)-(4.13c) is the following program in only continuous variable ᾱαα of power allocation:

−min
ᾱαα,yyy

[f1(ᾱαα,yyy)− f2(yyy)] (4.24a)

s.t. (4.12), (4.13b)− (4.13c), (4.24b)

ᾱαα2
nm(|hnm|2 + σ2

R) ≤ [x∗nm]bPn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.24c)

Constraint (4.24b) given [x∗]b implies that program (4.24) involves only NRM variables ᾱααnm,

which correspond to [x∗nm]b = 1 in (4.24b), i.e. program (4.24) is assigned relay beamforming

re-optimization. Therefore the DCIs adapted to the d.c. program (4.24) is to initialize from

ᾱ(0) = α∗ and for κ = 0, 1, . . ., κ-th DCI to output the iterative solution ᾱ(κ+1) is the following

convex program:

min
ᾱαα,yyy

[
f1(ᾱαα,yyy)− f2(y

(κ))− 〈∇f2(y
(κ)), yyy − y(κ)〉

]
: (4.12), (4.13b)− (4.13c), (4.24b), (4.25)

with 〈∇f2(ᾱ
(κ)), ᾱαα−ᾱ(κ)〉 defined by (4.20). Its computational complexity isO((NR+M)3(2NM+

N +M + 1). The stopping criterion in (2.20) can also be used to output the final solution.

Alternatively, relay beamforming based on [xxx∗]b ∈ {0, 1}N×M can also be done by the a similar

parametric second-order cone program:

max
ᾱ̄ᾱα,ttt

ttt : (4.13b)−(4.13c), (4.24b),

N∑
n=1

ᾱααnm|�nmhnm| ≥ ttt[σ2
R

N∑
n=1

ᾱαα2
nm|�nm|2+σ2

D]
1/2, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M.

(4.26)

In summary, the proposed procedure for finding the solutions of the mixed binary program

in (4.15) consists of the above three sequential steps: the initial Step 1 for locating a good
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initial solution for Step 2, Step 2 for locating the optimized mixed beamforming and assignment

solutions, and Step 3 for re-optimizing the assigned relay beamforming.

4.2.4 A case study with MRC

It is worthwhile to point out that the above procedure is also applicable to the following opti-

mization problem concerning the maximal-ratio-combining (MRC) receiver as studied in [132]:

max
xxx,ᾱαα

min
m=1,2,...,M

ϕMRC
m (ᾱαα) : (4.1), (4.2), (4.13b)− (4.13d), (4.27)

where

ϕMRC
m (ᾱαα) :=

N∑
n=1

ᾱααnm|�nmhnm|2
σ2
Rᾱααnm|�nm|2 + σ2

D

=

N∑
n=1

|�nmhnm|2
σ2
R|�nm|2 −

N∑
n=1

σ2
D|�nmhnm|2

σ2
R|�nm|2(σ2

R|�nm|2ᾱααnm + σ2
D)

.

(4.28)

In contrast to the objective functions in (4.13a), which are not concave, the objective functions

in (4.28) are clearly seen concave in ᾱααnm = |αααnm|2. It can be also seen that (4.28) is an upper

bound of the objective function in (4.14a) as well. The sum-rate maximization considered in

[133] is actually

max
xxx,ᾱαα

M∑
m=1

ϕMRC
m (ᾱαα) : (4.1), (4.2), (4.13b)− (4.13d),

which is quite similar to (4.27) but looks less meaningful.

Obviously, mixed binary program in (4.27) is a special case of mixed binary program in (4.15)

with

f1(ᾱαα) := max
m=1,2,...,M

[−ϕMRC
m (ᾱαα)

]
, f2(ᾱαα) ≡ 0. (4.29)

Accordingly, the realizations of Step 1 to Step 3 to obtain the solution of (4.27) are simplified

as follows.
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• Step 1: With f2(ᾱαα) ≡ 0, program (4.18) becomes the following convex program:

−min
ᾱαα

max
m=1,2,...,M

[−ϕMRC
m (ᾱαα)

]
: (4.2), (4.13b)− (4.13c),

0 ≤ ᾱααnm ≤ Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; m = 1, 2, . . . ,M,

(4.30)

which can be easily solved by convex programming solvers instead of DCIs.

• Step 2: Initialized from ᾱ(0) = ᾱ∗ and x
(0)
nm = Pn/ᾱ

(0)
nm, where ᾱ∗ is the optimal solution

of (4.30), for κ = 0, 1, 2, . . . use DCIs to solve program (4.23) with f1(·) and f2(·) defined

by (4.29) to generate a sequence of improved solutions {(ᾱ(κ), x(κ))} for the mixed binary

program (4.27).

• Step 3: With the binary solution x∗ found from Step 2, substituting xxx = [x∗]b in constraint

(4.14c) of program (4.27) to result in the following convex program in only continuous

variables αααnm (with [x∗nm]b = 1):

max
ᾱαα

min
m=1,2,...,M

ϕMRC
m (ᾱαα) : (4.13b)− (4.13c), (4.24b). (4.31)

The above procedure is different from that presented in [132] in the crucial Step 2. A joint

optimization in mixed binary optimization (ααα,xxx) is treated in [132]. From the optimal solution

ᾱ∗ of Step 1, Step 2 in [132] is to take NU largest ᾱαα∗nm for each m and then assign xnm = 1 for

these relays to solve (4.31) in ᾱαα. The simulation results presented in Section 4.3 will show the

superior performance of our solutions compared to that obtained in [132].

4.3 Numerical Results for Orthogonal Transmission

For simulation, consider a 200m × 200m square region as illustrated in Figure 4.1, where N

relays are fixed at coordinates (0, 200
N+1), (0, 2 × 200

N+1),. . . , (0, N × 200
N+1) and M source nodes

(destination nodes, resp.) are randomly allocated on the left hand side (right hand side, resp.) of

the relay array. Following [39, 146], fading channels with path loss and a Rayleigh component are
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generated by hnm ∼ N (0, σ2
hnm) and �nm ∼ N (0, σ2


nm), where their variances are proportional

to the physical link distance [66]: σ2
hnm = C/dβhnm and σ2


nm = C/dβ
nm. Here, dhnm (d
nm, resp.)

denotes the distance between themth source node and the nth relay node in meters (the nth relay

node and the mth destination node, resp.). The constant C is given as C = GtGrλ
2/(4π)2L,

where Gt is the transmitter antenna gain, Gr is the receiver antenna gain, λ is the wavelength

in meters, L ≤ 1 is the system loss factor not related to propagation and β is the path loss

exponent. An urban environment with β = 3, Gt = Gr = 1, λ = 1/3m,L = 1 is used in all

simulations. In addition, the variances of AWGN noise samples at relays and destination nodes

are assumed to be 10−10. The value of penalty parameter μ in program (4.17) of orthogonal

source transmission and program (4.43) for non-orthogonal source transmission is set to be 50

and 10, respectively. In all simulations, the proposed algorithm are indeed capable of locating the

approximately global optimal solutions of the mixed binary programs (4.10) and (4.38) as they

output the optimized values that basically match their upper bounds provided by the optimal

values of the relaxed programs (4.18) and (4.44), respectively.

For ease of presentation and discussion, we refer to our proposed solution procedure (Step 1

to Step 3 in Section 4.2) as Procedure I. To show the effectiveness of its jointly optimized

beamforming and relay assignment capability we also compare its minimum SNR performance

with that obtained by the following existing heuristic procedures for the relay assignment:

• Procedure II: based on the solution ᾱ∗ of the box-relaxed program (4.18) (found by Step

1), for each user m it assigns x∗nm = 1 to NR relays corresponding to the NR highest

beamforming gains ᾱ∗nm.

• Separated best link choices for each user: (i) “Best S-D channels” selects NR relays corre-

sponding to NR strongest uplink and down link products |hnm�nm|; (ii) “Best S-R chan-

nels” selects NR relays corresponding to NR strongest uplinks |hnm|; (iii) “Best R-D

channels” selects NR relays corresponding to NR strongest downlinks |�nm|.
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With these relay assignments, program (4.24) is then implemented for re-optimization to output

the corresponding minimum SNR performances.

We start from the single-user case (M = 1) with NR = 3 relays assigned from N = 5 and

N = 10 relays. Figure 4.2 plots the minimum SNR versus the relay power limit Pn. The

total power PT = 0.7NRPn is set so it is independent from the total relay number N . The

proposed Procedure I yields the performance curves that almost match the All-relay BF curves

of the upper bounds provided by the relaxed program (4.18). It is clearly observed that the

performance of Procedure II is inferior to that of Procedure I by up to 2 dB, although it is still

better than performances by the above three mentioned best link selections. The communication

coverage is better provided with a larger number of relays, which explains the improvement of

all performance curves when increasing N from 5 to 10.

Next, for the multi-user case, (M,N,NR) = (5, 10, 3), Figure 4.3 plots the minimum SNR versus

the relay power limit Pn, where, as before, the total power is PT = 0.7NRPn. Similarly, the

proposed Procedure I outputs the minimum SNRs that match their upper bound provided by the

relaxed program (4.18). Procedure II performs poorer than Procedure I but it still outperforms

all the channel strength-based selection algorithms. It is important to realize that under the same

relaying power constraints, a properly selected relay subset for each user is able to retain the

minimum SINR performance of the conventional nonselective scheme and thus actually improves

the bandwidth efficiency and the life time of the network. Next, with the number of user pairs

M = 5 and the individual relay power limit Pn = 0dB, Figure 4.4 plots the minimum SNR versus

the total relay numbers N with NR = �N
M � + 2 (�·� is the ceiling function). Again, it shows

that only Procedure I is able to perform closely with the upper bound provided by the optimal

value of (4.18). Such choice of selected relays NR seems to be reasonable. On the contrary, with

NR = 3 fixed, the SNR performance becomes saturated although the total number of relays is

increased to improve the communication coverage.

The computational complexity of Procedure I is provided in Table 4.1. The iteration numbers for

different versions of Step 1 correspond to the number of required SOCP programs for solutions of
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Figure 4.3: Min. SNR vs. individual relay power for (M,N,NR) = (5, 10, 3).

the parametric program (4.21) and the number of required convex programs (4.19) for solutions

of the d.c. program (4.18), respectively. It is found that both can yield similar optimized

solutions, while the former has a guaranteed optimality given some accuracy tolerance (set

as 10−6). However, the latter (4.19) converges even faster to those well optimized solutions.

Similarly, the iteration numbers for Step 2 (Step 3, resp.) correspond to the number of required

convex programs (4.23) ((4.25) or (4.26), resp.) for the solution of program (4.17) ((4.24), resp.).

Figure 4.5 shows the corresponding simulation results for MRC program (4.27). Again, the
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corresponding Procedure I could locate the best optimized solution for (4.27) as its performance

curve is very close to the upper bound. However, the procedure proposed in [132], referred to

as “PNL Procedure” (discussed at the end of Section 4.2) has a poorer performance.
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4.4 Joint Beamforming and Relay Selection with Non-orthogonal

Transmission

In a multi-user wireless relay network, the bandwidth resource is most efficiently utilized if all

the users’ signals are allowed to be transmitted over the same channel to and from each relay.

The price to be paid for such a higher spectral efficiency is the existence of inter-user interference

at each relay and each destination node.

Specifically, the received signal at relay n is now given by

yR,n = xxxn(

M∑
m=1

hnmsm + nn),

where, as before, nn represents AWGN at each relay whose variance is σ2
R and xxxn is the link

connectivity between relay n and the users and destinations. xn = 1 means that relay n is

selected for the connection and xn = 0 means that relay n is not selected. The relay selection is

restricted by
N∑

n=1

xxxn ≤ NR, xxx = (xxx1, . . . ,xxxN )T ∈ {0, 1}N . (4.32)

Relay n then amplifies its received signal by a complex gain αααn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N . Thus, relay n

sends the following signal to destination m:

yn = xxxnαααn(
M∑

m=1

hnmsm + nn) (4.33)

The complex gain αααn is constrained by the following individual relaying power

xxxn|αααn|2(
M∑

m=1

|hnm|2 + σ2
R) ≤ Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.34)

as well as the total relaying power

N∑
n=1

xxxn|αααn|2(
M∑

m=1

|hnm|2 + σ2
R) ≤ PT . (4.35)
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Accordingly the received signal at the destination m is

yD,m =
N∑

n=1

xxxnαααn�nm(
M∑

m=1

hnmsm + nn) + nD,m (4.36)

where nD,m is AWGN at destination m, whose variance is σ2
D.

As only signal

N∑
n=1

αααnxxx
2
n�nmhnmsm =

N∑
n=1

αααnxxxn�nmhnmsm is of interest in (4.36), the SINR at

destination m is given by

SINRm(ααα,xxx) =

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

xxxnαααn�nmhnm

∣∣∣∣∣
2

M∑
j �=m

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

xxxnαααn�nmhnj

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+ σ2
R

N∑
n=1

xxxn|αααn|2|�nm|2 + σ2
D

. (4.37)

The joint optimization in beamforming weight αααn and relay assignment xxx is formulated as follows

max
ααα,xxx

min
m=1,2,...,M

SINRm(ααα,xxx) : (4.32), (4.34), (4.35). (4.38)

For each fixed binary x∗ that is feasible to (4.32), (4.38) is still a (non-convex) maximin program,

which has been successfully addressed in [136]. However, it is not practical to address (4.38) by

solving C(N,NR) such maximin programs.

The objective functions in program (4.38), which are fractions of multivariate polynomials, are

highly complex. The next Theorem is the first step to recognize its partial convexities that will

be useful for the later development.

Theorem 2. With the following variable change

xxxnαααn → α̃ααn, α̃αα := (α̃αα1, ...., α̃ααN )T (4.39)
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the mixed binary program (4.38) is equivalent to the following mixed binary program

max
xxx,α̃αα,yyy

min
m=1,2,...,M

ϕm(α̃αα,yyy) :=

|
N∑

n=1

α̃ααn�nmhnm|2

yyym + σ2
D

: (4.32), (4.40a)

M∑
j �=m

|
N∑

n=1

α̃ααn�nmhnj |2 + σ2
R

N∑
n=1

|α̃ααn|2|�nm|2 ≤ yyym, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, (4.40b)

|α̃ααn|2(
M∑

m=1

|hnm|2 + σ2
R) ≤ Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.40c)

N∑
n=1

|α̃ααn|2(
M∑

m=1

|hnm|2 + σ2
R|) ≤ PT , (4.40d)

|α̃ααn|2(
M∑

m=1

|hnm|2 + σ2
R|) ≤ xxxnPT , n = 1, ..., N, (4.40e)

where each function ϕm is convex in (α̃αα,yyy).

Proof: Any feasible solution (α, x) to (4.38) leads to the obviously feasible solution (α̃, y, x)

to (4.40) with α̃ defined by (4.39) and ym accordingly defined by the left hand side of (4.40b).

Therefore max (4.38) ≤ max (4.40). On the other hand, for the optimal solution (α̃opt, yopt, xopt)

of (4.40) and then αopt
n = xnα̃n, n = 1, 2, . . . , N , it is clear that (αopt, xopt) is feasible to (4.38) and

then by (4.40b) it is SINRm(αopt, xopt) ≥ ϕm(α̃opt, yopt), m = 1, 2, . . . ,M . The last inequalities

imply max (4.40) ≤ max (4.38), which together with max (4.38) ≤ max (4.40) show that

max (4.40) = max (4.38).

Finally, each function ϕm(α̃αα,yyy) is convex as a composite of the convex function φ(sss,yyym) =

|sss|2/(yyym + σ2
D) and linear function s(α̃ααn) = |

N∑
n=1

α̃ααn�nmhnm|2 [16]. The convexity of φ(sss,yyym) on

C ×R+ immediately follows from positive definiteness of its Hessian.

Using [16, Prop. 3.1] again to rewrite program (4.40) as

− min
xxx,α̃αα,yyy

[f1(α̃αα,yyy)− f2(α̃αα,yyy)] : (4.40b)− (4.40e), (4.32) (4.41)

with f1(ααα,yyy) := max
m=1,2,...,M

∑
i �=m

φi(ααα,yyy) and f2(ααα,yyy) :=
M∑

m=1

φm(ααα,yyy). Each φm(ααα,yyy) is convex

by Theorem 2, so indeed f1 and f2 are convex as maximum and sum of convex functions [16].
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Therefore, program (4.41) is in form (2.11) with

zzz → (α̃αα,yyy),

xxx → xxx,

f(zzz) → f1(α̃αα,yyy),

g(zzz) → f2(α̃αα,yyy),

K →
{
(α̃αα,yyy,xxx) : (4.40b)− (4.40e),xxx ∈ [0, 1]N ,

N∑
n=1

xxxn ≤ NR

}
,

(4.42)

and its exact canonical d.c. expression (2.17) accordingly is

min
xxx,α̃αα,yyy

[
f1(α̃αα,yyy)− f2(α̃αα,yyy) + μ(

N∑
n=1

xxxn −
N∑

n=1

xxx2n)

]
s.t. : (4.40b)− (4.40e),

N∑
n=1

xxxn ≤ NR, xxx ∈ [0, 1]N .

(4.43)

4.4.1 Step 1: initialization by all relay beamforming optimization

By (4.42), the corresponding box relaxed program (2.18) corresponding to (4.41)/(4.43) is

−min
α̃αα,yyy

[f1(α̃αα,yyy)− f2(α̃αα,yyy)] : (4.42), (4.44)

which is simply an all-relay beamforming SINR maximin optimization. Therefore, initializ-

ing from (α̃(0), y(0)), for κ = 0, 1, . . ., the corresponding κ-th DCI (2.18) to output iterative

(α̃(κ+1), y(κ+1)) in DCIs is the following convex program

min
α̃αα,yyy

[f1(α̃αα)− f2(α̃
(κ), y(κ))− 〈∇f2(α̃

(κ), y(κ)), (α̃αα− α(κ), yyy − y(κ))〉] : (4.42), (4.45)
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where

〈∇f2(α̃
(κ), y(κ)), (α̃αα− α̃(κ), yyy − y(κ))〉 =

M∑
m=1

[2Re{( N∑
n=1

α̃
(κ)
n �nmhnm)

N∑
n=1

�nmhnm(α̃ααn − α̃(κ)
n )}

y
(κ)
m + σ2

D

−
|

N∑
n=1

α̃(κ)
n �nmhnm|2(yyym − y(κ)m )

(y
(κ)
m + σ2

D)
2

]
(4.46)

The computational complexity of convex program (4.45) is O((N+M)3(4N+M+2). Note that

the effective capacity of κ-th DCI (4.45) for locating the approximately global optimal solutions

of (4.44) has been shown in [136].

4.4.2 Step 2: mixed beamforming and assignment optimization

Suppose α̃∗ is found from the above Step 1 and then x∗n = |α̃∗n|2(
∑M

m=1 |hnm|2 + σ2
R)/PT , n =

1, 2, . . . , N , while y∗n is defined by the left hand side of (4.40b) at α̃∗. Such (x∗, α̃∗, y∗) is obviously

feasible to (4.41). Initialized by (x(0), α̃(0), y(0)) = (x∗, α̃∗, y∗), the corresponding κ-th DCI (2.22)

for program (4.43) to output iterative solution (x(κ+1), y(κ+1)) for κ = 0, 1, . . . , is

min
xxx,α̃αα,yyy

[
f1(α̃αα,yyy) + μh1(xxx)− f2(α̃

(κ), y(κ))− μh2(x
(κ))− 〈∇f2(α̃

(κ), y(κ)), (α̃αα,yyy)− (α̃(κ), y(κ))〉

−μ〈∇h2(x
(κ)),xxx− x(κ)〉

]
: (4.42),

(4.47)

where 〈∇f2(α̃
(κ), y(κ)), (α̃αα,yyy)− (α̃(κ), y(κ))〉 is defined by (4.46), while

〈∇h2(x
(κ)),xxx− x(κ)〉 = 2

N∑
n=1

(x(κ)n +
N∑

n=1

x(κ)n )(xxxn − x(κ)n ).

Its computational complexity is O((NM +M)3(N +NM + 2M)).
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4.4.3 Step 3: assigned relay re-optimization

Suppose x∗ ∈ {0, 1}N is the optimized binary solution found from Step 2. The corresponding

program (2.23) for assigned beamforming re-optimization is

max
ααα,yyy

min
m=1,2,...,M

ϕm(ααα,yyy) : ([x∗1]bααα1, . . . , [x
∗
N ]bαααN , yyy, [x∗]b) ∈ K, (4.48)

with K defined by (4.42), which is similar to program (4.44) and thus can be solved by the same

DCIs for program (4.44). In fact, program (4.48) involves only NR variables αααn corresponding

to [x∗n]b = 1.

In summary, our proposed solution procedure for the mixed binary program (4.40)/(4.43) for

joint optimization in beamforming weights ααα and relay assignment binary variable xxx consists of

three steps: based on the initial solution founded by Step 1, Step 2 aims at jointly optimizing

continuous variables ααα and binary variables xxx through d.c. approximation and optimization,

while Step 3 re-optimizes the beamforming weight ααα.

Before closing this section, it is pointed out again that the formulations (4.10) and (4.38) for or-

thogonal and non-orthogonal transmissions are based on the availability of perfect channel state

information of both communication links connected to the relays. Similar to [136], formulations

similar to (4.10) and (4.38) but taking into account channel uncertainties are possible. Such

design problems and solutions would likely require much more computational effort and deserve

a separate study.

4.5 Numerical Results for Non-orthogonal Transmission

By Procedure I we refer to the solution procedure proposed in Section 4.4. For comparison,

another procedure is included with the proposed Procedure I, still called by Procedure II. Specif-

ically, based on the optimized beamforming α∗ of the box relaxed program (4.44) (founded by

the above Step 1 in Section 4.4) Procedure II solves the following binary program for the relay
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assignment by enumeration for all feasible relay assignments xxx

max
xxx∈{0,1}N

|
N∑

n=1

xxxnα
∗
n�nmhnm|2 :

N∑
n=1

xxxn = NR. (4.49)

Figure 4.6 shows the minimum SINR performance versus individual relaying power limit Pn,

where the total relaying power PT = 0.7NRPn is set. For two network settings of (N,M,NR) =

(25, 5, 20) and (N,M,NR) = (30, 5, 20), the performance of the proposed procedure I well ap-

proximates the upper bound found by the relaxed program (4.44). It is clear from Figure 4.6

that the optimized values of both (4.38) and (4.44) increase with the individual relaying power

Pn.
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Figure 4.6: Min. SINR vs. individual relay power: M = 5, NR = 20.

Unlike the orthogonal source transmission, for which relays can be individually deactivated user-

wise in its up/down links and thus the size of the relay network is not necessarily reduced, it is

important to realize that the performance for the non-orthogonal source transmission is indeed

more sensitive on the number NR of active relays. This contributes to the gap between the

performance plots for (4.38) and (4.44). Nevertheless, it is seen that the SINR performance can

be significantly improved by choosing a fixed number of relays from a larger set of relays, which
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Figure 4.8: Min. SINR vs. max. num. of activated relays: M = 5, Pn = 10dB, PT = 0.7PnNR

clearly justifies the advantage of relay assignment. The figure also shows that the performance

of Procedure II (separated relay assignment) is much less favorable.

Furthermore, we analyze the SINR performances versus the user number M under fixed relay

number (N,NR) = (25, 20) or (N,NR) = (30, 20) and power constraints of Pn = 20 dB and

PT = 31.46dB. It can be seen in Figure 4.7 that the minimum SINR performance is degraded

as more users share the same relay resource. However, Procedure I is still able to improve the
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performance by as much as 5 dB against the bottom dash-line, which represents the performance

of the non-selective scheme.

The computational experience is provided in Table 4.2. Like Table 4.1, the most computational

loads are due to Step 1 (for locating a good enough initial solution) and Step 3 (for beamforming

re-optimization).

Finally, the performance difference between selective and non-selective beamforming is further

analyzed by Figure 4.8. With the same number NR of activated relays, the performance advan-

tage of selective beamforming over non-selective beamforming is clearly observed. It is again

found that the performance of selective beamforming is improved by choosing NR relays from a

larger set of N candidate relays. This not only reiterates the above-mentioned findings, but also

clearly shows the superior performance of Procedure I over other procedures in the most crucial

step of relay assignment.

Table 4.1: The averaged iteration numbers for orthogonal transmissions: M = 5, Pn = 0 dB

N 5 9 13 17 21 25

Step 1 by SOCP 12.03 12.38 13.27 13.94 14.14 14.37

Step 1 by d.c. 4.52 5.92 7.61 7.97 10.23 11.06

Step 2 by d.c. 2.11 2.91 4.02 4.81 6.77 8.05

Step 3 by SOCP 12.00 12.10 12.46 13.28 13.74 13.66

Step 3 by d.c. 6.78 6.94 8.06 9.12 10.83 11.98

Table 4.2: The averaged iteration numbers for non-orthogonal transmissions: Pn = 20 dB,
PT = 31.46 dB, NR = 20

M 5 7 9 11 13 15

Step 1
(N = 25) 15.10 16.32 19.67 23.09 24.14 27.92

(N = 30) 18.54 20.77 21.94 25.01 27.35 29.01

Step 2
(N = 25) 3.82 4.02 4.92 5.91 7.88 9.45

(N = 30) 5.04 6.23 7.51 8.44 10.09 12.61

Step 3
(N = 25) 18.25 20.40 22.99 24.12 25.81 27.27

(N = 30) 19.41 22.35 26.02 29.40 31.31 34.87
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4.6 Conclusions

The joint optimization in beamforming and relay assignment is a hard mixed combinatoric

program. It has been shown in this research that such a problem can be solved very efficiently

by d.c iterations (DCIs) of d.c. programming, which are of local search in nature and thus

can converge quickly, but nevertheless yield globally optimized solutions. Extensive numerical

results have demonstrated the viability of our DCIs as well as their superiority performance over

other iterative procedures.



Chapter 5

Coordinated Transmission Designs in

Cognitive Multi-cell MIMO Wireless

Systems

5.1 Introduction

In multi-cell multi-user downlink networks, interference poses the key challenge to system de-

signs, as users are exposed to not only intra-cell interference, but also inter-cell interference [147].

In particular, inter-cell interference is the dominating factor for system performance as cell-edge

users may be deeply impacted [52]. To address this problem, conventional non-cooperative ap-

proaches adopt resource partitioning (in the space/frequency/time domain) to remove inter-cell

interference effectively but are limited by the limited divisible dimensions of resource [148]. More-

over, these non-cooperative methods generally suffer from degraded spectral efficiency which is

prohibitive considering the scarcity of bandwidth. Alternatively, coordinated transmission of

base stations (BSs) is more capable of interference management and the full utilization of spec-

tral resources [5]. So far, it has been considered as necessary for effectively alleviating inter-cell

interference and thus approaching the capacity of multi-user cellular networks [5, 57, 148–152].

93
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Two classes of coordinated downlink transmission have been mostly considered in the literature

due to their practical importance. One is the minimization of transmitted power subject to

rate (or BER) and/or cognitive constraints (i.e. the interference caused by SUs to PUs is below

certain level) . This is mostly encountered in energy-limited applications with QoS requirements

[9]. The other is the maximization of information throughput in terms of various rate or SINR

functions subject to power and/or cognitive constraints. These problems arise under various

scenarios but they generally involve the optimization of either transmit covariance matrices

(including power allocation) [11, 56, 153] or precoding matrices (including beamforming vectors)

[57, 149]. Understandably, the solvability of these problems varies significantly as different rate

functions, power constraints, network structures (MIMO? MISO? SISO? SIMO?), or design

variables may be considered. The evolvement of networks can be categorically depicted as

a development from the simplest single-antenna networks (SISO) to mixed-antenna networks

(SIMO or MISO), and finally to the complicated multi-antenna networks (MIMO). Despite

its obvious benefits (DoF, multiplexing, diversity and etc.), the introduction of multi-antenna

devices into the networks has been relatively reluctant due to the much-increased complexity

of electronic design and more importantly, to the incompatibility of techniques designed for

single-antenna/mixed-antenna networks. From an optimization standpoint, the optimization

tasks of the multi-antenna networks are generally much more challenging than their single-

antenna/mixed-antenna versions which resulted in such incompatibility. Fortunately, it is safe

to assume that optimization methods designed for MIMO networks are well compatible to single-

antenna or mixed-antenna (i.e. any transmitter or receiver may have an arbitrary number of

antennas) networks since the latter can be treated as special cases of the former. Therefore,

solving challenges encountered in MIMO networks could not only materialize the theoretical

benefits of the multi-antenna structure, but also extend to simpler-structured networks easily.

In MIMO networks, as far as the aggregate rate of user’s multiple data streams is concerned

(normally expressed by log det(∗) function), both classes of problems are recognized as NP-hard

non-convex problems for which no global optimal solutions can be found in polynomial time

[57, 153, 154]. Nonetheless, there exist some exceptions where MIMO optimization problems
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under certain scenarios can be converted into convex programs. Namely, when rates of sub-

channels are individually considered, the power minimization in precoding matrices with rate

(i.e. SINR) constraints can be equivalently expressed by a SOCP program that is easily tractable

[82, 149]. Therefore, it means the corresponding maximin rate (i.e. maximin SINR) problems

can be solved by a sequence of such SOCPs. For MISO or SISO networks, it was realized that

the optimal covariance matrices for power minimization subject to rate (i.e. SINR) constraints

are always rank-one. This means the power minimization in beamforming variables and that in

covariance matrix variables can be equivalently solved either by SOCP in beamforming variables

[149] or SDP in covariance matrix variables [13, 155]. Consequently, the maximin rate (i.e. SINR)

problem can be addressed by a bisection procedure involving such SDPs/SOCPs with increasing

SINR constraints.

Despite the above-mentioned cases, the sum rate maximization problem has always remained

a NP-hard non-convex problem for all network structures (see [11, 57] and references therein).

In [11, 156], monotonic optimization algorithms [157] are applied to a range of problems in-

cluding sum rate and minimal rate maximization for MISO networks with respect to covariance

matrices. These algorithms could locate global optimal solutions but obviously suffer from un-

affordable computational complexity, with 104 to 108 SDP/SOCP solver calls required just for a

mini-sized network. Reference [158] studies ergodic capacity of MIMO channels. It shows that

either allocating all the power to one transmit antenna or distributing the power equally to all

antennas can the optimal strategy for achieving ergodic mutual capacity in the studied simple

cases. However, these fixed solutions are far from optimal for non-ergodic channels studied in

this research. Further, [153] provides a survey of covariance matrix designs for sum rate opti-

mization problems in MIMO channels. Some useful algorithms are reviewed ranging from the

non-cooperative water-filling algorithms, the Nash equilibrium-based algorithms to the coopera-

tive gradient projection-based (GP) algorithms . In particular, the GP algorithms are shown to

outperform the non-cooperative algorithms with relatively affordable computational complex-

ity. However, the GP algorithms tend to encounter convergence difficulties which limit their

overall performance. In [57], the multicell MIMO downlink network is categorized as a MIMO
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interfering broadcast channel (MIMO-IBC). To maximize the weighted sum-rate of the overall

system, the problem is converted into an equivalent weighted sum MSE minimization problem

(WMMSE) and then treated in an iterative variable-alternating manner. An array of other works

[46, 159–161] have been reported which are essentially based on the observation of the equiva-

lence. In general, these algorithms hold the potential for distributed implementation and their

performance is better than the predecessors. However, the converted problems based on this ap-

proach are still non-convex but with even more variables. More recently, in [162], we have shown

that the WMMSE algorithm [57] is in fact a special case of the broader d.c. program. In [148],

two sum-rate maximization problems are considered for the downlink MIMO precoding systems

by solving the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions or implementing the Blahut-Arimoto

algorithm. In the context, base station coordination is essentially coordinated scheduling/beam-

forming (CS/CB) as orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) transmission is

assumed. Similarly, [150] considers coordinated beamforming in a multi-cell MISO network with

orthogonal co-channels via space-division multiple-access (SDMA). Although frequency re-use

factor is still unit, such orthogonal transmission systems are normally affected by co-channel

leakage and availability, considering the emerging tendency of deploying many more smaller-

sized cells to serve the same number of users.

The research in this chapter is concerned with the sum rate and minimal rate maximization

problems with respect to both precoding and covariance matrix variables for MIMO networks in

cognitive radios. Due to the discriminated resource distribution under the sum rate maximiza-

tion scheme (see Appendix D where some poorly-conditioned users are not serviced entirely),

the maximin rate optimization is considered for addressing fairness issues among the users. Un-

fortunately, the latter poses an even more challenging non-convex optimization task than the

former for the involvement of non-smooth rate functions. For this particular reason, the max-

imin rate optimization problem has been inadequately studied and the various algorithms (e.g.

the WMMSE [57], the GP [153] and the cyclic descending algoirithm [163]) are obviously not

applicable. In Appendix D, we show that sum rate can be maximized in the presence of rate

and power/cognitive constraints for MISO networks with respect to covariance matrix variables.
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As we move to MIMO networks, the rate constraints are no longer convex so such integration is

not applicable.

Similar to the research in the previous chapters, we shall rely on the explicit d.c. structure of

the rate functions to develop effective and efficient algorithms to address the covariance and

precoding matrices design for both sum rate and minimal rate maximization problems. From

simulation results, we shall investigate the relevance between the covariance matrix problems

and the precoding matrix problems. Moreover, we will show how the addition of cognitive

constraints would affect the system performance.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 is devoted to the problem formulation. Section

5.3 is dedicated to the covariance matrix designs. In Section 5.4, the optimization procedures

for precoding matrices are developed. Section 5.5 presents the simulation results, and Section

5.6 concludes the paper.

5.2 Problem Formulation

Consider the downlink transmission in a multi-cell multiuser cellular MIMO network consisting

of N cells. Each cell has one base-station (BS) equipped with Nt ≥ 1 antennas to serve its

K mobile terminals (MTs or users), each of which is equipped with Nr ≥ 1 antennas. Define

I := {1, 2, . . . , N} and J := {1, 2, . . . ,K}. Let si,j ∈ C
d denote the intended signal vector for

the jth MT in the ith cell (denoted by user (i, j)) which satisfies E(ssH) = Id, and xi,j ∈ C
Nt

denote the corresponding transmit signal vector. Let QQQi,j ∈ SNt
+ be the covariance matrix of

xi,j and VVV Nt×d
i,j be the precoding matrix associated to si,j . Accordingly, QQQ := [QQQi,j ](i,j)∈I×J ∈

C
(NtN)×(KNt) is the collection of all covariance matrices, while VVV := [VVV i,j ](i,j)∈I×J ∈ C

(NtN)×(dK)

is the collection of all precoding matrices. The multiple output yi,j ∈ C
Nr at user (i, j) is the

following combination of intra-cell and inter-cell signals and noise:

yi,j =
∑
k∈J

√
δi,jhi,i,jxi,k +

∑
m∈I\{i}

∑
k∈J

√
ηm,i,jhm,i,jxm,k + ni,j . (5.1)
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Alternatively, each intended signal vectors si,j can be linearly processed by its associated pre-

coding matrix VVV i,j before transmission, i.e. xi,j = VVV i,jsi,j , ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J , so the output vector

yi,j is also given as,

yi,j =
∑
k∈J

√
δi,jhi,i,jVVV i,ksi,k +

∑
m∈I\{i}

∑
k∈J

√
ηm,i,jhm,i,jVVV m,ksm,k + ni,j . (5.2)

In (5.1) and (5.2), ni,j ∈ C
Nr and its entries are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

noise samples with zero-mean and variance σ2. Each matrix hm,i,j ∈ C
Nr×Nt represents the

normalized MIMO channel from BSm to user (i, j). Each scalar value δi,j represents the strength

of the direct channel between BS i and its j-th user, whereas each ηm,i,j (m �= i) indicates the

strength of the interfering channel between BS m and the out-of-cell user (i, j) (i.e. i �= m).

Therefore, we can define the actual direct channels as Hi,i,j :=
√

δi,i,jhi,i,j ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J , and

the interfering channels as Hm,i,j =
√
ηm,i,jhm,i,j for m �= i.

In (5.2), linear precoding matrices VVV are applied to the information signal vectors before trans-

mission in order to maximize certain system performance measure. Whereas in (5.1), the same

goal is realized by controlling the emitted signal vectors xi,j from the transmit antenna arrays.

It is particularly noted that the intended signal vector si,j for user (i, j) is of dimension d, which

represents the number of data symbols to be multiplexed. To avoid inter-symbol interference

for reliable transmission, d must be no greater than min{Nr, Nt}. More precisely, d is restrained

by the number of non-zero singular values of each channel H [2, p.292]. Therefore, if d = 1 and

Nt > 1, all the transmit antennas are used to beamform a single data symbol so the precoding

matrices VVV are equivalently known as beamforming vectors. Further, in a MISO network with

1 ≤ d ≤ min{Nr, Nt} = 1, all precoding matrices are equivalently known as beamforming

vectors. Finally, the precoding and covariance matrices are effectively reduced to the same

scalar power allocation variables for SISO or SIMO networks with Nt = 1 [56].

The design of the covariance matrices for (5.1) [11, 153] and that of the precoding matrices for

(5.2) [57, 149] have been the centre of research in recent years. They have be recognized as the
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most efficient ways to materialize the greatly enhanced capacity of MIMO interference channels.

However, the encountered rate-oriented or power-critical problems [149] are normally very chal-

lenging so there is a significant shortage of effective yet efficient algorithms. In particular, we are

interested in the sum rate and minimal rate maximization problems with power and/or cognitive

constraints which aim at improving the overall rate performance or rate fairness, respectively.

We shall address the optimization problems in both covariance and precoding matrix variables

in the following sections.

5.3 A New Efficient Covariance Solution

Based on the signal model (5.1), let Mi,j ∈ C
Nr×Nr , ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J denote the matrix of the

received intra-cell and inter-cell interference at user (i, j) which is defined by

Mi,j(QQQ) :=
∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
Hn,i,jQQQn,kH

H
n,i,j .

Let H0,i,r denote the channel matrix from BS i to PU r and PO the maximal acceptable interfer-

ence allowed from SU to PU. The design covariance matrices are subject to a convex set defined

by function constraints such as

WB = {QQQ :
∑
j∈J

trace(QQQi,j) ≤ PB, i ∈ I}, (5.3a)

WC = {QQQ :
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
trace(H0,i,rQQQi,jH

H
0,i,r) ≤ PO}, ∀r (5.3b)

which are called the BS transmit power limit and cognitive constraints, respectively.

For user (i, j), the achievable information rate (in nats) with respect to covariance matrices is

νννi,j(QQQ) = log det(IIINr +Hi,i,jQQQi,jH
H
i,i,j(Mi,j(QQQ) + σ2IIINr)

−1).
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We are concerned with the following sum rate or minimal rate maximization problem

max
QQQ∈WB∩WC∩SNt

+

ϕ(QQQ), (5.4)

where ϕ(QQQ) := ϕS(QQQ) ∨ ϕM(QQQ) represents either the sum rate function ϕS(QQQ) or the minimal

rate function ϕM(QQQ) which is given respectively as

ϕS(QQQ) =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
νννi,j(QQQ),

ϕM(QQQ) = min
(i,j)∈I×J

νννi,j(QQQ).

(5.5)

For sum rate and minimal rate maximization problems with respect to transmit covariance

matrices (5.4), we now explore the partial concavities of the objective functions ϕ(QQQ) which are

very useful for the purpose of maximization. First, each rate function νννi,j(QQQ) in (5.4)/(5.5) is a

difference of two concave functions (d.c.):

νννi,j(QQQ) = gi,j(QQQ)− fi,j(QQQ)

with concave functions [116, p. 405]

gi,j(QQQ) := log det(Mi,j(QQQ) +Hi,i,jQQQi,jH
H
i,i,j + σ2IIINr),

fi,j(QQQ) := log det(Mi,j(QQQ) + σ2IIINr).

Using the properties of d.c. functions outlined in Theorem. 2.11 which is originated from [16, 17],

one has the following d.c. representations:

• For the sum rate problem, ϕS(QQQ) =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
νννi,j(QQQ) = Gs(QQQ) − F (QQQ), with concave

functions

GS(QQQ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
gi,j(QQQ),

F (QQQ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
fi,j(QQQ).
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• For the minimal rate problem, ϕM(QQQ) = min
(i,j)∈I×J

νννi,j(QQQ) = GM(QQQ) − F (QQQ), where F (QQQ)

is defined as above, and GM(QQQ) is the following concave function

GM(QQQ) := min
(i,j)∈I×J

[
gi,j(QQQ) +

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

fn,k(QQQ)
]
.

Based on the above decompositions, we obtain the following results:

Theorem 3. For G(QQQ) = GS(QQQ)∨GM(QQQ), problem (5.4) is the following convex constrained d.c.

function maximisation:

max
QQQ

[G(QQQ)− F (QQQ)] : QQQ ∈ WB ∩WC ∩ SNt
+ . (5.6)

Essentially, the above maximization of the difference of concave functions in (5.6) can be con-

verted to minimization of the difference of convex functions as in (2.5)/(2.11). Therefore, the

d.c.-based (difference of convex functions) iterative algorithms developed in Chapter 2 can be

applied to (5.6). Nevertheless, we now derive a generic algorithm based on maximization of a

d.c. function (difference of concave functions) over convex sets. This may pave ways for devel-

oping Frank-and-Wolf type of algorithms which are generally less computationally demanding

[10, 162].

It is clear that (5.6) belongs to the following canonical d.c. programming (difference of concave

functions) [16]

max
zzz∈D

G(zzz) := G(zzz)− F (zzz), (5.7)

where D is a compact convex set in a finite dimensional space, while G and F are concave

functions with F smooth. Suppose that z(κ) is feasible to (5.7). Since F is concave, its gradient

∇F (z(κ)) at z(κ) is also a super-gradient [16]. Therefore,

G(zzz)− F (zzz) ≥ G(zzz)− F (z(κ))− 〈∇F (z(κ)),zzzzzzzzz − z(κ)〉 ∀zzz.
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It follows that for any feasible z(κ) to (5.7), the following convex program provides a global lower

bound maximisation for d.c. program (5.7):

max
zzz∈D

[G(zzz)− F (z(κ))− 〈∇F (z(κ)), zzz − z(κ)〉]. (5.8)

Moreover, for the optimal solution z(κ+1) of (5.8), one has

G(z(κ+1))− F (z(κ+1)) ≥ G(z(κ+1))− F (z(κ))− 〈∇F (z(κ)), z(κ+1) − z(κ)〉

≥ G(z(κ))− F (z(κ))− 〈∇F (z(κ)), z(κ) − z(κ)〉

= G(z(κ))− F (z(κ)),

which means that G(z(κ+1)) > G(z(κ)), i.e., z(κ+1) is better than z(κ) toward optimizing (5.7) as

long as z(κ+1) �= z(κ). Thus, initialized from a feasible z(0) ∈ D, recursively generating z(κ+1) for

κ = 0, 1, . . ., by the optimal solution of convex program (5.8) is a path-following procedure, which

converges to at least a local optimal solution of (5.7) satisfying the first optimality principle.

To summarize, a d.c. procedure for the generic d.c. program (5.7) is sketched below.

D.C. Iterations (DCIs):

• Initialisation: Choose an initial feasible solution z(0) ∈ D of (5.7).

• κ-th DC iteration (κ-DCI): Solve convex program (5.8) to obtain the optimal solution z∗ and

set κ → κ+ 1, z(κ) → z∗. Given a tolerance level ε > 0, stop if

|G(z(κ))− G(z(κ−1))|/|G(z(κ−1))| ≤ ε. (5.9)

Our previous works [56, 92, 137, 164, 165] demonstrated successful applications of the above

DCIs to various non-convex optimization problems. The reader is also referred to [12] for a new

observation on its efficiency. In particular, the incumbent z(κ+1) is in fact the optimal solution
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of the following program:

max
(zzz,xxx)∈D

Gκ(zzz) := G(zzz)− min
ν=0,1,...,κ

{F (z(ν)) + 〈∇F (z(ν)), zzz − z(ν)〉}. (5.10)

It is obvious that G(zzz) ≥ Gκ+1(zzz) ≥ Gκ(zzz) ≥ . . . ≥ G0(zzz), ∀ zzz ∈ D, so concave functions Gκ

are iteratively better global approximations of d.c function G. Consequently, DCIs by (5.8) not

only generate improved solutions but also provide successively better convexifications for d.c.

program (5.7).

Now, it is pointed out that (5.6) belongs to the canonical d.c. programming (5.7). In particular,

(5.6) is (5.7) with zzz → QQQ, G(zzz) → G(QQQ), F (zzz) → F (QQQ) which is a smooth function and the

convex set D → WB ∩WC ∩ SNt
+ . Therefore, (5.6) can be solved by the DCIs described above.

The gradients 〈∇F (Q(κ)),QQQ−Q(κ)〉 or 〈∇fp(Qp(κ)),QQQp−Qp(κ)〉 in implementing (κ+1)th-DCI

(5.8) can be easily calculated based on Equation (B.1) given in Appendix B.

Finally, our approach toward finding the solutions of sum rate and minimal rate optimization

problems (5.4)/(5.6) is as follows.

• Choose an initial feasible solution Q(0) of the coordinated covariance matrix problems

(5.4);

• Use DCIs to find optimized solution Q of (5.4)/(5.6).

Remarkably, we have also particularly studied the covariance matrix design for a simpler MISO

case where the MTs are each equipped with a single antenna. In Appendix D, we shall propose

the Frank-and-Wolf type of algorithm for sum rate optimization with BS power, cognitive, and

individual QoS constraints. The presented research in Appendix D is currently under submission.
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5.4 A New Efficient Precoding Solution

Now, we shift our focus onto the design of precoding/beamforming matrices for optimization

problems.

Denote the received interference matrix with respect to precoding matrices at user (i, j) as

Mi,j(VVV ) :=
∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
Hn,i,jVVV n,kVVV

H
n,kH

H
n,i,,j .

Similar to the above section, the design precoding matrix variables are also subject to realistic

BS power, and cognitive constraints which are defined by

VB = {VVV :
∑
j∈J

trace(VVV i,jVVV
H
i,j) ≤ PB, i ∈ I}, (5.11a)

VC = {VVV :
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
trace(H0,i,rVVV i,jVVV

H
i,jH

H
0,i,r) ≤ PO}, ∀r. (5.11b)

It is noted that the above constraints are convex.

The achievable information rate (in nats) at user (i, j) can be expressed by

νννi,j(VVV ) = log det(IIId + VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(Mi,j(VVV ) + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j).

Therefore, the concerned sum rate and minimal rate maximization problems can be universally

formulated as

max
VVV ∈VB∩VC

ϕ(VVV ), (5.12)

where ϕ(VVV ) := ϕS(VVV ) ∨ ϕM(VVV ) with the respective sum rate and minimal rate functions in

precoding matrix variables defined by

ϕS(VVV ) =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
νννi,j(VVV ),

ϕM(VVV ) = min
(i,j)∈I×J

νννi,j(VVV ).

(5.13)
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In what follows, we shall exploit explicit d.c. structure of the objective rate functions and develop

accordingly efficient algorithms.

First, introduce matrix variables YYY := [YYY i,j ](i,j)∈I×J ∈ C
NrN×NrK which satisfy the following

matrix inequality constraints

Mi,j(VVV ) ≤ YYY i,j , ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J . (5.14)

Theorem 5.1. The sum rate or minimal rate maximization program (5.12) is equivalent to

the following program in the sense that they share the same values at optimal solution V ∗ and

(V ∗, Y ∗) with Y ∗i,j = Mi,j(V ), respectively .

max
YYY ,VVV ∈VB∩VC

φ(VVV ,YYY ) : (5.14), (5.15)

where

φ(VVV ,YYY ) := φS(VVV ,YYY ) ∨ φM(VVV ,YYY ),

φS(VVV ,YYY ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
ψi,j(VVV ,YYY ),

φM(VVV ,YYY ) := min
(i,j)∈I×J

ψi,j(VVV ,YYY ),

(5.16)

with

ψi,j(VVV ,YYY ) := log det(IIId + VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(YYY i,j + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j) (5.17)

Proof: Each feasible (V̄ , Ȳ ) to (5.15) makes V̄ feasible to (5.12) with ψi,j(V̄ , Ȳ ) ≤ νννi,j(V̄ ), ∀(i, j) ∈

I × J and thus φ(V̄ , Ȳ ) ≤ ϕ(V̄ ) so max (5.15) ≤ max (5.12). On the other hand, each feasible

V̄ to (5.12) makes (V̄ , Ȳ ) feasible to (5.15) with Ȳi,j = Mi,j(V̄ ), ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J , ψi,j(V̄ , Ȳ ) =

νννi,j(V̄ ), ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J and thus ϕ(V̄ ) = φ(V̄ , Ȳ ). Therefore, max (5.12) ≤ max (5.15).

Next, Lemma 4 shows that each atomic function ψi,j(VVV ,YYY ), ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J is in fact a d.c.

(difference of convex functions) function.
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Lemma 4. The functions

gi,j(VVV ,YYY ) = trace(VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(YYY i,j + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j)

fi,j(VVV ,YYY ) = trace(VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(YYY i,j + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j)

− log det(IIId + VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(YYY i,j + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j).

are convex in (VVV ,YYY ) and each function ψi,j(VVV ,YYY ), ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J admits the following d.c.

decomposition

ψi,j(VVV ,YYY ) = gi,j(VVV ,YYY )− fi,j(VVV ,YYY )

Proof: The convexity proof for functions gi,j(VVV ,YYY ), ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J can be found in [28,

Appendix C]. Since VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(YYY i,j + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j is positive definite, from [116, Th.7.6.6],

function log det(IIId + VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(YYY i,j + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j) is concave. So, function fi,j(VVV ,YYY ) is

convex.

Lemma 5. (Convex and monotonic function) Define function

χ(SSS) := 〈SSS〉 − ln |IIINr +SSS|.

Function χ is convex and monotonic in the sense that

χ(SSS1) ≤ χ(SSS2) ∀ SSS2 � SSS1 � 0.

Proof: It is obvious that function χ is convex because 〈SSS〉 is linear and − ln |IIINr +SSS| is convex.

Note that

d

dSSS
χ(SSS) = IIINr − (IIINr +SSS)−1 � IIINr − (IIINr)

−1 = 0, ∀ SSS � 0.

Thus, by the average value theorem

χ(S2)− χ(S1) = 〈 d

dSSS
χ(S∗), S2 − S1〉 = 〈IIINr − (IIINr + S∗)−1, S2 − S1〉 ≥ 0, ∀ S2 � S1 � 0,
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where S∗ = λS1 + (1− λ)S2 for some λ ∈ [0, 1].

Although functions gi,j(VVV ,YYY ) and fi,j(VVV ,YYY ) ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J are convex, the optimization pro-

grams are still untractable with existing convex program solvers [80].

Lemma 6. (Convex function and self-concordant variational representation) Function

Ψ(VVV ) := 〈Ω(VVV )〉 − ln |IIINr +Ω(VVV )|

is convex in matrix variable VVV for convex function Ω(VVV ) with the following variational represen-

tation

Ψ(VVV ) = min
Ω(VVV )≤TTT

[〈TTT 〉 − ln |IIINr + TTT |]. (5.18)

Proof: Note that Ψ(VVV ) = χ(Ω(VVV )). Using Lemma 5, whenever λ ∈ [0, 1], it is true that

Ψ(λVVV 1 + (1− λ)VVV 2) = χ(Ω(λVVV 1 + (1− λ)VVV 2))

≤ χ(λΩ(VVV 1) + (1− λ)Ω(VVV 2)))

≤ λχ(Ω(VVV 1)) + (1− λ)χ(Ω(VVV 2))

= λΨ(VVV 1) + (1− λ)Ψ(VVV 2),

which shows the convexity of Ψ.

Next, the representation (5.18) follows from Lemma 5.

Therefore, we are in a position to develop a self-concordant variational representation of (5.12).

Lemma 7. Introduce matrix variables TTT := [TTT ij ∈ C
d×d](i,j)∈I×J satisfying

VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j(YYY i,j + σ2IIINr)

−1Hi,i,jVVV i,j � TTT i,j , ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J , (5.19)

which can be re-expressed by the following LMIs using Schur Complement,

⎡⎢⎣ TTT i,j VVV H
i,jH

H
i,i,j

Hi,i,jVVV i,j YYY i,j + σIIINr

⎤⎥⎦ � 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J . (5.20)
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The program (5.15) is equivalent to the following:

− min
YYY ,TTT ,VVV ∈VB∩VC

[
F (TTT )−G(VVV ,YYY )

]
: (5.14), (5.20), (5.21)

where F (TTT ) := F S(TTT ) ∨ FM(TTT ) with convex functions

F S(TTT ) =
∑

(m,n)∈I×J

[
trace(TTTm,n)− log det(IIId + TTTm,n)

]
FM(TTT ) = max

(i,j)∈I×J
[ ∑
(m,n)∈I×J

trace(TTTm,n)− log det(IIId + TTT i,j)
]
,

(5.22)

and

G(VVV ,YYY ) =
∑

(m,n)∈I×J
gm,n(VVV ,YYY ). (5.23)

Proof: The proof follows from the proofs for Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and Lemma 6.

It is apparent that (5.21) belongs to the canonical d.c. programming (2.5) defined in Chapter

2. In particular, (5.21) is (2.5) with zzz → (VVV ,YYY ,TTT ), f(zzz) → F (TTT ) which is a convex, and

g(zzz) → G(VVV ,YYY ) which is convex and smooth. The convex set K is defined by constraints (5.11)

(i.e. VB ∩ VC), (5.14), and (5.20).

Therefore, (5.21) can be solved by κ-th d.c. iteration program (2.6). The gradient of function

G(VVV ,YYY ) at (V κ, Y κ) for implementing (κ+ 1)th-DCI (2.6) can be easily calculated as

〈∇G(V (κ), Y (κ)), (VVV ,YYY )− (V (κ), Y (κ))〉

=
∑
i,j

{
2.Re

[〈V κH
i,j HH

i,i,j(Y
κ
i,j + σ2III)−1Hi,i,j(VVV i,j − V κ

i,j)〉
]

−〈V κH
i,j HH

i,i,j(Y
κ
i,j + σ2III)−1(YYY i,j − Y κ

i,j)(Y
κ
i,j + σ2III)−1Hi,i,jV

κ
i,j〉

}
.

Remark. The precoding matrix design problem turns to beamforming vectors design (www :=

[wwwi,j ∈ C
Nt×d](i,j)∈I×J , d = 1) problem for MISO networks. Now, we will briefly analyze the
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beamforming design problems in the MISO networks. First, consider the following power mini-

mization problems subject to SINR constraints

min
www

p(www), (5.24a)

s.t.
|〈wwwi,j , H

H
i,i,j〉|2∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
|〈wwwn,k, H

H
n,i,j〉|2

≥ γi,j , (5.24b)

where γi,j is the target SINR for MT-(i, j), p(www) = pt(www) ∨ pi(www) with total transmit power

function defined as

pt(www) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
||wwwi,j ||2,

and the maximal individual power function defined as

pi(www) := max
(i,j)∈I×J

||wwwi,j ||2.

Other power functions may also be considered.

Introduce matrix variables WWW i,j := wwwi,jwww
H
i,j , ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J and define WWW := [WWW i,j ](i,j)∈I×J . It

is true that

pt(www) = pt(WWW ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
〈WWW i,j〉,

pi(www) = pi(WWW ) := max
(i,j)∈I×J

〈WWW i,j〉.

Thus, the problem (5.24) is equivalent to the following program

min
WWW

p(WWW ), (5.25a)

s.t.
〈WWW i,j , H

H
i,i,jHi,i,j〉∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
〈WWWn,k, H

H
n,i,jHn,i,j〉

≥ γi,j , (5.25b)

WWW i,j ∈ SNt
+ ,Rank(WWW i,j) = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J . (5.25c)

Intuitively, the rank-one constraints (5.25c) render program (5.25) a very hard rank-constrained

program. However, as proved by [13, 155], the relaxed program (5.25a-5.25b) will always output
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rank-one solutions. Thus, problems (5.24) can be equivalently solved by solving the relaxed

program (5.25a-5.25b) which is a SDP. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that problems (5.24)

can also be solved directly in beamforming vectors since they can be expressed as SOCP programs

[149]. Based on these important observations, we can see that the minimal rate optimization

problem (5.12) with VVV i,j → wwwi,j , ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J and ϕ(VVV ) → ϕM(www) subject to various

power and cognitive constraints is in fact a quasi-convex program. Therefore, the minimal rate

maximization subject to power constraints can be converted into the following program

max
ttt,WWW

ttt, (5.26a)

s.t.
〈WWW i,j , H

H
i,i,jHi,i,j〉∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
〈WWWn,k, H

H
n,i,jHn,i,j〉

≥ ttt, (5.26b)

WWW ∈ WB ∩WC ∩ SNt
+ . (5.26c)

Obviously, (5.26) can be solved by a bisection procedure in the variable ttt.

Nevertheless, the sum rate maximization problem (5.12) with VVV i,j → wwwi,j , ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J

and ϕ(VVV ) → ϕS(www) for MISO netowrk still remains non-convex and thus very challenging.

So far, in [11], the authors have proposed global optimal algorithms which are prohibitively

computationally demanding. The authors in [57] proposed WMMSE-based algorithms which

is relatively well-performing. Cyclic optimization methods have been proposed in [163]. In

addition, gradient projection-based algorithms or game theory-based algorithms have also been

reviewed in [153] but none perform really well. In [10], we particularly analyzed this challenging

sum rate optimization problem, and proposed tailored DCI-based algorithm to address it. The

algorithm was shown to outperform its counterparts with relatively low computational demands.

5.5 Numerical Results

In this section, Monte Carlo simulation is presented to evaluate covariance and precoding per-

formance of multi-cell multi-user MIMO networks. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, each network
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realization consists of N = 3 base-stations each serving K = 2 mobile terminals which are

randomly located within their respective hexagonal cells. The distance between any two BSs

is fixed at 1.4 km. Each BS is equipped with Nt = 4 transmit antennas while each MT with

Nt = 2 receive antennas. There is one 2-antenna PU randomly located within any of the 3 cells.

For each random network realization, the BS-to-MT (Hn,i,j) and the BS-to-PU (H0,i,1) channels

are generated based on the relative distance (denoted as D km) between any transmit antenna

and receive antenna. More specifically, the channel is generated based on the typical parameters

[9, 13, 75] as listed in Table 5.1. The tolerance ε = 10−5 is set in all simulations.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of networks (M,N,Nt, Nr) = (3, 2, 4, 2).

Table 5.1: Standard channel parameters

Noise PSD −162 dBm/Hz

Path-loss model 128.1 + 37.6 log10(d)

Log-normal shadowing 8 dB

Antenna gain 15 dBi

Bandwidth 107 Hz

Rayleigh fading Yes

As we have analyzed previously, the design in covariance matrices and the design in precoding

matrices are two extremely related problems from an optimization perspective. For a network

with Nt-antenna BSs and Nr-antenna MTs (assuming Nr ≤ Nt), the relevance between the two

depends on the number of columns of precoding matrices (d), i.e., the number of multiplexed
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symbols. The covariance design naturally serves as a rank-relaxed problem for the precoding

matrix design problem if it is true that d < Nt. Conversely, any precoding problem is equivalent

to the covariance problem if additional rank equality constraints Rank(Qi,j) = d are imposed

on the covariance matrix variables. Moreover, the two are equivalent if d = Nt in the sense

that they always share the same optimal performance. In the case of beamforming (d = 1), the

covariance matrix design is only equivalent to the beamforming (precoding with d = 1) design if

the covariance matrices are forced to be rank-one. On the other hand, it is realized the optimal

covariance matrices are not necessarily always full-rank. As shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3,

the vast majority of the DCI covariance matrix solutions for both the sum rate and the minimal

rate optimization problems are found not full-rank. In fact, over 90% of the covariance matrices

are ranked no greater than 2. This means, in most of cases, the optimal rate performance

by covariance matrices could very likely be attained by precoding matrices assuming d = 2

simultaneous data streams. This observation coincides with the basic fact that the actual number

of simultaneous data streams should be no greater than min{Nt, Nr} = 2 due to the limited

dimensions offered by receive antennas. Otherwise, inter-symbol interference would occur.
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Figure 5.2: Min. rate: rank distribution of covariance matrices (M,N,Nt, Nr) = (3, 2, 4, 2)

Next, the rate performance of the proposed DCI algorithms is tested under various scenarios.

In Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, the impacts of cognitive constraints on the minimal and sum rate

performance are revealed, respectively. Subject to a tight cognitive constraint (PO = −110 dBm),
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Figure 5.3: Sum rate: rank distribution of covariance matrices (M,N,Nt, Nr) = (3, 2, 4, 2)

the rates achieved by covariance or beamforming (d = 1) experience significant degradation as

compared to that without any cognitive constraints (PO = +∞). Obviously, the achievable

rate performance is compromised for satisfying the tight cognitive constraints. Meanwhile,

the performance of covariance design constantly outperforms that of the beamforming design.

Expectedly, however, the gap is relatively insignificant because most of covariance matrices are

ranked no greater than 2. To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
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Figure 5.4: BS power limit vs. Min. rates (M,N,Nt, Nr, d) = (3, 2, 4, 2, 1). PO = −110 dBm
for coginitive constraints.

algorithm in various scenarios, we also present numerous simulation results and convergence
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Figure 5.5: BS power limit vs. sum rates (M,N,Nt, Nr, d) = (3, 2, 4, 2, 1). PO = −110 dBm
for coginitive constraints.

behaviors of the algorithms in the following Chapter 6, Appendix C& D and the published

papers [10, 58, 64].

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the optimized design of transmit covariance and precoding matrices is considered

for the multi-cell multi-user MIMO downlink systems. The sum rate and minimal rate maxi-

mization problems subject to realistic power and cognitive constraints are formulated as very

challenging non-convex problems. By exploiting the explicity d.c. structure of the non-convex

objective functions, these problems are converted into canonical d.c. optimization programs.

We then apply the proposed DCI algorithms to address these problems. The simulation results

confirm the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. We show how the addition

of cognitive constraints could negatively shrink the achievable information rates. More impor-

tantly, the relevance between covariance matrix optimization and precoding matrix optimization

is analyzed.

The wireless signal model adopted in this chapter assumes that all interference is noise so it is

best minimized. However, no matter how optimally the interference is minimized, treating it as
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noise results in a wastage of the scarce resources such as energy and bandwidth. Consequently,

the rate capacity of certain channels may not be achievable. In the next chapter, we shall

introduce the Han-Kobayashi coding scheme which enables some interference to be partially

decoded. More importantly, we will further the idea to MIMO channels. As will be analyzed,

the signal model studied in this chapter is a special case of the new model. Therefore, the studies

presented in this chapter serve as the cornerstone for the following research.



Chapter 6

Successive Interference Mitigation in

Multiuser MIMO Interference

Channels

6.1 Introduction

Coordinated transmission and interference alignment (see e.g. [149–152]) have been shown to be

useful in combating signal interferences. In Chapter 5, we have studied the design of coordinated

transmission for cellular MIMO downlink networks with respect to covariance and precoding

matrix variables. However, it is based on the fact that interference is treated as noise which

is not necessarily capacity-achieving. Even in the simplest scenario of two-user single-input

single output (SISO) interference channels (ICs), the full rate capacity may not be reached if

the interference is simply treated as noise [59, 60]. In fact the capacity is achieved only in the

very weak (low) ICs (see [166] and references therein). For the strong ICs, interference must be

decoded in order to achieve capacity [167].

Most of research studies have focused on the achievable rate region characterisation of weak or

mixed ICs [7, 59, 168–171] (see definition therein). The Han-Kobayashi (H-K) strategy [7, 59]

116
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achieves the largest inner bound while various rate region outer bounds were also reported in

[7, 167, 170, 171]. The H-K strategy combines the private and common messages for jointly

decoding, which enables each user to decode not only its own common and private messages,

but also the common message from the other unintended user. However, the capacity-achieving

power allocation to private and common messages in the simplest case of two-user SISO ICs is

not exactly known. The closed-form power allocation in [7] to roughly keep the private message

received by the unintended receiver at the noise level reaches one-bit rate region. The obtained

rates are not necessarily capacity-achieving in terms of the sum rate or the (worst) minimal

user’s rate. A new equivalent reformulation in the power space was only given recently in [63],

for which an efficient iterative algorithm for jointly optimising the private and common message

power splits has been developed. This algorithm is capable of achieving the global optimality

within a few iterations.

Considering multiple antennas equipped at the transmitters and/or receivers, other research

studies have generalized the aforementioned results of two-user SISO ICs to two-user multiple-

input multiple-output (MIMO) ICs. In particular, references [6, 61] extend the SISO one-

bit region to MIMO Nr-bit region (Nr is the number of receive antennas) or constant-gap

region. Reference [166] characterizes the low interference regime so that conventionally treating

interference as noise suffices to achieve the sum capacity. Reference [172] establishes the capacity

region for very strong and aligned strong ICs.

Reference [9] goes beyond the two-user ICs by considering an arbitrary multi-user MISO IC,

where both the common and private messages are beamformed at the base stations and they

are sequentially decoded at the receiving ends. Each user must decode the messages commonly

decodable by another assigned out-of-cell user and then decodes its private message. Unlike

two-user ICs with the unique user pairing choice, one needs to select paired users for commonly

decodable messages to improve the IC capacity. This requirement perhaps constitutes one of the

most intractable computational problems. Following a given pairing protocol, the problem of

common and private rates splitting with supporting beamforming design is still quite challenging.
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As the rate region is very complicated and disconnected with no available characterisation, the

problem is approached in [9] by an intensive ad hoc search at grinding points of the common and

private rate spaces, although the posed optimality of the worst user’s rate is still not granted.

This check at grinding points is also not suitable for sum-rate maximisation, which is a more

popular metric for ICs.

The present research is also concerned with a MIMO interference network (MIMO IC as a spe-

cial case). Following a pre-pairing procedure of the MIMO users, the covariance matrices of

private and common messages in a multi-user MIMO interference network under the base sta-

tion (BS) power constraints are designed to maximize the sum rate or the worst user’s rate. As

the achievable rate region is too complicated for any constructive characterisation, any optimiza-

tion over it would likely be mathematically intractable. Instead, we show that this intractable

optimization over the uncharacterisable rate region can be bypassed and the problem can be

reformulated as non-smooth function optimization over a simple convex set. Furthermore, these

non-smooth functions are shown to be d.c. (difference of two concave functions/sets) [16]1 so

their optimization can be solved by very efficient d.c. iterations (DCI) of d.c. programming (see

e.g. [56, 92, 137, 164, 165] for developments of DCIs and their successful applications). As a

path-following procedure, the theoretical convergence of DCIs to optimal solutions can be easily

proved, while intensive simulations results for diversified problems show that they converge in a

small number of iterations. The research contribution is two-fold:

• Developing an efficient d.c. optimization framework for sum rate and minimal user’s rate

maximisation over the disconnected region of the multi-user split private and common

rates in MIMO ICs;

• Numerically showing the benefit of the rate split in mitigating multi-user interferences.

As a byproduct, the tightness degree of the existing inner and outer bound regions is also

numerically analysed.

1Conventionally, d.c. stands for a difference of two convex functions [16], which is equivalent to a difference of
two concave functions as we deal with in this chapter. The term “d.c.” is still used for simplicity of presentation.
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The rest of the chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 gives problem formulations and discusses the

challenges in finding their solutions. Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 propose new solution methods

for covariance matrix and beamforming vector optimization problems, respectively. Section 6.5

provides simulation results, and Section 6.5 concludes the chapter, while some necessary formulas

for calculations and numerical solutions can be found in Appendix. B.

6.2 Problem Formulations and Challenges

Consider downlink transmission in a multi-cell multiuser cellular network consisting of N cells.

Each cell has one base-station (BS) equipped with Nt ≥ 1 antennas to serve its K mobile

users, each of which is equipped with Nr ≥ 1 antennas. Define I := {1, 2, . . . , N} and J :=

{1, 2, . . . ,K}.

The data of user j in the ith cell (referred to as user (i, j)) consists of a private message xpi,j ∈ C
Nt

and a common message xci,j ∈ C
Nt . The pairing operator a(̂i, ĵ) = (i, j) with i �= î means that

user (i, j) is also assigned to decode the common message xc
î,ĵ

of user (̂i, ĵ). Therefore the common

message xc
î,ĵ

is decodable by the both users (̂i, ĵ) and (i, j). On the other hand, user (i, j) also

decodes its own private message xpi,j , and its own common message xci,j if pairing a(i, j) = (̃i, j̃)

for some ĩ �= i. However, xci,j = 0 for a(i, j) = ∅, which means that user (i, j) sends only the

private message xpi,j . For each (i, j), there are at most one pairing a(i, j) = (̃i, j̃) and one pairing

a(̂i, ĵ) = (i, j). Accordingly, |a| is the cardinality of set {(i, j) ∈ I × J : a(i, j) �= ∅}, i.e., the

number of user pairs selected for decoding the common message. In what follows, we denote by

A the set of such assignment operator a and AL ⊂ A is the set of a with |a| ≤ L.

The multiple output yi,j ∈ C
Nr at user (i, j) is the following combination of intra-cell and

inter-cell signals and noise:

yi,j =
∑
k∈J

√
δi,jhi,i,j(x

p
i,k + xci,k) +

∑
m∈I\{i}

∑
k∈J

√
ηm,i,jhm,i,j(x

p
m,k + xcm,k) + ni,j . (6.1)
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In (6.1), ni,j ∈ C
Nr and its entries are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) noise

samples with zero-mean and variance σ2. The matrix hm,i,j ∈ C
Nr×Nt represents the normalized

MIMO channel from BS m to user (i, j). The quantity δi,j defines the strength of the direct

channel hi,i,j , whereas ηm,i,j (m �= i) indicates the strength of the interfering channel hm,i,j . For

convenience, define Hi,i,j :=
√

δi,i,jhi,i,j and Hm,i,j =
√
ηm,i,jhm,i,j for m �= i.

For simplicity, the following BS power constraints are considered, although other power con-

straints can be easily incorporated:

WB = {QQQ := [QQQp
i,j QQQc

i,j ](i,j)∈I×J : QQQp
i,j � 0,QQQc

i,j � 0,
∑
j∈J

trace(QQQp
i,j+QQQc

i,j) ≤ PB, i ∈ I}, (6.2)

where QQQp
i,j ∈ C

Nt×Nt and QQQc
i,j ∈ C

Nt×Nt are the covariance matrices of messages xpi,j and xci,j ,

respectively. The channel can thus be fully parameterized by the set of (δ, η, PB/σ
2), where δ is

the set of all δi,j and η is the set of all ηm,i,j .

The Nr ×Nr covariance matrix of the received interference signal at user (i, j) is given as

Mi,j(QQQ) :=
∑

(n,k)∈I×J
Hn,i,j(QQQ

p
n,k +QQQc

n,k)H
H
n,i,j ,

As in [9], each user (i, j) successively decodes in the following order.

• The user (i, j) decodes its own common message xci,j with the achievable rate:

rci,j(QQQ) = log
∣∣IIINr +Hi,i,jQQQ

c
i,jH

H
i,i,j(Mc

i,j(QQQ) + σ2IIINr)
−1∣∣ ,

where Mc
i,j(QQQ) := Mi,j(QQQ)−Hi,i,jQQQ

c
i,jH

H
i,i,j . Accordingly, r

c
i,j(QQQ) = 0 if a(i, j) = ∅.

• If a(i, j) = (̃i, j̃) �= ∅, the common message xci,j is also decodable by user (̃i, j̃) with the

achievable rate:

raa(i,j)(QQQ) = log
∣∣∣IIINr +Hi,̃i,j̃QQQ

c
i,jH

H
i,̃i,j̃

(Ma
a(i,j)(QQQ) + σ2IIINr)

−1
∣∣∣ ,
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where Ma
a(i,j)(QQQ) := Mc

ĩ,j̃
(QQQ)−Hi,̃i,j̃QQQ

c
i,jH

H
i,̃i,j̃

.

• The user (i, j) decodes its own private message xpi,j lastly, with the achievable rate

rpi,j(QQQ) = log |IIINr +Hi,i,jQQQ
p
i,jH

H
i,i,j(Mp

i,j(QQQ) + σ2IIINr)
−1|,

for Mp
i,j(QQQ) := Ma

i,j(QQQ)−Hi,i,jQQQ
p
i,jH

H
i,i,j .

The achievable rate region under this successive decoding is thus given as

R(QQQ) :=
{
[νννpi,j + νννci,j ](i,j)∈I×J : νννpi,j ≤ rpi,j(QQQ), νννci,j ≤ rci,j(QQQ), νννci,j ≤ raa(i,j)(QQQ)

}
⊂ RN×K .

(6.3)

Let ννν := [νννi,j ](i,j)∈I×J . The problem of joint rate splitting and pairing to maximize the sum

rate under the BS power constraints is stated as

max
a∈A

max
QQQ,ννν

∑
(i,j)∈I×J

νννi,j : QQQ ∈ WB, ννν ∈ R(QQQ). (6.4)

On the other hand, the minimal rate maximisation problem is

max
a∈A

max
QQQ,ννν

min
(i,j)∈I×J

νννi,j : QQQ ∈ WB, ννν ∈ R(QQQ). (6.5)

Both (6.4) and (6.5) are extremely intractable mixed-combinatorial optimization problems, for

which the optimal solutions cannot be easily found, except by exhaustive search that is imprac-

tical even for the simplest case.

Before introducing our methods to solve (6.4) and (6.5), it is worthwhile to discuss a simpler

problem for MISO ICs (when Nr = L = 1). Such a problem has been considered in [9], in which

each user is equipped with a single antenna. The private message spi,j ∈ C and common message

sci,j ∈ C are beamformed by vectors wwwc
i,j ∈ C

Nt and wwwc
i,j ∈ C

Nt , respectively. The private and

common messages to be transmitted become xpi,j = wwwp
i,js

p
i,j and xci,j = wwwc

i,jsi,j . The single output
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is a simplified version of the multiple output equation in (6.1), which is

yi,j =
∑
k∈J

√
δi,jhi,i,j(www

p
i,ks

p
i,k+wwwc

m,ks
c
m,k)+

∑
m∈I\{i}

∑
k∈J

√
ηm,i,jhm,i,j(www

p
m,ks

p
m,k+wwwc

m,ks
c
m,k)+ni,j .

(6.6)

The above leads to (6.5) with additional rank-one constraints:

rank(QQQp
i,j) = rank(QQQc

i,j) = 1, (i, j) ∈ I × J , (6.7)

where

0 �QQQp
i,j = wwwp

i,j(www
p
i,j)

H , 0 �QQQc
i,j = wwwc

i,j(www
c
i,j)

H . (6.8)

Let H̃i,i,j := Hi,i,jH
H
i,i,j . The problem (6.5) with additional rank-one constraints (6.7) becomes

max
a∈A

max
QQQ,νννc,νννp

min
(i,j)∈I×J

[νννpi,j + νννci,j ] s.t. (6.2), (6.7), (6.9a)

〈QQQc
i,j , H̃i,i,j〉 ≥ (2ννν

c
i,j − 1)Mc

i,j(QQQ), (6.9b)

〈QQQc
i,j , H̃i,̃i,j̃〉 ≥ (2ννν

c
i,j − 1)Ma

a(i,j)(QQQ) for a(i, j) = (̃i, j̃), (6.9c)

〈QQQp
i,j , H̃i,i,j〉 ≥ (2ννν

p
i,j − 1)Mp

i,j(QQQ) for a−1(i, j) = (̂i, ĵ). (6.9d)

It is pointed out that the specific case a(i, j) = ∅ ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J is the conventional maximin

rate coordinated beamforming:

max
QQQp=[QQQp](i,j)∈I×J ,λλλ

λλλ (6.10a)

s.t.
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
〈QQQp

i,j〉 ≤ PT , (6.10b)

〈QQQp
i,j , H̃i,i,j〉 ≥ (2λλλ − 1)(Φi,j(QQQ

p) + σ2) (6.10c)

rank(QQQp
i,j) = 1, (6.10d)

where Φi,j(QQQ
p) :=

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

〈QQQp
n,k, H̃n,i,j〉, (i, j) ∈ I × J , which is nonconvex due to the

rank-one constraint (6.10d).
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Reference [9] solves (6.10b)-(6.10c) by bisection in λλλ, i.e., a sequence of SDP relaxed program

(6.10b)-(6.10c) in QQQp with fixed λλλ is solved to find the optimal value λp of (6.10b)-(6.10c), at

which there is rank-one solution QQQp
i,j . Based on the obtained solution of (6.10), L user-pairs

are selected for candidates in common-private message split. In fact, steps 3–5 of Algorithm

2 in [9] are to check the feasibility of (6.9) at grinding points of min(i,j)∈I×J νννpi,j > λp and

[νννpi,j , ννν
c
i,j ](i,j)∈I×J . It is obvious from (6.9) that each feasibility problem in QQQ is a nonconvex

rank-one constrained problem, which is solved in [9] again by SDP relaxation and randomisation.2

Such an approach and procedure are not suitable for the sum rate optimization problem (6.4)

in MISO networks, nor can they be extended to solve the minimal rate maximisation problem

(6.5) in MIMO networks.

6.3 A New Efficient Covariance Solution

Problem (6.4)/(6.5) as it stands is not mathematically tractable. Therefore, it is important

to simplify it by predetermining a ∈ AL. We will extend the idea of [9] to predetermine a ∈

AL in (6.5) as follows. The conventional coordinated sum rate and covariance maximin rate

optimizations correspond to the case xci,j ≡ 0, (i, j) ∈ I × J , under which (6.4)/(6.5) becomes

max
QpQpQp∈Wp

B

ϕ(ρ(QQQp)), (6.11)

where ϕ(ρ) = ϕS(ρ) ∨ ϕM(ρ) with ρ = [ρi,j ](i,j)∈I×J , and

ϕS(ρ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
ρi,j , ϕ

M(ρ) := min
(i,j)∈I×J

ρi,j ,

2The reader is also referred to [14] for efficiency analysis of such a SDP relaxation approach.
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while ρ(QQQp) := [ρi,j(QQQ
p)](i,j)∈I×J with

ρi,j(QQQ
p) := log |IIINr +Hi,i,jQQQ

p
i,jH

H
i,i,j(Φi,j(QQQ

p) + σ2IIINr)
−1|,

Φi,j(QQQ
p) :=

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

Hn,i,jQQQ
p
n,kH

H
n,i,j ,

Wp
B = {[QQQp

i,j ](i,j)∈I×J : QQQp
i,j � 0,

∑
j∈J trace(QQQp

i,j) ≤ PB, i ∈ I}.

In essence, common messages are introduced in (6.4)/(6.5) to improve the multiuser rate capacity

of the coordinated transmissions (6.11).

Suppose Qp(0) is the optimal solution of (6.11). Define the received interference-plus-noise co-

variance for user (i, j) by

Ti,j =
∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
Hn,i,jQ

p(0)
n,k HH

n,i,j + σ2IIINr (6.12)

and the interference-to-noise covariance (INC) by

INC(̂i,ĵ)→(i,j) = Hî,i,jQ
p(0)

î,ĵ
HH

î,i,j
(Tij −Hî,i,jQ

p(0)

î,ĵ
Hî,i,j)

−1 ∈ C
Nr×Nr (6.13)

The relative strength of interference INR(̂i,ĵ)→(i,j) is gauged by DINC(̂i,ĵ)→(i,j) = |INC(̂i,ĵ)→(i,j)|.

Then, similar to [9], (N−1)NK2 such DINC values, each representing a potential pairing option,

are sorted and trimmed to create an effective list in the decreasing value order such that each

(̂i, ĵ) (each (i, j), resp.) appears at most once in (̂i, ĵ) → (i, j). Then, L pairs with the highest

DINC values are pre-selected for the commonly messaging corresponding to pairing map a ∈ AL.

Having chosen pairing map a ∈ AL, we now consider the following covariance matrix design

problem for the sum rate problem (6.4) and the maximin rate problem (6.5) under the pairing

a:

max
QQQ,ννν

ϕ(ννν) : QQQ ∈ WB, ννν ∈ R(QQQ). (6.14)

The objective function ϕ(ννν) in (6.14) is obviously concave so (6.14) is concave function max-

imisation over nonconvex constraints. The difficulty of (6.14) lies on the nonconvexity of set
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R(QQQ) for each fixed QQQ, which is uncharacterisable. Apparently, optimization over R(QQQ) is com-

putationally intractable. We now provide a novel approach to reformulate (6.14) as function

maximisation in QQQ only over simple convex set WB defined by (6.2). To this end, define the map

r(QQQ) := [ri,j(QQQ)](i,j)∈I×J = [rpi,j(QQQ) + min{rci,j(QQQ), raa(i,j)(QQQ)}](i,j)∈I×J . (6.15)

Theorem 4. Problem (6.14) in variables (QQQ,ννν) is equivalent to the following problem in variable

QQQ only

max
QQQ

ϕ(r(QQQ)) : QQQ ∈ WB. (6.16)

The equivalence is in the sense that the two problems share the same optimal value and optimal

solution QQQ.

Proof: Each feasible QQQ of (6.16) will result [νpi,j ](i,j)∈I×J = [rpi,j(QQQ](i,j)∈I×J and [νc](i,j)∈I×J =

[min{rci,j(QQQ), raa(i,j)(QQQ)}](i,j)∈I×J such that [νννpi,j+ννν
c
i,j ](i,j)∈I×J ∈ R(QQQ), i.e., (QQQ, [νννpi,j+ννν

c
i,j ](i,j)∈I×J )

is feasible to (6.14). Therefore, max (6.16) ≤ max (6.14). Now, suppose (QQQ,ννν) is feasible to

(6.14). Then ννν ∈ R(QQQ) so there are νννpi,j ≤ rpi,j(QQQ) and νννci,j ≤ rci,j(QQQ), νννci,j ≤ raa(i,j)(QQQ) such that

νννi,j = νννpi,j + νννci,j . It follows that νννi,j ≤ ri,j(QQQ) so ϕ(ννν) ≤ ϕ(r(QQQ)) and max (6.14) ≤ max (6.16)

yielding max (6.16) = max (6.14).

One can see that (6.16) is convex constrained optimization with minimal number of variables

involved. As the next step, we explore the partial concavities of the objective function ϕ(r(QQQ)

that are useful for maximisation purpose. First, each of the rate functions rpi,j(QQQ), rci,j(QQQ) and

raa(i,j)(QQQ) is a difference of two concave (d.c.) functions:

rpi,j(QQQ) = gpi,j(QQQ)− fp
i,j(QQQ),

rci,j(QQQ) = gci,j(QQQ)− f c
i,j(QQQ),

raa(i,j)(QQQ) = gaa(i,j)(QQQ)− fa
a(i,j)(QQQ),
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with concave functions [116, p. 405]

gpi,j(QQQ) = log |Mp
i,j(QQQ) +Hi,i,jQQQ

p
i,jH

H
i,i,j + σ2INr |,

fp
i,j(QQQ) = log |Mp

i,j(QQQ) + σ2INr |,

gci,j(QQQ) = log |Mc
i,j(QQQ) +Hi,i,jQQQ

c
i,jH

H
i,i,j + σ2INr |,

f c
i,j(QQQ) = log |Mc

i,j(QQQ) + σ2INr |,

gaa(i,j)(QQQ) = log |Ma
a(i,j)(QQQ) +Hi,̃i,j̃QQQ

c
i,jH

H
i,̃i,j̃

+ σ2INr |,

fa
a(i,j)(QQQ) = log |Ma

a(i,j)(QQQ) + σ2INr |.

Next, one has the following sequential d.c. representations [16]:

• min{rci,j(QQQ), raa(i,j)(QQQ)} = gcai,j(QQQ)− f ca
i,j(QQQ), where the functions

gcai,j(QQQ) := min{gci,j(QQQ) + fa
a(i,j)(QQQ), gaa(i,j)(QQQ) + f c

i,j(QQQ)},

f ca
i,j(QQQ) := f c

i,j(QQQ) + fa
a(i,j)(QQQ)

are concave as they are minimum and sum of concave functions.

• ri,j(QQQ) = gi,j(QQQ)− fi,j(QQQ), with concave functions

gi,j(QQQ) := gpi,j(QQQ) + gcai,j(QQQ),

fi,j(QQQ) := fp
i,j(QQQ) + f ca

i,j(QQQ).

• ϕS(QQQ) =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J ri,j(QQQ) = gS(QQQ)− f(QQQ), with concave functions

gS(QQQ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J gi,j(QQQ),

f(QQQ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
fi,j(QQQ)

• ϕM(QQQ) = min(i,j)∈I×J ri,j(QQQ) = gM(QQQ)− f(QQQ), where function

gM(QQQ) = min
(i,j)∈I×J

[gi,j(QQQ) +
∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
fn,k(QQQ)]
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is concave as it is a minimum of concave functions [16].

Using the above facts, we obtain the following result:

Theorem 5. For g(QQQ) = gS(QQQ) ∨ gM(QQQ), problem (6.14) is the following convex constrained d.c.

function maximisation:

max
QQQ

[g(QQQ)− f(QQQ)] : QQQ ∈ WB. (6.17)

Analogously, the conventional coordinated optimization problem (6.11) is represented by the

following convex constrained d.c. function maximisation:

max
QQQ

[gp(QQQp)− fp(QQQp)] : QQQ ∈ WB, (6.18)

with concave functions fp(QQQp) =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J log |Φi,j(QQQ
p) + σ2IIINr | and

gp(QQQ) =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
log |Hi,i,jQQQ

p
i,jH

H
i,i,j +Φi,j(QQQ

p) + σ2IIINr |

∨ min
(i,j)∈I×J

[log |Hi,i,jQQQ
p
i,jH

H
i,i,j +Φi,j(QQQ

p) + σ2IIINr |

+
∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
log |Φn,k(QQQ

p) + σ2IIINr |].

Clearly, (6.17) belongs to the canonical d.c. programming (5.7) as we analyzed in Section 5.3 of

Chapter 5. In particular, it is pointed out that (6.17) is (5.7) with zzz → QQQ, G(zzz) → g(QQQ) and

F (zzz) → f(QQQ), while (6.18) is (5.7) with zzz →QQQp, G(zzz) → gp(QQQp) and F (zzz) → fp(QQQ)p. Therefore

both (6.17) and (6.18) are solved by the DCI described before. The gradients 〈∇f(Q(κ)),QQQ −

Q(κ)〉 or 〈∇fp(Qp(κ)),QQQp −Qp(κ)〉 in implementing (κ+ 1)th-DCI (5.8) can be easily calculated

based on Equation (B.1) given in Appendix B.

Finally, our approach toward finding the solution of (6.4)/(6.5) is as follows.

• Use DCIs to find optimized solution Qp(0) of the coordinated covariance matrix problem

(6.11)/(6.18);
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• Use Qp(0) to determine the pairing strategy a ∈ AL;

• Use DCIs to find optimized solution Q of (6.14)/(6.17).

6.4 A New Beamforming Solution for MISO Application

Now consider the beamforming problem (6.9). The main disadvantage of the formulation in (6.9)

is that the dimension of variable QQQ is very large and there are also difficult rank-one constraints

(6.7). As such, we shall focus on a direct formulation involving the original beamforming variable

www and without rank-one constraints (6.7). The BS power constraint (6.2) in terms of www is

W̃B = {www := [wwwp
i,j wwwc

i,j ](i,j)∈I×J :
∑
j∈J

(||wwwp
i,j ||2 + ||wwwc

i,j ||2) ≤ PB, i ∈ I}. (6.19)

The pairing a ∈ AL is chosen according to the previous section, which is based on the solution

of coordinated beamforming:

max
wwwp=[wwwp

i,j ](i,j)∈I×J∈W̃p
B

ϕ(ρ̃(wwwp)), (6.20)

where ρ̃(wwwp) = [ρ̃i,j(www
p)](i,j)∈I×J with

ρ̃i,j(www
p) := log(1 + |〈QQQp

i,j , Hi,i,j〉|2/(Φ̃i,j(www
p) + σ2)),

Φ̃i,j(www
p) :=

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

|〈wwwp
n,k, Hn,i,j〉|2,

W̃p
B = {[wwwp

i,j ](i,j)∈I×J :
∑

j∈J |wwwp
i,j |2 ≤ PB, i ∈ I}.

Under the selected pairing map a, it follows from Theorem 4 that the max sum rate and maximin

rate problems can be formulated as

max
www

ϕ(r̃(www)) : www ∈ W̃B, (6.21)
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where r̃(www) =: [r̃i,j(www)](i,j)∈I×J and r̃i,j(www) are the following highly-nonlinear functions:

r̃i,j(www) := r̃pi,j(www) + min{r̃ci,j(www), r̃aa(i,j)(www)}. (6.22)

Define WWW := [wwwp
i,j(www

p
i,j)

H wwwc
i,j(www

c
i,j)

H ](i,j)∈I×J , and

r̃pi,j(www) = rpi,j(WWW ),

r̃ci,j(www) = rci,j(WWW ),

r̃aa(i,j)(www) = raa(i,j)(WWW ).

Also define the following convex quadratic functions in www:

M̃c
i,j(www) = Mc

i,j(WWW ),

M̃a
a(i,j)(www) = Ma

a(i,j)(WWW ),

M̃p
i,j(www) = Mp

i,j(WWW ).

For the above highly-nonlinear optimization problems, it is very important to classify convex

and nonconvex variables [16]. The following result shall be used later to clarify all complex

terms M̃c
i,j(www), M̃a

a(i,j)(www) and M̃p
i,j(www).

Theorem 6. Introduce variables yyyi,j := [yyyci,j , yyy
a
a(i,j), yyy

p
i,j ](i,j)∈I×J and yyy = [yyyi,j ](i,j)∈I×J , which

satisfy the convex inequality constraints:

M̃c
i,j(www) ≤ yyyci,j ,

M̃a
a(i,j)(www) ≤ yyyaa(i,j),

M̃p
i,j(www) ≤ yyypi,j , (i, j) ∈ I × J ,

(6.23)

First define the following concave functions:

g̃ci,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) = log(1 +

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyyci,j+σ2 )− log(e)

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyyci,j+σ2 ,

f̃ c
i,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) = − log(e)

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyyci,j+σ2 ,
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g̃ai,j(VVV
c
i,j ,YYY

a
a(i,j)) = log(1 +

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,a(i,j)〉|2
yyya
a(i,j)

+σ2 )− |〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,a(i,j)〉|2
yyya
a(i,j)

+σ2 ,

f̃a
i,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)) = − log(e)

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,a(i,j)〉|2
yyya
a(i,j)

+σ2 ,

g̃pi,j(www
p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) = log(1 +

|〈wwwp
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyypi,j+σ2 )− log(e)

|〈wwwp
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyypi,j+σ2 ,

f̃p
i,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) = − log(e)

|〈wwwp
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyypi,j+σ2 .

Then problem (6.21) is equivalent to the following convex constrained problem:

max
www,yyy

ϕ(h(www,yyy)) : www ∈ W̃B, (6.23) (6.24)

where h(www,yyy) = [hi,j(www,yyy)](i,j)∈I×J , and

hi,j(www,yyy) := ϕ̃p
i,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) + min{ϕ̃c

i,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j), ϕ̃

a
a(i,j)(www

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j))},

ϕ̃c
i,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) := log(1 +

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyyci,j+σ2 )

= g̃ci,j(www,yyy
c
i,j)− f̃ c

i,j(www,yyy
c
i,j),

ϕ̃a
a(i,j)(www

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)) := log(1 +

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,a(i,j)〉|2
yyya
a(i,j)

+σ2 )

= g̃ai,j(www,yyy
a
a(i,j))− f̃a

i,j(www,yyy
a
a(i,j)),

ϕ̃p
i,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) := log(1 +

|〈wwwp
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyypi,j+σ2 )

= g̃pi,j(www,yyy
p
i,j)− f̃p

i,j(www,yyy
p
i,j).

(6.25)

Proof: The proof of the equivalence between (6.21) and (6.24) is similar to the proof of Theorem

4. The concavity of the concerned functions follow from [10, Lemma 1].

Next, one has the following sequential d.c. representations:
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• min
{
ϕ̃c
i,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j), ϕ̃

a
a(i,j)(www

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j))

}
= g̃cai,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j))− f̃ ca

i,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)) for

g̃cai,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)) := min

{
g̃ci,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) + f̃a

i,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)), g̃

a
i,j(www,yyy

a
a(i,j)) + f̃ c

i,j(www,yyy
c
i,j)

}
,

f̃ ca
i,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)) := f̃ c

i,j(www,yyy
c
i,j) + f̃a

i,j(www,yyy
a
a(i,j)).

• ϕ̃i,j(wwwi,j , yyyi,j) = f̃i,j(www,yyy)− g̃i,j(www,yyy) for

gi,j(www,yyy) := g̃pi,j(www
p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) + g̃cai,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)),

f̃i,j(www,yyy) := f̃p
i,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) + f̃ ca

i,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)),

• min(i,j)∈I×J ϕ̃i,j(wwwi,j , yyyi,j) = g̃M(www,yyy)− f̃(www,yyy) for

g̃M(www,yyy) := min
(i,j)∈I×J

[
g̃i,j(www,yyy) +

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

f̃n,k(www,yyy))

]

= min
(i,j)∈I×J

{
g̃pi,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) + min

{
g̃ci,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) + f̃a

i,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)),

g̃ai,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)) + f̃ c

i,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j)

}
+

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

(
f̃ c
n,k(www

c
n,k, yyy

c
n,k) + f̃a

n,k(www
c
n,k, yyy

a
a(n,k)) + f̃p

n,k(www
p
n,k, yyy

p
n,k)

)}

f̃(www,yyy) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J

[
f̃ c
i,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) + f̃a

i,j(www
c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j)) + f̃p

i,j(www
p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j)

]
.

• ∑
(i,j)∈I×J ϕ̃i,j(wwwi,j , yyyi,j) = g̃S(www,yyy)− f̃(www,yyy) for

g̃S(www,yyy) =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J

[
g̃pi,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) + g̃cai,j(www

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j , yyy

a
a(i,j))

]
.

Based on the above sequential d.c. representations we obtain the following result.

Theorem 7. For g̃(www,yyy) = g̃S(www,yyy) ∨ g̃M(www,yyy), problem (6.21) is the following semi-definite

constrained d.c. function maximisation

max
www,yyy

[g̃(www,yyy)− f̃(www,yyy)] : www ∈ W̃B, (6.23), (6.26)
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where function f̃(www,yyy) is concave and smooth while function g̃(www,yyy) is concave but non-smooth.

Program (6.26) is in the form of (5.7) with zzz → (www,yyy), D → {(www,yyy) : www ∈ W̃B, (6.23)},

G(zzz) → g̃(www,yyy) and F (zzz) → f̃(www,yyy). Accordingly, initialized from a feasible solution (w(0), y(0))

of (6.26), κ-iteration (5.8) for κ = 1, 2, . . . , generates a feasible solution (w(κ+1), y(κ+1)) by

solving the convex program

max
www,yyy

[g̃(www,yyy)− f̃(w(κ), y(κ))− 〈∇f̃(w(κ), y(κ)), (www,yyy)− (w(κ), y(κ)〉] : www ∈ W̃B, (6.23). (6.27)

The gradient 〈∇f̃(w(κ), y(κ)), (www,yyy)− (w(κ), y(κ))〉 can be easily calculated from Equation (B.2)

in Appendix B.

Although (6.27) is a convex program, it is still not easily solved by existing convex solvers.

Thus, for computationally-efficient implementation of (6.27) by existing convex solvers, we next

introduce slack variables ttti,j := (tttci,j , ttt
a
a(i,j), ttt

p
i,j), ttt := [ttti,j ](i,j)∈I×J . These variables satisfy the

following semi-definite constraints

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyyci,j+σ2 ≤ tttci,j ,

|〈wwwc
i,j ,Hi,a(i,j)〉|2
yyya
a(i,j)

+σ2 ≤ tttaa(i,j),

|〈wwwp
i,j ,Hi,i,j〉|2
yyypi,j+σ2 ≤ tttpi,j , (i, j) ∈ I × J

(6.28)

and the self-concordant functions:

g̃cci,j(ttt
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) = log(1 + tttci,j)− log(e)tttci,j ,

f̃ cc
i,j(ttt

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) = − log(e)tttci,j ,

g̃aci,j(ttt
a
i,a(i,j), yyy

a
a(i,j)) = log(1 + tttaa(i,j))− log(e)tttaa(i,j),

f̃ac
i,j(ttt

a
i,a(i,j), yyy

a
a(i,j)) = − log(e)tttaa(i,j),

g̃pci,j(ttt
p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) = log(1 + tttpi,j)− log(e)tttpi,j ,

f̃pc
i,j (ttt

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) = − log(e)tttpi,j .
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Accordingly,

g̃c(ttt, yyy) := min
(i,j)∈I×J

{
g̃pci,j(ttt

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j) + min

{
g̃cci,j(ttt

c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j) + f̃ac

i,j(ttt
a
a(i,j), yyy

a
a(i,j)),

g̃aci,j(ttt
a
a(i,j), yyy

a
a(i,j)) + f̃ cc

i,j(ttt
c
i,j , yyy

c
i,j)

}
+

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

(
f̃ cc
n,k(ttt

c
n,k, yyy

c
ĩ,j̃
) + f̃ac

n,k(ttt
a
a(n,k), yyy

a
a(̃i,j̃)

) + f̃pc
n,k(ttt

p

ĩ,j̃
, yyypn,k)

)}
.

The convex program (6.27) is equivalent to the following convex computationally-tractable pro-

gram:

max
www,ttt,yyy

[
g̃c(ttt, yyy)− f̃(w(κ), y(κ))− 〈∇f(w(κ), y(κ)), (www,yyy)− (w(κ), y(κ))〉

]
: www ∈ W̃B, (6.23), (6.28).

(6.29)

Likewise, (6.20) can be equivalently converted into the canonical d.c. (difference of concave

functions) program (5.7) with zzz → (wwwp, yyyp), D → {(wwwp, yyyp) : wwwp ∈ W̃p
B, Φ̃i,j(www

p) ≤ yyypi,j , (i, j) ∈

I × J } and

F (zzz) → f̃p(wwwp, yyyp) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
f̃p
i,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j),

G(zzz) → g̃pS(wwwp, yyyp) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
g̃pi,j(www

p
i,j , yyy

p
i,j)

∨ g̃pM(wwwp, yyyp) := min
(i,j)∈I×J

[
g̃pi,j(www

p, yyyp) +
∑

(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
f̃p
n,k(www

p, yyyp))
]
.

Therefore it can also be solved by the DCIs described before. The gradient 〈∇f̃p(wp(κ), yp(κ)), (wwwp, yyyp)−

(wp(κ), yp(κ))〉 can also be easily calculated as Equation (B.2) in Appendix. B.

In summary, our approach toward finding the solution of (6.9) is as follows.

• Use DCIs to find optimized solution wp(0) of the coordinated covariance matrix problem

(6.20);

• Use wp(0) to determine the pairing strategy aL;
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• Use DCIs to find optimized solution w of (6.21)/(6.26).

6.5 Simulation Results

Except for the two deterministic simulation cases presented in subsection 6.5.1.1, all other Monte-

Carlo simulation results are obtained by averaging over 200 random channel realisations. For

the new common and private message splitting scheme (which shall be referred to in this section

as the “new scheme”), the number of common user pairs is made equal to the total number

of users (L = NK). When L = 2, there is only one pairing a ∈ A2. Otherwise, the pairing

map a ∈ ANL is then predetermined according to the procedure described at the beginning of

Section 6.3 to form problems (6.14) and (6.21). Naturally, the conventional private-only message

scheme, i.e., the conventional coordinate precoding/beamforming by (6.11) and (6.20) is referred

to as “conventional scheme” with no message splitting. The computational tolerance in DCIs is

set as ε = 10−5.

6.5.1 Covariance splitting

In this part, the SNR PB/σ
2 is set to 30 dB, unless otherwise indicated. The initial feasible

solutions for DCI are generated as follows:

• For a(i, j) = (̂i, ĵ) �= ∅,

Q
p(0)
i,j = β

[
σ2PB
KNt

(INt +HH
i,̂i,ĵ

Hi,̂i,ĵ)
−1 + Z

]
,

Q
c(0)
i,j = β

[
PB
KNt

(INt − σ2(INt +HH
i,̂i,ĵ

Hi,̂i,ĵ)
−1) + Z

]
,

(6.30)

where random matrix Z ∈ SNt
+ and real factor β ∈ (0, 1) are added to avoid trapped local

optimal solutions. The entries of Z are i.i.d. standard uniform random variables, while β

ensures that the initial solution takes 10% of the available power. This setting keeps user

(i, j)’s private message received by user (̂i, ĵ) below the noise level [6, 7, 59].
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• For a(i, j) = ∅, user (i, j)’s private covariance matrix is

QQQ
p(0)
i,j = arg min

QQQp
i,j∈S

Nt
+

∑
(n,k)∈I×J\(i,j)

〈Hi,n,kQQQ
p
i,jHi,n,k〉 : 〈QQQp

i,j〉 ≥ βPB/K. (6.31)

This ensures that user (i, j) maintains its private message transmission at a certain power

level while causing the minimal interference to other unintended receivers.

6.5.1.1 MIMO H-K network [6, Example 1] (Two examples)

There are two transmitters, each of them is equipped with Nt = 2 antennas. The first receiver

has 3 antennas and the second receiver has 2 antennas. The BS power budget is normalized to

PB = 1 and the noise power is also normalized to σ2 = 1. The channel strengths are given by

(δ1,1, δ2,1) = (20, 20) dB and (η1,2, η2,1) = (8, 12) dB, respectively. The channel matrices are as

given in [6, p. 4789]. In Fig. 6.1, the inner bounds are plotted by solving the linear inequalities

[6, (52a)-(52i)] and the outer bounds by [6, (11)-(17)] (which are also shown in [6, Fig. 6b]). The

joint decoding rates of obtained from successive decoding is calculated according to [9, (3)-(9)].

Numerical results are provided in Table 6.1 with the obtained solutions given by (B.3)-(B.5) in

Appendix. B. The so-called HK(s1) splitting scheme in [6] performs best among all schemes in

[6] in terms of the sum rate, but it even does not perform better than the conventional scheme

(with no message splitting). In terms of the minimal rate, the advantage of the new scheme

is marginal. Therefore, splitting message is not beneficial in this specific example. The rates

obtained by solving the optimal sum-rate and minimal rate problems are well outside the inner

bound region. To see the benefit of the new scheme over the conventional one, we increase

Table 6.1: Rate performance for [6, Example 1].

Sum rate (in bps/Hz) Minimal rate (in bps/Hz)
private rates common rates sum rate private rates common rates minimal rate

Conv. scheme - (9.3409, 6.5278) - 15.8687 (7.6581, 7.6581) - 7.6581

New scheme
Joint same as above (6.0933, 5.9680) (1.6464, 1.7717) 7.7397
Succ. same as joint rates

[6]
Joint (10.4210, 0.676) (0, 3.3623) 14.4593 (3.8006, 1.8307) (2.9388, 4.9087) 6.7394
Succ. (11.8524, 0.7030) (0, 1.9039) 14.4593 (5.5637, 1.8432) (2.9262, 3.1456) 4.9888

the interfering channel strength η2,1 from 12 dB to 19 dB, but keeping all other parameters
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Figure 6.1: Rate region and achievable rates for [6, Example 1].

unchanged. The achievable rates are provided in Table 6.2 with the obtained solutions given by

(B.6)-(B.9) in Appendix. B. The new scheme clearly enlarges the rate region when compared to

that of the conventional scheme. The joint and successive decoding rates of the optimal solutions

are almost the same, but the minimal rate obtained as in [6] drops significantly when changing

from joint decoding to successive decoding.

Table 6.2: Rate performance for the modified example in subsection 6.5.1.1

Sum rate (in bps/Hz) Minimal rate (in bps/Hz)
private rates common rates sum rate private rates common rates minimal rate

Conv. scheme - (9.0907, 6.6317) - 15.7224 (7.6407, 7.6407) - 7.6407

New scheme
Joint (9.1105, 0) (2.8398, 5.8573) 17.8076 (6.4958, 3.5853) (1.4584, 4.3689) 7.9542
Succ. (9.2143, 0) (2.8398, 5.7535) 17.8076 same as joint rates

[6]
Joint (11.3856, 0.1608) (0, 4.9788) 16.5252 (5.2993, 0.5518) (2.1952, 6.9427) 7.4945
Succ. (11.8214, 0.1607) (0, 4.5431) 16.5252 (5.5368, 0.5517) (3.7025, 5.4355) 5.9872

6.5.1.2 MIMO H-K network (N = 2,K = 1, Nt = 4, Nr = 2)

Next, the statistical performance of MIMO H-K networks is illustrated. To clarify the mech-

anism of the new scheme, following [7, 158], the direct channel gains are fixed at (δ1,1, δ2,1) =

(10dB, 20dB), while the interfering channel gains η1,2,1 = η2,1,1 are increased from −5dB to 20dB.

This is depicted in Fig. 6.3. These gain values are set to represent one or multiple channel effects
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Figure 6.2: Rate region and achievable rates for the modified example in subsection 6.5.1.1

such as path loss which mainly depend on the specific environment and relative transmitter/re-

ceiver positions. The simulation scenarios thus vary from weak MIMO IC to mixed MIMO IC.

Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 show the sum rates and the minimal rates versus the interfering channel

gains, respectively. Under the conventional scheme, the interference is simply treated as noise

so its achievable rates drop dramatically. In contrast, the benefit of decoded common messages

in the new scheme actually amplifies as the interfering gains increase. The corresponding sum

rates and minimal rates are seen improved in the presence of stronger interference.

Figure 6.3: Network configuration I: N = 2,K = 1, Nt = 4, Nr = 2.
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Figure 6.4: Network configuration II: N = 3,K = 1, Nt = 4, Nr = 2.

6.5.1.3 Three-user MIMO IC (N = 3,K = 1, Nt = 4, Nr = 2)

Fig. 6.4 depicts a 3-BS network where each BS serves only one user. As shown in Fig. 6.4,

the interfering channels η1,2,1 = η1,3,1 = η2,3,1 = η3,1,1 are virtually disabled by setting them

to a very low value of −50dB, while the direct channel gains (δ1,1,1, δ2,2,1, δ3,3,1) are fixed at

(10dB, 20dB, 5dB). The interfering channel gains η2,1,1 = η3,2,1 are increased from −10 dB to

30 dB for testing different scenarios of interference strength. Under this setting, user 1 and user

2 suffer increasingly from inter-cell interference. The rate capacity of the conventional scheme

shrinks as Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 show. In contrast, the new scheme is not only immune from

any significant rate deterioration, but also improve the rate gains slightly. Again, the benefit of

decoded common messages emerges as the level of interference increases.

6.5.1.4 Four-user MIMO IC (N = 2,K = 2, Nt = 4, Nr = 2)

As shown in Fig. 6.5, the direct channel gains δ1,1,1 = δ2,2,1 and δ1,1,2 = δ2,2,2 are, respectively,

fixed at 10dB and 15dB, and the interfering channels η2,1,1 = η2,1,2 are disabled by setting them
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Figure 6.5: Network configuration III: N = 2,K = 2, Nt = 4, Nr = 2.
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Figure 6.6: Sum rate vs. interfering channel strength η2,1,1 = η1,2,1.

to −50dB. The interfering channel gains η1,2,1 = η1,2,2 are increased from −10dB to 50dB. The

new scheme is able to moderate the rate deterioration as inter-cell interference increases.
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Figure 6.7: Minimal rate vs. interfering channel strength η2,1,1 = η1,2,1.
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Figure 6.8: Sum rate vs. interfering channel strength η2,1,1 = η3,2,1.

6.5.1.5 Computational experience

The first column block in Table 6.3 provides the number of d.c. iterations for all the MIMO

networks investigated in this section. A typical convergence behavior for sum rate optimization

(N = 2,K = 2, Nt = 4, Nr = 2) is given in Fig. 6.12, which is also a typical pattern for
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Figure 6.9: Minimal rate vs. interfering channel strength η2,1,1 = η3,2,1).
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Figure 6.10: Sum rate vs. interfering channel strength η1,2,1 = η1,2,2.

the minimal rate problem. Due to the complexity of the problem, DCI may experience a few

slow-progressing stages but its solutions are always guaranteed to be iteratively improved.
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Figure 6.11: Minimal rate vs. interfering channel strength η1,2,1 = η1,2,2.
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Figure 6.12: A typical DCI convergence pattern.

6.5.2 Beamforming splitting

Suppose Q
p(0)
i,j and Q

c(0)
i,j are the covariance matrix solution obtained by (6.30)-(6.31) with max-

imum eigenvalues λ
p(0)
i,j and λ

c(0)
i,j ) and corresponding eigenvectors (v

p(0)
i,j and v

c(0)
i,j ). Then the

initial feasible solutions for implementing DCI are taken by wp(0) =
√
λp(0)vp(0) and wc(0) =

√
λc(0)vc(0).
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6.5.2.1 Four-user MISO IC: N = 2,K = 2, Nt = 4, Nr = 1

The direct channel gains are all fixed at 5dB. The interfering channel gains η1,2,1 = η1,2,2 vary

from 0dB to 30dB while all other interfering channels are virtually removed by setting their gains

to −50 dB. The SNR (PB/σ
2) is set at 20dB. Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 depict the sum rate and

minimal rate, respectively. The conventional scheme fails to maintain both sum rate and the

worst user’s rate because interference becomes dominating. On the contrary, the new scheme

is able to maintain and even improve the rate metrics due to partially decoded interference by

means of common messages.
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Figure 6.13: Sum rate vs. interfering channel strength η1,2,1 = η1,2,2.

6.5.2.2 9-user MISO IC (N = 3,K = 3, Nt = 4, Nr = 1)

Consider a more practical three-cell network with three users per cell. The BSs are 1.4km apart

from each other. The users are uniformly distributed within their respective cells. All channel

assumptions are adopted from [9]. Although a ∈ A9 is predetermined, it should be emphasized

that a(i, j) �= ∅ does not mean that QQQp
i,j �= 0 at the optimality of (6.14), so the actual number of

active common message user pairs still varies from 0 to 9. Our investigation indicates that not
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Figure 6.14: Minimal rate vs. interfering channel strength η1,2,1 = η1,2,2.

more than 5 common user pairs are actually selected. Due to uniform user distribution and path

fading/ shadowing effects, the data (η, δ, PB
σ2 ) represents quite a complicated and unpredictable

interference situation. It has been reported that the conventional scheme could achieve rate

capacity for certain channel realizations [166]. We call a channel realisation “effective” if the

rate achieved by the new scheme outperforms that by the conventional scheme by more than 1%.

Otherwise, it is said to be “ineffective”. Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16 show the worst user’s rates and

sum rates versus BS power budgets, respectively. With PB = 30dBm, effective channels account

for 21.00% and 22.50% for the two problems, respectively. With the power budget increased to

PB = 70dBm, the numbers grow to 66.75% and 78.25%, accordingly. Clearly, the new scheme

is more effective for higher-SNR regimes.

6.5.2.3 Computational experience

The second column block in Table 6.3 provides the numbers of DCIs (6.29) for all the MISO

networks considered in this section. The numbers of SOCPs for solving the minimal rate max-

imisation for the MISO case are also included. The typical convergence behavior of DCI for

beamforming design is similar to that presented in Fig. 6.12. Table 6.4 provides the number
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of SDP needed for feasibility check by the algorithm of Reference [9]. It is also noted that the

performance of the algorithm in [9] strongly depends on the order of pairs picked for private

message decoding.

6.6 Conclusions

This chapter studied the optimized transmission strategies for interference mitigation in multi-

cell multi-user MIMO networks. The ability of splitting user massages into private and common

messages to expand the achievable rate region has been well understood, but its optimization

has never been adequately addressed. As an important contribution to addressing this issue,

this research formulated the optimal rate split problem as a non-smooth d.c. objective function

minimisation subject to convex constraints in the reduced space of the designed covariance matrix

variables only. Then tailored DCI algorithms were provided which guarantee rate improvement

after each iteration. In the presence of mild-to-strong interferences, comprehensive simulation

results demonstrated significant rate gains obtained by the new message-splitting scheme for

MIMO/MISO ICs. The results also showed that DCIs outperform the other existing methods

and converge within a relatively low number of iterations.
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Figure 6.15: Power vs. minimal rate: beamforming design.
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Figure 6.16: Power vs. sum rate: beamforming design.

Table 6.3: Average number of total d.c. iterations.

MIMO IC MISO IC
two-user three-user four-user four-user nine-user

Conventional Sum-Rate 11.53 14.26 16.28 10.89 16.49

New Sum-Rate 19.34 24.62 36.82 17.35 35.24

Conventional Min-Rate 12.92 17.76 19.02 12.04 18.12

New Min-Rate 22.01 27.17 44.29 20.13 38.12

Conventional Min-Rate by bisection - - - 20.06 18.45

Table 6.4: Algorithmic statistics: total number of SDP calls by the procedure in [9].

Designed Number of Common User Pairs (L)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

250.5 270.1 319.2 326.2 340.9 340.2 342.4 342.2 342.2



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this chapter, a review of the main contributions of this dissertation shall be outlined. In gen-

eral, the works in this dissertation address several challenging optimization designs with respect

to continuous and/or binary link variables which represent cross-layer controllable resources of

wireless systems. The main contributions of this thesis are three-fold:

• We observed that the binary link constraints are equivalent to the difference of two convex

sets. Therefore, the non-tractable binary constraints can be converted to d.c. constraints

in various forms. Based on this observation, the seemingly hard binary constraints are

converted into more tractable forms.

• We proposed effective d.c. decompositions for the concerned non-convex objective func-

tions and we proved the convexity of all member functions.

• Through the proof of strong Lagrangian duality, we showed that, the d.c. optimization of

d.c. function over d.c., and/or convex and/or affine sets can be equivalently converted into

a canonical d.c. optimization form where a d.c. function is optimized over convex and/or

affine sets only. We further develop various locally optimal DCI algorithms which perform

effectively with affordable computational complexity.

147
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In Chapter 1, a brief introduction to the concerned works and an overview of interesting problems

in the related fields was given.

In Chapter 2, we outlined some basic knowledge in wireless communications and optimization

theory. In particular, a generic d.c. optimization framework was proposed for frequent exploita-

tion in the following chapters.

In Chapter 3, a sensor network for spectrum sensing was studied. In achieving accurate sensing

while prolonging the overall battery life of the entire sensor network, the least correlated group

of sensors is to be selected. This design task embracing various correlation measure functions

was unified in a Bregman matrix deviation-based framework. Despite the non-smoothness of

the problem, we showed that it can be universally fit into the d.c. optimization framework

and solved efficiently by the proposed DCI algorithm. Accompanying simulation results clearly

showed the benefits of sensor selections and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

In Chapter 4, we studied a relay-assisted multi-user wireless network. The relays were each

assigned with binary link variables as well as beamforming variables. In both of orthogonal

transmission and non-orthogonal transmission scenarios, the relays could be activated/deac-

tivated for achieving optimal SNR or SINR fairness performance, respectively. This setting of

self-organizing network enabled flexibility of the relay array and could reduce consumption power

and communication overheads. We managed to represent the binary link variables in the form

of d.c. constraints and proved the SNR and SINR functions are also explicit d.c. functions.

We then proved that these general d.c. programs can be converted into a canonical d.c. pro-

gram in the form of d.c. objective function over convex and/or affine sets. Therefore, efficient

optimization procedures were proposed to jointly optimize the binary link variables and the

beamforming variables under the d.c. optimization framework. The extensive simulation results

demonstrated the viability of the novel relay selection scheme, as well as the efficiency of the

proposed procedure.

In Chapter 5 & 6, we started by studying the optimized covariance and precoding matrix design

in the conventional transmission scheme which treats interference as noise. The sum rate and
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minimal rate maximization problems were proved to be d.c. programs which could be handled

effectively by the d.c. optimization techniques. Later, the focus of research was shifted to

a novel transmission scheme which is based on the Han-Kobayashi message splitting [59] and

successive decoding [9]. Inspired by the Han-Kobayashi scheme [7, 59] which was devised for

the simplest 2-user SISO ICs, we split some users’ messages into common and private messages

for general MIMO interference networks which include MIMO IC as a special case. A brand-

new non-smooth reformulation of the combined rate for each user was firstly proposed which is

instrumental for all later developments. Pairing optimization is solved by a proposed heuristic

algorithm separately due to the great difficulty of joint optimization in this case. Then, the

hidden d.c. structure of the rate functions was revealed so the problems were subsequently

converted into d.c. programs. In a similar fashion, path-following algorithms were proposed

for these optimization tasks under the d.c. optimization framework which perform exceptionally

well in finding optimized solutions. Through extensive simulation results, we showed the obvious

benefits of this message-splitting scheme for some scenarios. As expected, its advantage over the

conventional scheme generally relies on the strength of interferences. Therefore, this new scheme

is particularly necessary for medium-/ strong-interference channels for which the conventional

scheme is obviously unable to achieve rate capacity.

We noted that the original works by Han-Kobayashi [59] was done in the 2-user SISO interference

channel which is a special case of MIMO and largely remains a puzzle today. Therefore, in

Appendix C, we dedicated to this case and placed our achieved rate pairs for some deterministic

channels in the rate region. By comparing them with the known inner bound, outer bounds and

rate pairs achieved by other splitting methods, we were able to see the benefit of the proposed

algorithm for more optimized and flexible power splits.

We also realized that, the conventional private message-only scheme which treats interference

merely as interference, is also a special case of the new message-splitting scheme when all com-

mon messages are zero. Therefore, in addition to Chapter 5, we presented detailed studies in

covariance design of cognitive MISO downlink networks in Appendix D. It was shown that the
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rate functions can also be interpreted as the difference of concave functions. Therefore, in the

framework of d.c. programming, we were able to show a variant method based on concave pro-

gramming for the considered cases. Compared to the generic d.c. programming based on convex

functions, this change leads to easier iterative programs which pave the way to computationally-

inexpensive closed-form solutions in some particular cases.



Appendix A

Proof for Proposition. 2

Suppose ϕ(μ) and (zμ, xμ) are the optimal value and optimal solution of the convex constrained

program (2.17), so

sup
μ≥0

ϕ(μ) = sup
μ≥0

min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

L(zzz,xxx, μ) ≤ min
(zzz,xxx)∈D

max
μ≥0

L(zzz,xxx, μ) = min (2.15). (A.1)

Note that
N∑

n=1

xxxn−
N∑

n=1

xxx2n ≥ 0 ∀(zzz,xxx) ∈ D so function L(zzz,xxx, μ) is increasing in μ for (zzz,xxx) ∈ D.

This means ϕ(μ) is increasing in μ and bounded by the optimal value of program (2.15). If
N∑

n=1

xμ0
n −

N∑
n=1

(xμ0
n )2 = 0 for some 0 ≤ μ0 < +∞ then (zμ0 , xμ0) is feasible to (2.15), so

ϕ(μ0) = L(zμ0 , xμ0 , μ0) = f(zμ0)− g(zμ0) ≥ min (2.15)

which together with (A.1) imply (2.16) and moreover ϕ(μ0) = sup
μ≥0

ϕ(μ) as well as

ϕ(μ) = f(zμ0)− g(zμ0) = min (2.15) ∀ μ ≥ μ0, (A.2)

proving the second statement of the Proposition.

Now, suppose that

N∑
n=1

x(μ)n −
N∑

n=1

(x(μ)n )2 > 0 for all μ > 0. The sequence {(zμ, xμ)} is bounded

and by taking a subsequence if necessary one can assume (zμ, x(μ)) → (z∞, x(∞)) ∈ D with
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N∑
n=1

x(∞)
n −

N∑
n=1

(x(∞)
n )2 = 0, because otherwise ϕ(μ) = f(z(μ))−g(z(μ))+μ(

N∑
n=1

x(μ)n −
N∑

n=1

(x(μ)n )2) →

+∞, a contradiction. This means (z∞, x∞) is feasible to (2.15) and

sup
μ≥0

ϕ(μ) = f(z∞, x∞)− g(z∞, x∞) ≥ min (2.15),

which together with (A.1) yield (2.16). Furthermore, if the supremum of the righ hand side of

(2.16) attains at μ0 then the second statement of the Proposition also follows by noticing that

f(z∞, x∞)− g(z∞, x∞) = ϕ(μ0) so (z∞, x∞) is the optimal solution of (2.17).



Appendix B

Gradients & Numerical Solutions

B.1 Gradient formula 1

For function Θ(QQQ) = log(
∑

(i,j)∈I×J Hi,jQQQi,jH
H
i,j + δ2IIINr), the gradient is

〈∇Θ(Q(κ)),QQQ−Q(κ)〉 = trace{(
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
Hi,jQ

(κ)
i,j H

H
i,j + δ2IIINr)

−1 ∑
(i,j)∈I×J

Hi,j(QQQi,j −Q
(κ)
i,j )H

H
i,j}

(B.1)

B.2 Gradient formula 2

For function θ(www,yyy) = |〈www,H〉|2/(yyy + σ2), the gradient is

〈∇θ(w(κ), y(κ)), (www,yyy)− (w(κ), y(κ))〉 = 2Re{〈w
(κ), H〉

y(κ) + σ2
〈www − w(κ), H〉} − |〈w(κ), H〉|2

(y(κ) + σ2)2
(yyy − y(κ)).

(B.2)
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B.3 Numerical solutions

B.3.1 Solutions for [6, Example 1] in subsection 6.5.1.1

• For sum rate optimisation under the conventional scheme:

Qp
1,1 =

[
0.7909 −0.0507+0.1009i

−0.0507−0.1009i 0.2091

]
, Qp

2,1 =
[

0.7018 0.0040+0.4575i
0.0040−0.4575i 0.2982

]
. (B.3)

• For sum rate optimisation under the new scheme: It is the same as above with Qc = 000.

• For minimal rate optimisation under the conventional scheme:

Qp
1,1 =

[
0.6508 −0.2651+0.3962i

−0.2651−0.3962i 0.3492

]
, Qp

2,1 =
[

0.6177 −0.1103+0.4733i
−0.1103−0.4733i 0.3823

]
. (B.4)

• For minimal rate optimisation under the new scheme:

Qp
1,1 =

[
0.2057 −0.0839+0.1738i

−0.0839−0.1738i 0.1811

]
, Qp

2,1 =
[

0.1608 −0.0117+0.1397i
−0.0117−0.1397i 0.1222

]
,

Qc
1,1 =

[
0.6099 −0.0409−0.0194i

−0.0409+0.0194i 0.0034

]
, Qc

2,1 =
[

0.4621 −0.1206+0.2705
−0.1206−0.2705i 0.2550

]
.

(B.5)

B.3.2 Solutions for the modified example in subsection 6.5.1.1

• For sum rate optimisation under the conventional scheme:

Qp
1,1 =

[
0.8274 −0.0401+0.1202i

−0.0401−0.1202i 0.1726

]
, Qp

2,1 =
[

0.6809 −0.0137+0.4659i
−0.0137−0.4659i 0.3191

]
. (B.6)

• For sum rate optimisation under the new scheme:

Qp
1,1 =

[
0.1189 −0.0913+0.0451i

−0.0913−0.0451i 0.2392

]
, Qp

2,1 = 000,

Qc
1,1 =

[
0.5886 0.1326−0.1173i

0.1326+0.1173i 0.0532

]
, Qc

2,1 =
[

0.6015 0.0134+0.1352i
0.0134−0.1352i 0.3985

]
.

(B.7)

• For minimal rate optimisation under the conventional scheme:

Qp
1,1 =

[
0.6101 −0.2737+0.4037i

−0.2737−0.4037i 0.3899

]
, Qp

2,1 =
[

0.5724 −0.2297+0.4382
−0.2297−0.4382 0.4276

]
. (B.8)
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• For minimal rate optimisation under the new scheme:

Qp
1,1 =

[
0.2135 −0.1285+0.1420i

−0.1285−0.1420i 0.1718

]
, Qp

2,1 =
[

0.0153 −0.0380+0.0045i
−0.0380−0.0045i 0.0958

]
,

Qc
1,1 =

[
0.6129 −0.0285−0.0159i

−0.0285+0.0159 0.0017

]
, Qc

2,1 =
[

0.6392 0.0484+0.3008i
0.0484−0.3008i 0.2497

]
.

(B.9)



Appendix C

Optimized Power Splits for

Han-Kobayashi Interference

Mitigation

C.1 Introduction

Two-user interference channels (ICs) have been a central research topic for over five decades but

their capacity region has not been fully characterized. In fact, the capacity region is known only

for extremal cases such as zero IC, strong or very strong IC and strong one-sided IC (see e.g. [7]

and references therein). It is still unknown for weak or moderate and mixed IC.

The best capacity region for weak or mixed IC is due to Han and Kobayashi (HK) scheme

[59], where each sender splits its message into a private message and a common message. The

private message is decoded by the intended receiver while the common message is decoded by

both receivers. The characterisation of this HK capacity region is very complex. In this context,

power split for private and common messages is crucial but its optimal solution is still unsolvable.

For weak ICs, the known suboptimal split is to keep power of interference by private message

at the level of power noise for the unintended receiver [7]. It achieves rates within 1 bps/Hz of
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capacity outer bound. Since then, various outer bounds have also been developed [7, 61, 173]. A

more general form of outer bound and sum-rate capacity for weak IC was given in [171]. There

is also another outer bound for the weak and mixed IC [170]. To the authors’s best knowledge,

the optimized power split has been considered only very recently in [9] for multi-user ICs. To

avoid the complicated joint decoding of common and private messages, [9] employed successive

decoding with a sub-optimal heuristic method to maximize the worst user’s combined rate. It

was shown there that the less complex successive decoding matches the rates by joint decoding

in most cases. However, their power split scheme is not efficient and not suitable for sum rate

optimisation.

In this research, we adopt successive decoding and consider the two mentioned problems of

sum rate maximisation and maximin combined rate optimisation in a unified d.c. (difference of

convex functions) optimisation framework [16]. Unlike previous studies, the problem model and

formulation are suitable for all categories of ICs. A tailored iterative algorithm (DCI) improves

the solution at each iteration. The optimality of the algorithm is seen by plotting its obtained

rates in the rate region along with the known inner and outer bounds and the private-only

rate region. The results also suggest when making interference decodable (common message) is

beneficial and when it should simply be treated as noise.

The research is organized as follows. Section C.2 is devoted to the problem formulation and the

proposed solution. Section C.3 presents simulation results for different types of ICs and Monte

Carlo tests. Section C.4 concludes the research.

C.2 Problem Statement

Consider a two-user Gaussian interference channel where two single-antenna transmitters trans-

mit to their respective receivers,

y1 =
√

δ1,1h1,1x1 +
√
η2,1h2,1x2 + z1,

y2 =
√
η2,1h2,1x1 +

√
δ2,2h2,2x2 + z2,

(C.1)
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where xi and yi are the transmit and receive signals. zi is noise at receiver i which is independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with zero-mean and unit-variance σ2. E[|xi|2] = 1. hi,j ∈ C

is the normalized channel from transmitter i to receiver j.

Assuming unit power and unit variance of noise, δi,i represents the signal-to-noise ratio for user

i (SNRi) and ηi,j (i �= j) is the interference-to-noise ratio for user j (INRj) due to interference

from user i. Let h̃i,i :=
√

δi,ihi,i for i = 1, 2, and h̃i,j =
√
ηi,jhi,j for i �= j. The channel is thus

fully parameterized by the set of (SNRi, INRj).

Following the superposition coding and joint decoding in HK, each user i splits its message into

a private message xpi and a common message xci (i.e., xi = xpi + xci ). The private message of

each transmitter is decoded by its dedicated receiver, while its common message can be decoded

by both receivers. Let the power allocated to user i’s private message be ppppi = E(|xpi |2) and

its corresponding rate be R̃p
i . Similarly, let the power allocated to its common message be

pppci = E(|xci |2) and the corresponding rate be R̃c
i . The normalized power constraint is

ppppi + pppci ≤ 1, i = 1, 2. (C.2)

Under joint decoding, a pair of achievable rates (R̃p, R̃c) must satisfy the following system of

inequalities for i = 1, 2, j �= i and Si = |h̃j,i|2ppppj +σ2 [9]: |h̃i,i|2ppppi ≤ (2R̃
p
i −1)Si, |h̃i,i|2pppci ≤ (2R̃

c
i −

1)Si, |h̃j,i|2pppcj ≤ (2R̃
c
j −1)Si, |h̃i,i|2ppppi + |h̃i,i|2pppci ≤ (2R̃

p
i+R̃c

i −1)Si, |h̃i,i|2ppppi + |h̃j,i|2pppcj ≤ (2R̃
p
i+R̃c

j −

1)Si, |h̃i,i|2pppci + |h̃j,i|2pppcj ≤ (2R̃
c
i+R̃c

j − 1)Si, |h̃i,i|2ppppi + h̃i,i|2pppci + |h̃j,i|2pppcj ≤ (2R̃
p
i+R̃c

i+R̃c
j − 1)Si.

To avoid the prohibitive complexity posed by joint decoding, [9] used successive decoding which

is able to retain the achievable rates by joint decoding but with great simplicity. Therefore, a

natural design objective is to find the optimal private-to-common message power split for each

user so that the network’s sum rate or minimum rate is maximized.

Let ppp := (pppc, pppp)T be the design power split vectors where pppc := (pppc1, ppp
c
2) and pppp := (pppp1, ppp

p
2). The

power of the received signal plus interference for user-i is

MMM i(ppp) =
2∑

n=1

|h̃n,i|2(ppppn + pppcn).
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Following the successive decoding order, user i decodes its own common message with rate

Rc
i (ppp) = log2(1 + |h̃i,i|2pppci/(MMM c

i + σ2)); user i’s common message is decoded by user j �= i with

rate Ra
i (ppp) = log2(1 + |h̃i,j |2pppci/(MMMa

j + σ2)); user i decodes its own private message with rate

Rp
i (ppp) = log2(1 + |h̃i,i|2ppppi /(MMMp

i + σ2)). Here MMM c
i = MMM i − |h̃i,i|2pppci , MMMa

j = MMM c
j − |h̃i,j |2pppci and

MMMp
i = MMMa

i − |h̃i,i|2ppppi , j �= i. The achievable rate region under this successive decoding order is

thus

RRR(ppp) := {{RRRp
i +RRRc

i}i=1:2 : RRR
p
i ≤ Rp

i (ppp),

RRRc
i ≤ Rc

i (ppp),RRR
c
i ≤ Ra

i (ppp)}

The crucial step is to represent the achievable rate of user i by nonsmooth function [62]

Ri(ppp) = Rp
i (ppp) + min{Rc

i (ppp), R
a
i (ppp)}.

For the overall system performance, the following sum rate optimization problem is studied

max
ppp

R1(ppp) +R1(ppp) s.t. (C.2). (C.3)

For the fairness of the achievable rates among users, the following maximin rate problem is

addressed

max
ppp

min{R1(ppp), R2(ppp)} s.t. (C.2). (C.4)

Even with successive decoding, the above problems are still highly nonconvex and very compli-

cated and thus pose great challenges to optimisation. Below, Theorem 8 reveals that each of

the rate functions can be decomposed into a d.c. function and Theorem 9 indicates that both

of the problems can be unified in a d.c. optimisation framework and properly addressed by the

proposed DCI algorithm [56, 92]

Theorem 8. [56] Each of functionsRc
i (ppp), R

a
i (ppp) andRp

i (ppp) is a d.c. function: R
c
i (ppp) = log2(e)(f

c
i (ppp)−

gci (ppp)), R
a
i (ppp) = log2(e)(f

a
i (ppp) − gai (ppp)), R

p
i (ppp) = log2(e)(f

p
i (ppp) − gpi (ppp)), with convex functions

f c
i (ppp) = − ln(σ2 + MMM c

i (ppp)), gci (ppp) = − ln(σ2 + MMM i(ppp)), fa
i (ppp) = − ln(σ2 + MMMa

j (ppp)), gai (ppp) =

− ln(σ2 +MMMa
j (ppp) + |h̃i,j |2pppci ), fp

i (ppp) = − ln(σ2 +MMMp
i (ppp)), g

p
i (ppp) = − ln(σ2 +MMMp

i (ppp) + |h̃i,i|2ppppi ).
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Now, using the following sequential d.c. representations [16]

• 1
log2(e)

min{Rc
i (ppp), R

a
i (ppp)} = f ca

i (ppp)−gcai (ppp) with f ca
i (ppp) := f c

i (ppp)+fa
i (ppp), g

ca
i (ppp) := max{gci (ppp)+

fa
i (ppp), g

a
i (ppp) + f c

i (ppp)}.

• 1
log2(e)

Ri(ppp) := fi(ppp)− gi(ppp) with fi(ppp) := fp
i (ppp) + f ca

i (ppp), gi(ppp) := gpi (ppp) + gca(ppp).

• 1

log2(e)
min
i=1,2

Ri(ppp) = F (ppp) − Gmax(ppp) with F (ppp) := f1(ppp) + f2(ppp), G
max(ppp) := max

i=1,2
[gi(ppp) +

f3−i(ppp)]

• 1

log2(e)

∑
i=1,2

Ri(ppp) = F (ppp)−G
∑
(ppp) with G

∑
(ppp) := g1(ppp) + g2(ppp).

we come up with the following

Theorem 9. Let G(ppp) ∈ {Gmax(ppp), G
∑
(ppp)}, problem (C.3) or (C.4) is the following convex

constrained d.c. function minimisation

min
ppp

[G(ppp)− F (ppp)] : (C.2). (C.5)

Proof: See proof in [62].

Initialized from a feasible solution ppp(0) satisfying (C.2), κ-th iteration for κ = 1, 2, · · · generates

a feasible solution p(κ) by solving the convex program

min
ppp

[G(ppp)− 〈∇F (p(κ−1)), ppp− p(κ−1)〉] : (C.2), (C.6)

where ∇F (p(κ−1)), ppp− p(κ−1)〉 = −∑2
i=1〈∇f c

i (p
(κ)) +∇fa

i (p
(κ)) +∇fp

i (p
(κ)), ppp− p(κ)〉.

Proposition 3. [56, 92] The above d.c. iterations (DCI) generate a sequence of improved feasible

solutions {p(κ)} to (C.3) or (C.4), which converge to an optimal solution p. Consequently, it

terminates after finitely many iterations under the stopping criterion Ω(p(κ)) − Ω(p(κ−1)) ≤

ε Ω(p(κ)) for Ω(p) ∈ {min
i=1,2

Ri(p),

2∑
i=1

Ri(p)}.

Proof: See proof in [56].
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C.3 Simulation Results

Three case studies of the weak or mixed IC followed by Monte Carlo simulation are presented.

The tolerance ε = 10−5 is set in all simulations. In all the figures, the legends ”Inner”, ”Outer

ETW”, and ”Outer SKC” refer to the inner/ outer bounds developed by [7] and [171], respec-

tively. The performance of the proposed algorithm is found not sensitive to particular initialized

solutions. Like [7], HK(α, β) refers to power split |h̃1,2|2pp1/σ2 = α and |h̃2,1|2pp2/σ2 = β.

C.3.1 Weak interference channel

C.3.1.1 Case 1 [7, (60)] (SNR1 = 38.799, SNR2 = 46.108, INR1 = 37.861, INR2 =

13.089 (dB))

The inner bound is found by solving the system of inequalities [7, (61)], and the outer bounds

by [7, (36)] and [171, (1-3)], respectively.

Using successive decoding, the proposed DCI converges to HK(0.0290, 2.3085) and HK(0.6906, 1.8096)

in 11 and 15 iterations for sum rate (C.3) and maximin rate (C.4), respectively. Obviously, the

rate performance of successive decoding is always bounded by joint decoding. However, we have

found that these successive decoding rates and joint decoding rates are not different under the

optimal HK(0.0290, 2.3085) and HK(0.6906, 1.8096), but they are different under the suboptimal

HK(1, 1) by [7]. Compared to the conventional private only messaging, HK(0.0290, 2.3085) im-

proves the sum rate by 4.75% to 16.0443 bps/Hz, while HK(0.6906, 1.8096) improves the minimal

rate by 35.88% to 7.6384 bps/Hz. The total fairness among user rates only results in a 4.78%

sum rate loss. Both optimal HK(0.0290, 2.3085) and HK(0.6906, 1.8096) are very close to their

respective theoretical upper bounds. Additional exhaustive search through all power splitting

ratios (pc1 ∈ [0, 1], pc2 ∈ [0, 1]) also verifies the optimality of DCI for this case. It is noted such a

method requires very fine searching (at least 105 sampling points on each ratio parameter) that

takes much longer computation time than the proposed algorithm.
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Figure C.1: Weak interference channel rate region: case 1.

C.3.1.2 Case 2 [7, (64)] (SNR1 = 19.841, SNR2 = 17.037, INR1 = −1.843, INR2 =

11.879 (dB))

The inner bound is found by solving [7, (66), p.5550], and the outer bounds by [7, (36)] and

[171, (1-3)], respectively.

Different from the above case, the convex private-only rate region in Fig. C.2 indicates that

the channel is more noise-limited than interference-limited. The private-only rate region mostly

overlaps with the 1-bit region (the region between the inner and ETW outer bound) due to

weaker interference links. The squeezed tight transitional region makes any rate improvement

unlikely.

Again, the suboptimal split HK(1, INR1) by [7] results in different joint rates and successive

rates. The optimal HK(2.8029, 0.6543) for the maximin rate by DCI in 5 iterations improves the

minimal rate slightly from 3.7021 bps/Hz of the private-only messaging to 3.8370 bps/Hz. It lies

in a very close neighborhood of the theoretical outer bound. However, there is no improvement

in terms of sum rate. Again, exhaustive search proves the optimality of the solutions found by
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DCI for both problems. It is important to realize that common message may not always improve

certain rate performance such as sum rate.
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Figure C.2: Weak interference channel rate region: case 2.

C.3.2 Mixed interference channel [7, (70)] (SNR1 = 20, SNR2 = 10, INR1 = 15,

INR2 = 5 (dB))

The inner bound and outer bounds are found by solving the system of inequalities [7, (70)], and

[7, (36),(48)], respectively.

From Fig. C.3, we can see the channel is interference-limited (concave). Its optimal sum rate

occurs when user 2 is disabled, and its optimal minimal rate is achieved with a substantial

46.2% sum rate loss. The suboptimal HK(1, 0) by [7] results in user rates (R1, R2) lying on the

overlapping section ∂R2/∂R1 = −1 of the outer bound and the inner bound so it is actually the

optimal solution for sum rate optimisation. Similarly, the joint rates and successive rates based

on HK(0.3846, 0) by DCI also lie on the outmost section of the outer bound ∂R2/∂R1 = −1. This

means both splits output the optimal sum rate of 7.0512 bps/Hz, which is about 6.0% better

than that by the private-only messaging. Remarkably, the DCI stops in 5 iterations for the sum

rate optimisation and the user rates by joint decoding and successive decoding are different even
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when their sum rates remain the same. For the maximin rate problem, DCI locates a solution

HK(0.1295, 0) in 4 iterations, improving the minimal rate by more than 50% to 2.8495 bps/Hz,

which is very close to its upper bound.
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Figure C.3: Mixed interference channel rate region

C.3.3 Monte Carlo simulation

The two transmitters are placed 1.4 km apart forming two hexagonal cells and the receivers

are uniformly distributed within their respective cells. Same simulation assumptions on fading

channel and antenna gains are adopted from [9]. From the above case-2 and case-3, we have

realized that common message may not always lead to rate gains for certain types of channels,

especially noise-limited channels for which the private-only scheme may already be able to achieve

the minimal rate or sum rate capacity. Therefore, we define a channel as ’effective’ if the rate

performance of common message scheme outperforms that of the private-only scheme by at least

1%. Otherwise, it is defined as an ’ineffective’ channel.

It is seen from Fig. C.4 and Fig. C.5 that the benefits of common message increases as the

available power grows, especially for the minimal rate performance. The private-only messaging

performance for effective channels is worse than that for ineffective channels because the former
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generally suffer more from interference (interference-limited) than the latter. For the more

interference-limited channels (effective), the HK scheme takes advantage of decoded interference

and thus effectively improves rate performance in general. For the more noise-limited channels

(ineffective), such cooperation is not beneficial due to ignorable interference. In fact, private-only

scheme alone tends to achieve the rate capacity for these channels.

C.4 Conclusion

In this research, we study the optimized power split of common and private messages under the

Han-Kobayashi scheme for interference channels. By using successive decoding and recasting

the resulted problems into much more tractable formulations of d.c. programming, we have

developed an efficient iterative algorithm. In the presented cases, the algorithm was able to

locate almost optimal solutions. Monte Carlo simulation results also proved its effectiveness.
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Appendix D

Maximization of Sum Rate in

Cognitive Multi-cell Wireless

Networks with QoS Constraints

D.1 Introduction

In a cellular communication network, coordinated transmission among the base stations (BSs)

plays a crucial role in alleviating inter-cell interference, leading to improvement of the network’s

capacity. This research is concerned with a MISO communication scenario that applies to the

downlink of such a communication network. In particular, the BSs are equipped with multiple

antennas, whereas each mobile terminal (MT) is equipped with a single antenna. Transmission

is over flat-fading channels with perfect CSI available at the BSs (or a central processing unit

connected to all BSs). The BSs jointly determine the optimal transmit covariance matrices to

maximize the weighted sum rate subject to different QoS constraints.

Several specific cases of such sum-rate maximisation problems were studied in [174, 175] from

the viewpoint of game theory, while Reference [176] employs uplink-downlink duality to develop

an iterative algorithm based on geometric programming. Reference [11] applies the monotonic

167
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optimization framework [138, 157] to locate the global optimal solutions. All these mentioned

references were concerned with noncognitive networks under some particular power constraints,

in which all MTs are PUs with no requirement for their individual QoS. It should be emphasized

that the individual QoSs in terms of the rate thresholds are absolutely necessary to prevent the

user discrimination inherent in sum-rate maximization, which usually assigns most of the sum

rate to a few users only and thus practically disable the service for other users.

In cognitive networks, where MTs become secondary users (SUs), the BS transmit powers must

satisfy additional ”cognitive” constraints so the existing algorithms, which are appropriate for

some particular power constraints of non-cognitive networks, are no longer suitable. Similarly,

while the procedure of alternating optimization developed in [177, Table 1] is computationally

inexpensive, it is specifically developed for a single-cell network under individual user power

constraints. but again it is purposely only for a single cell network under individual user power

constraints. If only a simple convex constraint is added, the method proposed in [177] looses

its tractability and is not suitable for cognitive multi-cell networks. In fact, the method of

alternating optimisation was extended to the uplink transmission of a non-cognitive multi-cell

network in [178] but it suffers from the same drawback, namely it does not work if simple convex

constraints are added. The alternating optimization approach is simply not suitable for the class

of optimisation problems considered in this research.

The remaining of this research is organized as follows. Section D.2 introduces the optimization

problem and a useful reformulation based on concave programming is presented. Then, a simple

Frank-and-Wolfe type (FW) algorithm is applied to find the solutions. Simulation results in

Section D.3 show that the FW algorithm converges in a modest number of iterations. The

advantages of the FW algorithm are its simple implementation, fast convergence and good

performance under various constraints. Section D.4 concludes the research.
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D.2 Problem Formulation and Iterative FW

Consider a multicell cellular network consisting of N BSs. Each BS is equipped with Nt transmit

antennas and exclusively serves K MTs within its cell in downlink transmission. Let xi,j be the

signal vector intended for the jth MT in the ith cell (which shall be referred to as user (i, j)) and

WWW i,j ∈ SNt
+ be its covariance matrix. Accordingly, WWW := [WWW i,j ]i=1:N,j=1:K ∈ C

(NtN)×(KNt) is the

collection of all covariance matrices. By defining the index sets I = {1 : N} and J = {1 : K},

the received signal zi,j at user (i, j) is the following combination of intra-cell signals, inter-cell

interferences plus noise:

zi,j = hHi,i,jxi,j +
∑

(m,k)∈I×J\(i,j)
hHm,i,jxm,k + ni,j .

In the above expression, hHm,i,j ∈ C
1×Nt is the channel vector from the BS in the mth cell to

user (i, j), whereas the additive white noise component ni,j is modeled as zero-mean circularly-

symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with variance σ2.

The achievable information rate (in nats) at the user (i, j) is

ϕi,j(WWW ) := ln(1 + hHi,i,jWWW i,jhi,i,j/(Φi,j(WWW ) + σ2)),

where Φi,j(WWW ) :=
∑

(m,k)∈I×J\(i,j) h
H
m,i,jWWWm,khm,i,j . Given the rate thresholds γi,j > 0, (i, j) ∈

I × J , the QoS constraints ϕi,j(WWW ) ≥ γi,j are the following convex set

Wqos = {WWW : hHi,i,jWWW i,jhi,i,j ≥ (2γi,j − 1)(Φi,j(WWW ) + σ2), (i, j) ∈ I × J }. (D.1)

Meanwhile, other relevant and practical constraints considered

WB = {WWW : ψB(WWW ) := max
i∈I

∑
j∈J

〈WWW i,j〉 ≤ PB}, (D.2)

WC = {WWW : max
r=1:R

∑
(i,j)∈I×J

hH0,i,rWWW i,jh0,i,r ≤ P0}. (D.3)
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The constraint in (D.2) sets the BS transmit power limit 1, while the constraint in (D.3) applies

for a cognitive network in which users (i, j) are secondary users (SUs) and share the spectrum

with R primary users (PUs)[14, 179]. Here, h0,i,r is the channel vector from ith BS to PU r,

and P0 sets a tolerance level toward the secondary interference.

In this research, we are concerned with the following program of sum rate maximisation

max
WWW

N∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

ϕi,j(WWW ) : WWW ∈ W := Wqos ∩WB ∩ SNt
+ . (D.4)

As briefly mentioned in the Introduction, without the QoS constraint (D.1), the sum rate max-

imisation (D.4) tends to discriminate many users by allocating most of sum rates to a few users

only. The issue can be overcome by weighted sum rate maximization but there is no systematic

way for weight assignments.

It is obvious that

ϕi,j(WWW ) = fi,j(WWW )− gi,j(WWW ),

with

fi,j(WWW ) := ln(Ψi,j(WWW ) + σ2)

Ψi,j(WWW ) := hHi,i,jWWW i,lhi,i,j +Φi,j(WWW ) =
∑

(m,k)∈I×J hHm,i,jWWWm,khm,i,j

and

gi,j(WWW ) := ln(Φi,j(WWW ) + σ2)

are concave functions in WWW [116, p. 465]. Each function ϕi,j(WWW ) thus is a d.c. function [16].

Therefore, (D.4) is a d.c. program [16]. Similar to [56], the DCI algorithm can generate a se-

quence of improved solutions {W (κ)}, which converge to an optimized solution of (D.4) in a finite

number of iterations [62]. Extensive simulations done in [62] have shown that DCI converges

fairly quickly. However, its iterations are max det maximisation, which, although convex, are

not easily implemented. We now develop an alternative procedure, which involves only convex

1The antenna transmit power limit WA := {WWW : ψA(WWW ) := max(i,�)∈{1:N}×{1:Nt}
∑K

j=1WWW i,j(�, �) ≤ PA} can
be also easily incorporated
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quadratic iterations and thus is easily implementable.

It is immediate to see that ϕi,j(WWW ) = −ψi,j(WWW ) where ψi,j(WWW ) = ln(1−hHi,i,jWWW i,jhi,i,j/(Ψi,j(WWW )+

σ2)), so (D.4) is equivalent to

min
WWW

ψ(WWW ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
ψi,j(WWW ) : WWW ∈ W (D.5)

in the sense that they share the same optimal solution with the sign-opposite optimal values.

Our main result is the following theorem.

Theorem 10. Program (D.5) is equivalent to

min
WWW,VVV=[VVV i,j ](i,j)∈I×J

γ(VVV ,WWW ) :=
∑

(i,j)∈I×J
γi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ) : (D.6a)

WWW ∈ W ,VVV i,jVVV
H
i,j �WWW i,j , (i, j) ∈ I × J , (D.6b)

which is a concave program because functions γi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ) := ln(1−hHi,i,jVVV i,jVVV
H
i,jhi,i,j/(Ψi,j(WWW )+

σ2)) are concave in their variables (VVV i,j ,WWW ) while constraint (D.6b) is convex.

Lemma 8. Function and τi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ) := hHi,i,jVVV i,jVVV
H
i,jhi,i,j/(Ψi,j(WWW ) + σ2) is convex in VVV ∈

C
Nt×Nt and WWW = [WWW i,j ](i,j)∈I×J with WWW i,j � 0.

Proof: By [137, Th. 2], function χ(ttt, yyy) := |ttt|2/(yyy2 + σ2) is convex in (ttt, yyy) ∈ C × R+, i.e. for

all (t
, y
) ∈ C× R+, � = 1, 2 and α ∈ [0, 1],

χ(α(t1, y1) + (1− α)(t2, y2)) ≤ αχ(t1, y1) + (1− α)χ(t2, y2).

Therefore, for every (V
(
)
i,j ,W

(
)), setting t
 = (V
(
)
i,j )

Hhi,i,j , y
 = Ψi,j(W
(
)), � = 1, 2, gives

τi,j(α(V
(1)
i,j ,W (1)) + (1− α)(V

(2)
i,j ,W (2))) = χ(α(t1, y1) + (1− α)(t2, y2))

≤ αχ(t1, y1) + (1− α)χ(t2, y2)

= ατi,j(V
(1)
i,j ,W (1)) + (1− α)τi,j(V

(2)
i,j ,W (2)),
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showing the convexity of τi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ).

Proof of Theorem 10. Each WWW = [WWW i,j ](i,j)∈I×J feasible to (D.4) can be factorized as

WWW i,j = VVV i,jVVV
H
i,j with (WWW,VVV ) feasible to (D.6) and ψ(WWW ) = γ(VVV ,WWW ). Therefore, min (D.4) ≥

min (D.6). On the other hand, under constraint VVV i,jVVV
H
i,j � WWW i,j in (D.6), it is true that

hHi,i,jVVV i,jVVV
H
i,jhi,i,j/Ψi,j(WWW ) ≤ hHi,i,jWWW i,jhi,i,j/Ψi,j(WWW ), so γi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ) ≥ ψi,j(WWW ) yielding γ(VVV ,WWW ) ≥

ψ(WWW ) for all (VVV ,WWW ) feasible to (D.6). Since each (VVV ,WWW ) feasible to (D.6) results in WWW feasible

to (D.4), the later comparison between the objectives of (D.4) and (D.6) means min (D.6) ≥

min (D.4), proving min (D.6) = min (D.4).

It remains to show that each function ψi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ) is concave, or −ψi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ) is convex, which

is written as the composition − ln(1 − τi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW )). Function − ln(1 − τi,j) is convex and in-

creasing in 0 < τi,j < 1 while τi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW ) is convex in (VVV i,j ,WWW ) according to the above Lemma

8, so the composition − ln(1− τi,j(VVV i,j ,WWW )) is convex by [16, Prop. 2.8].

For the above concave program (D.6), initialized from feasible solution W (0) ∈ W and V (0)

with W
(0)
i,j = V

(0)
i,j (V

(0)
i,j )H , the well known FW algorithm [88, 89] generates the iterative solution

(W (κ+1), V (κ+1)) for κ = 0, 1, . . . by solving the convex program

min
(WWW,VVV )

〈∇γ(V (κ),W (κ)), (VVV ,WWW )〉 : (D.6b). (D.7)

The reader is referred to [88, 89] for the convergence of such sequence {(W (κ), V (κ))} to an

optimized solution. The FW algorithm is thus terminated in finitely many iterations by the

stop criterion |γ(V (κ),W (κ))− γ(V (κ+1),W (κ+1))|/|γ(V (κ),W (κ))| ≤ ε for some tolerance level ε.

Due to the concavity of the objective function, the line search involved in the conventional FW

algorithm is bypassed because each convex program (D.7) provides a majorant minimization

for the concave program (D.6). In fact, {(W (κ), V (κ)} is a sequence of improved solution, i.e.

γ(V (κ+1),W (κ+1)) < γ(V (κ),W (κ)) for all κ = 0, 1, · · · .
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It is straightforward to calculate the linear objective function in (D.7):

∑
(i,j)∈I×J

〈∇γi,j(V
(κ)
i,j ,W (κ)), (VVV i,j ,WWW )〉 =

∑
(i,j)∈I×J

[−2a
(κ)
i,j �{hHi,i,jVVV i,j(V

(κ)
i,j )Hhi,i,j}

+ (a
(κ)
i,j − b

(κ)
i,j )

∑
(m,k)∈I×J

hHm,i,jWWWm,khm,i,j ]

(D.8)

with 0 < b
(κ)
i,j := 1/(Ψi,j(W

(κ)) + σ2) < a
(κ)
i,j := 1/(Ψi,j(W

(κ)) + σ2 − hHi,i,jV
(κ)
i,j (V

(κ)
i,j )Hhi,i,j).

Remark. Since a
(κ)
i,j − b

(κ)
i,j > 0 in (D.8), in view of constraints VVV m,kVVV

H
m,k �WWWm,k in (D.6b), it

can be shown that WWWm,k can be equivalently replaced by VVV m,kVVV
H
m,k, (m, k) ∈ I × J in (D.8),

i.e the linear objective function in (VVV ,WWW ) in (D.7) can be equivalently transformed to a convex

quadratic function F (κ)(VVV ) in VVV only. Also the constrained sets WB and WC in (D.2) and (D.3)

on WWW correspond to the following convex constrained sets ΩB and ΩC on VVV . Thus, without

the QoS constraints (D.1), FW iteration (D.7) is the convex quadratic minVVV ∈ΩB∩ΩC
F (κ)(VVV ) in

VVV only. Without the cognitive constraints VVV ∈ ΩC , the iteration minpmbV ∈ΩB
F (κ)(VVV ) admits

the closed-form optimal solution and thus is very computationally inexpensive. However, the

QoS constraint in (D.1), which is convex inWWW , corresponds to (non-convex) indefinite quadratic

constrained one in VVV , so it is not recommended to make such substitutions in (D.7).

ΩB = {VVV : max
i∈I

∑
j∈J

〈VVV i,jVVV
H
i,j〉 ≤ PB}, (D.9)

ΩC = {VVV : max
r=1:R

∑
(i,j)∈I×J

hH0,i,rVVV i,jVVV
H
i,jh0,i,r ≤ P0}, (D.10)

D.3 Simulation Results

We consider different cases with N = 7 BSs (cells) and K = 2 users (MTs) per cell. The cells are

hexagon-shaped with one in the center and six surrounding. The adjacent BS-to-BS distance is

1.4 km, and MTs are uniformly distributed within each hexagonal cell. A typical 3GPP signal

model [75] is adopted, in which the channel gain for each transmission link consists of three

parts: (i) distance-dependent path loss component L = 128.1 + 37.6 log10(D), where D is the
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transmission distance in km; (ii) 8 dB log-normal shadowing component; and (iii) Rayleigh-

fading component. The noise power spectral density and bandwidth is set to be −162 dBm/Hz

and 107 Hz, respectively. Antenna gain is 15 dBi. For simplicity, all the required rates in (D.1)

are equal to γ. The tolerance ε = 10−5 is set in all simulations. In all the figures, the legend

“Grad. Proj.” refers to the performance of the gradient projection method in [153].

Fig. D.1 illustrates unfair rate distribution caused by ignoring QoS rate constraints (D.1). In

more than 90% of channel realizations, there are at least 2 disabled users (whose rate is less than

0.1% of the sum rate). Fig. D.2 shows the sum rate performance versus BS power constraints
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Figure D.1: Percentage vs. number of disabled users: PB = 30 dBm, Po = −90 dBm

under different QoS rate constraints. To set appropriate QoS constraints, we denote the maximin

rate by Rmm as the optimal value of the problem max
WWW

min
(i,j)∈I×J

ψi,j(WWW ) :WWW ∈ WB ∩WC , which

is easily solved by a bisection procedure. The sum rate maximization problem is only feasible

when the required rate γ ∈ [0, Rmm]. The ratio of γ
Rmm

∈ [0, 1] represents the tightness degree

of the QoS rate constraints. It can be seen that with very high QoS setting ( γ
Rmm

= 0.95), the

sum rate performance degrades significantly.

Next, we study the impact of different QoS and cognitive constraints on the sum rate performance

under fixed BS power constraints. It is observed from Fig. D.3 that the tight cognitive power

constraints with Po = −110 dBm in (D.3) leads to a sharp decrease of the sum rates. However,
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Figure D.2: Sum rate vs. BS power constraint: Po = −90 dBm

with Po = −90 dBm in (D.3), the sum rates drop by only about 10% even when all users achieve

85% of the maximin rate Rmm. The sum rates and QoS thus can be flexibly traded off.
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Figure D.3: Sum rate vs. required minimum rate: PB = 30 dBm

Further, Fig. D.4 shows how the sum rate performance increases in degree of freedom expressed

by the number of antennas employed at the BSs. Moreover, the gap between the two sum rate

curves (with QoS and without QoS constraints) is reduced gradually. The feasible rate capacity

region also grows effectively.
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Figure D.4: Sum rate vs. number of transmit antennas: PB = 30 dBm, Po = −90 dBm

Finally, Table. D.1 provides the average number of iterations required by the proposed FW

algorithm and the gradient projection method [153] with the same stopping criterion. Both

algorithms are very computationally inexpensive because they all involve a small number of

simple convex programs. Fig. D.5 shows one typical example of the convergence behaviours of

the two algorithms initialized from the same feasible solution. It is observed that FW algorithm

converges to the same optimal solution independently on initial feasible solutions (V (0),W (0)).

Table D.1: Algorithmic statistics: number of iterations and total CPU time. N,K,PB , Po =
(7, 2, 30 dBm, −90dBm).

Nt 2 4 6 8

Proposed
Iter. # 35.41 36.29 38.13 38.24

CPU time 96.60 118.30 227.25 365.95

Grad. Proj.
Iter. # 25.52 25.24 26.24 25.64

CPU time 50.57 55.53 78.24 133.41

D.4 Conclusions

This research has presented efficient d.c. iterations for obtaining the optimal coordinated trans-

mission strategies for the downlink in cognitive multi-cell wireless networks. Results have shown
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Figure D.5: Convergence behaviour example: PB = 30 dBm, Po = −90 dBm, γ = 0.95Rmm

that our proposed method exhibits quick convergence with low computational load but neverthe-

less still performs as well as the global optimisation algorithms of prohibitively high complexity.
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